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ABSTRACT 
 
Iron is an essential element for plant survival. However, in excess, it is deleterious 
to the organism, thus iron concentration is tightly regulated in planta. The first point in 
the iron regulation system is acquisition, and plants have evolved two different strategies 
to obtain it from the soil. Dicots and non-graminaceous monocots use Strategy I to obtain 
iron from soil, whereas grasses use a chelation-based mechanism termed Strategy II 
(Marschner, 1995 and see Chapter 1). In the present thesis, we describe two different 
approaches to increase our understanding of iron homeostasis in the Strategy I model 
plant Arabidopsis thaliana: a functional genomic approach (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) and 
a mutant screen (Chapter 4). 
For the functional genomic approach, Affymetrix ATH-1 microarrays were 
hybridized with RNA extracted from shoots and roots of Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 
plants grown under iron-sufficient or -deficient conditions. The resulting datasets were 
screened, analyzed, and ten genes were chosen for further studies. In Chapter 2, we 
describe the initial characterization of eight of the ten genes, which included a 
metallothionein, a putative sugar transporter, three P-Type ATPases, and three 
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cytochrome P450s. None of these genes appeared to have a direct effect on iron 
homeostasis in Arabidopsis. We also present possible future research projects using the 
microarray dataset as a starting point. 
In Chapter 3, we show the initial characterization of the other two genes selected 
from the microarray dataset. Both belong to a small sub-family of four genes of the basic 
helix-loop-helix transcription factor family of genes. All four were up-regulated in shoots 
and roots of iron-deficient plants. We focused our research on bHLH101, which was 
expressed in root and shoot meristems, in cotyledons, and in the root vasculature. Since 
individual T-DNA lines did not show a visible phenotype under the conditions tested, and 
all four show similar increases in mRNA levels under iron-deficiency, we hypothesized 
that all four TFs provide redundancy to each other, possibly due to homo- or hetero-
dimerizing within the group. At the end of Chapter 3, we propose possible functions of 
these transcription factors. 
Finally, in Chapter 4, we show the screening of mutant plants with potential 
disruptions in iron-homeostasis system. The selected mutant showed variegated chlorosis 
and delayed induction of iron deficiency-inducible ferric-chelate reductase activity. The 
mutation was mapped to locus At2g34740, which encodes AtATase2 (EC 2.4.2.14). The 
mutation disrupted the chloroplastic purine biosynthesis pathway, which resulted in 
damaged chloroplasts. The chloroplast is a major site for metal use and storage in plants. 
Therefore, alterations in the chloroplast are hypothesized to affect metal homeostasis 
throughout the plant. We provide the first direct evidence linking disruption of 
chloroplast function with defects in general metal homeostasis in Arabidopsis. 
 
 viii
 CHAPTER 1 
 
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Iron is essential for living organisms 
 
Iron is commonly found in nature. It easily changes oxidation states. Organisms 
take advantage of both characteristics and utilize iron in reduction/oxidation reactions 
and as part of certain biological structures. Plants utilize iron in respiration, chlorophyll 
synthesis, photosynthesis and other important processes. Its key importance in 
chlorophyll synthesis is one of the reasons why low iron availability makes plants 
chlorotic. On the other hand, iron can be dangerous to plants since it is able to catalyze 
the creation of reactive oxygen species through the Fenton reaction (Winterbourn, 1995). 
This dual nature of iron: essential, yet possibly dangerous, makes organisms regulate its 
uptake and storage tightly (Spiller and Terry, 1980; Terry and Low, 1982; Pushnik et al., 
1984; Henle and Linn, 1997). 
Iron deficiency affects 30% of the world’s population (Lucca et al., 2000; Lucca 
et al., 2001) because even though plants produce most of the proteins and carbohydrates 
consumed by mankind, most of them do not store enough iron to supply our dietary needs 
(Grusak and DellaPenna, 1999). In some cases, plants cannot obtain enough iron to cover 
their nutritional needs because of certain soil conditions that make iron difficult to obtain. 
There has been considerable effort to increase the amount of bioavailable iron in plants to 
improve the diet of people affected by iron deficiency. One way to address this problem 
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 involves using iron-based soil or foliar fertilizers with the aim to eliminate plant iron 
deficiency and increase their internal iron storage. The use of these fertilizers have either 
a limited effect on nutritive status of the plant, or are effective but too expensive to be 
considered for use in field crops (Hecht-Buchholz and Ortmann, 1986; Hüve et al., 2003). 
The most efficient way to increase iron content in plants is to genetically modify their 
complex mechanisms of iron acquisition and storage (Welch, 2002). In this way, the 
modified plants could become a more substantial source of iron for human nutrition. 
To make plants a source of iron to satisfy human needs, we need to improve our 
understanding of iron homeostasis in plants before we can efficiently modify their iron 
homeostasis system. Therefore our main goal is to increase the knowledge about iron 
homeostasis in the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana. We chose Arabidopsis because its 
genome is completely sequenced, a large scientific community is dedicated to its study, 
and parts of its iron homeostasis mechanism have already been described. We hope our 
research could someday be used to increase total iron content in crop plants to help 
reduce iron deficiency in human nutrition. 
Iron homeostasis in plants has been studied for a long time. We now know that 
plants can obtain iron from the soil in two possible ways. Grasses (e.g. maize, wheat, 
rice) utilize what is called Strategy II, and all other plants (e.g. Arabidopsis, potato, 
grape) utilize what is called Strategy I (Marschner and Romheld, 1994; Marschner, 
1995). We will proceed to briefly describe both processes. 
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 Strategy II 
 
Strategy II plants produce phytosiderophores, which are small organic iron 
chelators, and release them from the roots. The synthesis of phytosiderophores begins 
with the conversion of methionine into nicotianamine (NA) by nicotianamine synthase 
(NAS). All plants contain NAS genes; and these genes show root-specific and iron-
inducible expression in some Strategy II plants (Higuchi et al., 1999; Inoue et al., 2003; 
Mizuno et al., 2003). Once NA is synthesized it can be further modified resulting in a 
range of phytosiderophores including mugineic acid (MA) and 2’- deoxy mugineic acid 
(DMA). Once secreted by the roots, phytosiderophores chelate Fe(III) (Higuchi et al., 
1999; von Wiren et al., 2000; Reichman and Parker, 2002; Schaaf et al., 2004a), creating 
a complex which is acquired by root epidermal cells through a specific importer called 
YS1 (for Yellow Stripe 1) in maize or YSL (for Yellow Stripe-Like) in other species. YS1 
belongs to the OPT (for Oligo-Peptide Transporter) class of transporters (Yen et al., 
2001). OPTs are capable of importing iron-chelator complexes through biological 
membranes (Curie et al., 2001; Roberts et al., 2004; Schaaf et al., 2004b). The expression 
of YS1 is upregulated in shoots and roots under iron deficiency (Curie et al., 2001). It is 
capable of transporting several phytosiderophore-chelated metals such as Cu, Zn, Cd, Ni, 
Mn, Fe(II), and Fe(III), as shown in the zinc uptake-defective yeast mutant zap1 (Schaaf 
et al., 2004b). Genes with homology to YS1 have been cloned in rice (another Strategy II 
plant), which possess at least 18 similar genes (Koike et al., 2004). Interestingly, 
Arabidopsis, which is not known for importing Fe-phytosiderophore compounds into its 
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 roots, contains at least eight genes similar to YS1 in its genome (Walker, 2002) with 
possible iron-chelator transport functions inside the plant (see later). 
 
Strategy I 
 
Strategy I plants are characterized by three root-localized molecular responses to 
iron deficiency. One of these three responses consists of the induction of an unidentified 
ATP-dependent proton transporter whose activity will lower the pH of the rhizosphere 
(Romheld et al., 1984; Santi et al., 2005). This pH reduction increases Fe(III) solubility in 
the soil. The second response consists of increasing the transcription of a membrane-
bound, root-expressed ferric-chelate reductase (Romheld and Marschner, 1983; Romera 
et al., 2003). It has been proposed that iron reduction is a rate-limiting step for iron 
acquisition in some Strategy I plants (Grusak et al., 1990). In Arabidopsis, the root 
epidermal reductase is encoded by the gene FRO2. The FRO2 protein is a 
flavocytochrome that transports electrons across membranes to reduce solubilized Fe(III) 
to Fe(II) (Robinson et al., 1999). FRO2 belongs to a family of eight genes with tissue-
specific expression including root, shoot, flower, cotyledons, trichomes, pollen grains and 
leaf veins (Robinson et al., 1999; Connolly et al., 2003; Wu et al., 2005; Mukherjee et al., 
2006). It has been proposed that iron moves through the plant as a Fe(III)-citrate 
complex, which will be reduced to Fe(II) by one of the eight plant reductases before 
being imported into the cell as a Fe(II)-NA (Mukherjee et al., 2006). FRO2 is 
coordinately regulated with IRT1 at the transcriptional and post-transcriptional level 
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 (Connolly et al., 2002). While FRO2 is transcriptionally regulated by Fe, Zn, and Cd, it is 
only capable of reducing Fe(III) and Cu(II) (Connolly et al., 2003). 
The importance of FRO2 in Arabidopsis plants has been called into question by 
studies with the mutant Arabidopsis line frd1 (for Ferric Reductase Defective 1). frd1 
plants cannot express their root ferric-chelate reductase under activity due to mutations in 
the FRO2 gene ( Yi and Guerinot, 1996, Robinson et al., 1999). The mutations in FRO2 
do not affect the activity of other members of the Strategy I response: under iron-
deficiency conditions IRT1 is still up-regulated and roots can still acidify the rhizosphere. 
frd1 plants, when grown on soil, over-accumulate Mn and Zn, and have WT levels of 
iron. Plants become iron deficient only when placed in artificial media containing a 
strong Fe(III) chelator (Yi and Guerinot, 1996). The is an apparent contradiction between 
reports qualifying the ferric-chelate reductase activity as essential in Pisum sativum 
(Grusak et al., 1990), but not in Arabidopsis thalinana (Yi and Guerinot, 1996). From 
these reports, we can hypothesize that legumes require higher amounts of iron than 
Arabidopsis. Arabidopsis can thrive without a functional FRO2, since the minute 
amounts of Fe(II) already present in the soil are enough for the plant to survive (Yi and 
Guerinot, 1996), but the same conditions do not provide Pisum (Grusak et al., 1990) and 
possibly other legumes with enough iron to use and store. 
The third molecular response to iron deficiency in Strategy I plants is the up-
regulation of IRT1 (Iron-Regulated Transporter 1) which is the essential Fe(II) importer 
into the root of Strategy I plants (Henriques et al., 2002, Varotto et al., 2002; Vert et al., 
2002). IRT1 belongs to the ZIP gene family of transporters, which has at least 15 
members in Arabidopsis (Eide et al., 1996; Maser et al., 2001). It was cloned by 
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 functional complementation of a yeast strain defective in iron uptake (Eide et al., 1996). 
Although IRT1 transports mainly Fe(II), it also has the ability to transport other divalent 
metals like Zn(II), Mn(II), and Cd(II). IRT1 expression is induced in the root epidermis 
under low Fe, Zn, and Cd conditions, and it is regulated post-transcriptionally by Fe and 
Zn (Vert et al., 2001; Connolly et al., 2002). 
In Arabidopsis, IRT1 has a paralog called IRT2 that is located ~3,000 bp away 
from IRT1. IRT2 is similar to IRT1 in several ways, including its iron-inducible 
expression in the root epidermis and its ability to transport Fe and Zn, and its ability to 
complement a yeast mutant defective in iron uptake (Vert et al., 2001). But there are 
differences between both: IRT1, but not IRT2, can transport Mn or Cd in yeast (Vert et 
al., 2001). Plants with mutations that make IRT1 non-functional show lethal phenotypes 
whereas plants with mutations that disrupt IRT2 appear normal. Additionally, the 
promoter of IRT1 is 100-fold stronger (Vert et al., 2002), yet over-expressing IRT2 in a 
plant line where IRT1 is non-functional does not rescue the mutant plants (Varotto et al., 
2002). These data imply that although both IRT1 and IRT2 import iron from the soil into 
the root of Arabidopsis plants, IRT2 plays a secondary role in this process (Varotto et al., 
2002; Vert et al., 2002). 
 
Regulation of iron-deficiency responses 
 
Iron-deficiency responses in Strategy I plants, including the regulation of IRT1 
and FRO2, respond to independent signals from both the root and the shoot (Vert et al., 
2003). The local (root) iron-deficiency signal regulates modifications in the root 
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 architecture (Schikora and Schmidt, 2001). These modifications include the increase of 
transfer cells in sugar beet (Beta vulgaris) (Landsberg, 1994), the ethylene-dependent 
increase in number of root hairs in A. thaliana (Schmidt and Schikora, 2001), and the 
ethylene-independent increase of transfer cells and root hairs in tomato (Lycopersicum 
esculentum) (Schikora and Schmidt, 2002). 
The hypothesis that there is a long distance signal originating in the shoots that 
regulates iron uptake in roots of Strategy I plants was proposed after characterizing the 
pea mutants dgl (DeGenerate Leaves) and brz (from its BRonZe-colored leaves). Both 
mutant pea lines contain non-allelic mutations in a single locus, and both constitutively 
express their iron-deficiency responses and over-accumulate iron (Grusak, 1994). Both 
mutant plant lines show the presence of electron-dense particles in the mitochondria, 
cytoplasm, and endoplasmatic reticulum, but not the chloroplast (Becker et al., 1998). 
These particles are mostly iron precipitates, but include manganese and zinc (Becker et 
al., 1998). Reciprocal graft experiments between dgl and WT suggest that the up-
regulation of the root iron-deficiency responses depends on the genotype of the shoot 
(Grusak and Pezeshgi, 1996). This implies that although the root is the organ that will 
acquire iron from the environment, it depends on a long-distance signal sent by the shoot 
to activate its iron-deficiency responses. This also implies that even though iron is 
required throughout the plant, iron levels are sensed in the shoot regardless of iron 
nutrition status elsewhere. The presence of this long-distance signal has been confirmed 
at the molecular level by quantifying FRO2 and IRT1 mRNA levels in roots on each side 
of split-root experiments (Vert et al., 2003). The nature of the local signal and its 
interaction with the systemic signal remains complex (Vert et al., 2003). 
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 Much of what we know about iron homeostasis in eukaryotic organisms comes 
from studies conducted in the model organism S. cerevisiae. Iron is necessary and 
potentially toxic for yeast, and its acquisition is tightly regulated through a transcription 
factor that may be an iron sensor (Yamaguchi-Iwai et al., 1995; Yamaguchi et al., 1996). 
This transcription factor (TF) has been named Aft1 (Activator of Ferrous Transport 1) 
and its localization inside the yeast cell is iron-dependent: during iron deficiency 
conditions, Aft1p re-localizes from the cytosol to the nucleus. Once in the nucleus, Aft1p 
binds to promoters of genes used by the high-affinity iron-acquisition system, inducing 
their expression (Yamaguchi-Iwai et al., 2002). Intense research has focused on how 
Aft1p reacts to the presence/absence of iron. Early theories proposed that Aft1p exposed 
its NLS when iron was absent and hid it when iron was present (Yamaguchi-Iwai et al., 
2002). A more recent hypothesis proposed that Aft1p binds iron in the form of Fe-S 
clusters made in the mitochondria (Chen et al., 2004). Fe-S clusters are known to interact 
with proteins to change their three-dimensional conformation (Beinert et al., 1997; 
Rouault and Tong, 2005). Recently, it has been proposed that Aft1p does not bind a Fe-S 
cluster, but rather an unknown signal coming from the mitochondrial Fe-S cluster 
synthesis pathway (Rutherford et al., 2005). 
The cloning of LeFER, a basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) TF mutated in the tomato 
line T3238fer (Fer) plants uncovered for the first time one of the regulators of iron-
deficiency responses in Strategy I plants. This semi-lethal mutation makes fer tomato 
plants incapable of inducing its iron-deficiency responses (Brown et al., 1971; Brown and 
Ambler, 1974). LeFER is expressed in roots of WT tomato plants at basal levels and 
expression increases when plants become iron deficient, showing iron-dependent 
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 transcriptional regulation (Brumbarova and Bauer, 2005). Study of 35S::LeFER plants 
show LeFER protein being down-regulated under high iron conditions, showing post-
transcriptional regulation by iron (Brumbarova and Bauer, 2005). LeFER shows post-
translational regulation as well, possibly because it may need to bind an unknown factor 
to become active (Ling et al., 1996; Ling et al., 2002). The master regulator and the iron 
sensor in plants are yet to be discovered. 
The homolog of LeFER in Arabidopsis is AtbHLH029. This transcription factor 
has been described as FRU1 (Fer-like Regulator of iron Uptake 1) and was found by 
doing similarity searches with the LeFER sequence (Jakoby et al., 2004). This TF was 
also described as FIT1 (Fe-deficiency Induced Transcription factor 1) after analyzing 
microarray data of WT and frd3 mutant plants grown under iron-deficiency or complete 
conditions (see Chapter 2) (Colangelo and Guerinot, 2004). As in the case of LeFER, 
FRU1/FIT1 is constitutively expressed in roots and its expression increases in root 
epidermal cells under iron-deficiency conditions. Under normal conditions, it is weakly 
expressed in leaves, trichomes, and flowers, and shows no expression in siliques or 
cotyledons (Jakoby et al., 2004). Independent research showed that FRU1/FIT1 is 
expressed in the root differentiation zone, but not in the elongation or meristematic zones 
(Colangelo and Guerinot, 2004). Mutant A. thaliana plants with a non-functional copy of 
this gene are conditionally lethal, chlorotic, and need to be supplied with extra iron to 
survive. Also, the mutant cannot increase expression levels of FRO2 under iron-
deficiency conditions (Jakoby et al., 2004). fit1 mutant plants increase transcript levels of 
IRT1 when under iron-deficiency conditions, but IRT1 protein is absent (Colangelo and 
Guerinot, 2004). Finally, the roots of the same mutant plants accumulate about half the 
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 normal amount of iron, suggesting transcriptional regulation of FRO2 and post-
transcriptional regulation of IRT1 by the same TF (Colangelo and Guerinot, 2004). Plants 
over-expressing FRU1/FIT1 grown under normal conditions show similar FRO2 mRNA 
levels and twice the chlorophyll levels than WT controls (Jakoby et al., 2004). When the 
over-expressing lines are placed under iron-deficiency conditions, both their ferric-
chelate reductase activity and their IRT1 mRNA levels are higher than WT controls 
grown under the same conditions (Jakoby et al., 2004). Curiously, shoots of FRU1/FIT1 
over-expressing plants show up-regulation of both FRO2 and IRT1 when placed in iron-
deficient media (Jakoby et al., 2004). Since FRU1/FIT1 can complement the fer tomato 
mutant, it has been suggested that LeFER and FRU1/FIT1 represent a TF that is a 
universal Strategy I regulator (Yuan et al., 2005). 
 
Iron transport inside the plant 
 
Once iron is inside the root, it needs to be transported into the vasculature and to 
all tissues in the plant, especially iron sink organs such as pollen, seeds and leaves. Once 
iron reaches a particular organ/tissue, it needs to be imported into the cells. Some insights 
into iron translocation come from studies with the Arabidopsis mutant frd3. frd3 plants 
constitutively express iron-deficiency responses (Rogers and Guerinot, 2002). These 
mutant plants over-accumulate Mn, and depending on the growth conditions, they may 
over-accumulate Cu, Mg, S, and Zn, in leaves and roots, and Fe in roots only (Delhaize, 
1996). Excess iron is accumulated in the vascular tissue in frd3 plants. Interestingly, 
FRD3 encodes a putative transporter of small organic molecules and is expressed in cells 
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 surrounding the root vasculature (Green and Rogers, 2004). It seems that frd3 mutant 
plants cannot transport an essential factor or iron chelator into the xylem, and the absence 
of this hypothetical factor impedes the efficient transport of iron out of the xylem and 
into leaf cells (Rogers and Guerinot, 2002; Green and Rogers, 2004). Finding the 
substrate of FRD3 is the focus of intense research in our lab. 
Other members of the iron transport system inside the plant are the eight YS1 
homologs present in the Arabidopsis genome. It has been shown that YS1 transports 
phytosiderophore-Fe(II) complexes into the roots of maize plants (Schaaf et al., 2004b) 
and in Arabidopsis they have been named AtYSL1-8 (Curie et al., 2001). AtYSL2 is the 
closest homolog to ZmYS1 and it is expressed in roots and shoots where its expression is 
regulated by iron- and zinc-deficiency, and by copper excess (DiDonato et al., 2004; 
Schaaf et al., 2005). AtYSL2 is able to transport Fe(II)-NA, Fe(II)-MA, and Cu(II)-NA 
when tested in yeast (DiDonato et al., 2004). Because of the localization of the 
expression of this gene in planta, it has been proposed to have a role transporting NA-Fe 
and NA-Cu laterally from the xylem into tissues away from the xylem (DiDonato et al., 
2004; Koike et al., 2004), pointing at NA as an iron chelator inside the plant. 
 
Iron transport inside the cell 
 
Iron needs to enter the cell and be distributed into and out of all organelles, 
vesicles, cytoplasm, and any other region inside the cell. Many transporters would be 
required to provide the cell with an efficient cellular iron homeostasis system. So far only 
NRAMP (Natural Resistance Associated Macrophage Protein) transporter proteins have 
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 been shown to participate in intracellular iron distribution (Curie et al., 2000; Guerinot, 
2000; Thomine et al., 2000; Maser et al., 2001; Curie and Briat, 2003; Hall and Williams, 
2003). 
NRAMPS were first discovered in mammals as part of defense against 
microorganisms. Homologues of mammalian NRAMP genes were found in D. 
melanogaster, C. elegans, and S. cerevesiae. Their function as possible metal transporters 
was discovered in yeast (Cellier et al., 1995; Belouchi et al., 1997; Zhou and Yang, 
2004). The Arabidopsis genome contains six NRAMP genes, of which only three 
(AtNRAMP-1, -3, and -4) have been partially characterized. AtNRAMP-1, -3, and -4 are 
mainly iron transporters their transcription is induced under iron-deficiency conditions, 
although they also transport Zn, Mn, and Cd. Their expression localization is at times 
overlapping and varies during normal plant development (Curie et al., 2000; Thomine et 
al., 2000; Maser et al., 2001; Hall and Williams, 2003; Thomine et al., 2003; Lanquar et 
al., 2004). Evidence collected so far points to the involvement of NRAMP genes in 
intracellular metal homeostasis by transporting iron and other metal ions into or out of 
different organelles (Curie et al., 2000; Thomine et al., 2000; Thomine et al., 2003; Zhou 
and Yang, 2004). Specifically, AtNramp3 and AtNramp4 have been shown to be partially 
redundant, but when both are absent, Arabidopsis seeds fail to retrieve iron from the 
vacuole. This shows, for the first time, the role of the plant vacuole as a major iron 
storage place. It also shows the first iron exporters from the plant vacuole (Lanquar et al., 
2005). 
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 Iron chelators 
 
Iron needs to be chelated to keep it in solution and at the same time to keep it 
from creating harmful free radicals through the Fenton reaction. There are several 
possible iron chelators inside plants, including malate and citrate, which are two organic 
acids that increase their concentration inside the plant under iron-deficient conditions 
(Abadia et al., 2002) and are able to form stable complexes with Fe(II) and Fe(III) 
(Lopez-Millan et al., 2000, 2001; Abadia et al., 2002; Hider et al., 2004). Another 
putative iron chelator in plants is ITP (Iron Transport Protein). ITP was discovered bound 
to iron in phloem exudates of Ricinus comunis (Kruger et al., 2002). ITP belongs to a 
group of late embryogenesis abundant (LEA) proteins called dehydrins. Arabidopsis has 
over 10 dehydrins and they are either constitutively expressed or induced under 
environmental stresses like cold, drought, salt stress, or ABA treatment (Puhakainen et 
al., 2004). It is possible that the Arabidopsis genome contains an ITP homolog (Kruger et 
al., 2002). Another possible plant iron chelator is NA, a ubiquitous non-proteinoic amino 
acid (Scholz et al., 1992; Higuchi et al., 1999) that forms stable complexes with both 
Fe(II) and Fe(III), and is an intermediate compound in the synthesis of phytosiderophores 
in Strategy II plants (Stephan and Scholz, 1990; von Wiren et al., 1999; Hider et al., 
2004). Iron-deficient plants have increased NA concentrations in their roots relative to 
iron-sufficient plants (Stephan and Scholz, 1990; Pich et al., 2001). Additional evidence 
for the role of NA as an iron chelator comes from studies of the tomato mutant 
chloronerva. chloronerva plants have a mutation in their only NAS gene, rendering it 
non-functional. These plants have constitutive iron-deficiency responses, over-
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 accumulate iron, and show elevated activity of antioxidant enzymes and iron precipitates 
in vacuoles and mitochondria (Herbik et al., 1996; Yoshimura et al., 2000; Liu et al., 
2002). Unlike tomato, A. thaliana possesses four NAS genes with possible overlapping 
functions, which may explain the lack of chloronerva-like mutants in this species (Suzuki 
et al., 1999; Suzuki et al., 2001). 
 
Iron storage 
 
The ferritin protein is found in plants and many other living organisms. Its 
function is to store iron, making ferritin a key member of iron detoxification and storage 
pathways. Twenty-four ferritin subunits will form a hollow shell with capacity to store up 
to 4,500 Fe(III) atoms. In vertebrates, these subunits can be divided in two types (H- and 
L-), whereas plants and bacteria have only one type (H-). All ferritins in nature share 
many properties, including their three-dimensional structure, but there are species- and 
cell-specific differences in how ferritin subunits are organized, and their transcription and 
post-transcriptional regulation show complex individual genetic regulation for each 
ferritin gene. The presence of Iron Regulatory Elements (IRE) found in the 5’-UTR of 
vertebrate ferritin mRNA is one of the most striking differences with plant ferritins 
(Theil, 1987; Harrison and Arosio, 1996). Under iron starvation conditions, IRP1 and 
IRP2 (Iron Regulatory Protein) regulate ferretin mRNA translation by binding to IREs, 
which in turn inhibits its translation. Each IRP shows specific transcriptional and post-
transcriptional regulation, giving the system flexibility to adjust under different iron 
nutritional statuses (Pantopoulos, 2004). 
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 Arabidopsis has four ferritin genes: AtFer1-4. Different factors regulate their 
transcription: iron overload and H2O2 up-regulate transcript levels of AtFer1 and AtFer3 
whereas ABA induces the expression of AtFer2 (Petit et al., 2001). In maize, ABA 
(Lobreaux et al., 1993) and Ser/Thr phosphatases (Savino et al., 1997) have been implied 
in the regulation of ferritins (for a review see Briat et al., 1999). AtFer1 is the most 
ubiquitously expressed of the four (Gaymard et al., 1996; Petit et al., 2001). These 
characteristics make ferritin useful to modify the total iron content in plants: by over-
expressing ferritin, researchers were able to increase total iron in rice seeds two- to three-
fold (Goto et al., 1999; Lucca et al., 2001) and in lettuce by up to 70% (Goto et al., 2000) 
when compared to controls. In addition, high levels of ferritin made tobacco plants more 
tolerant to oxidative stress, virus, and fungal attacks (Deák et al., 1999), and increased 
total plant height and weight (Yoshihara et al., 2003). 
Iron is necessary for plant growth and development. Iron needs to be acquired 
from the soil, transported into the root vasculature, moved to the places where it is 
required, used, or stored. Efforts by several groups around the world have been able to 
help us understand how all these different mechanisms work and interact with each other. 
As mentioned in this review, this knowledge points to even more unanswered questions 
that need to be addressed. We still do not know how iron moves from the root epidermal 
cells to the root vasculature. What is the factor or iron chelator transported into the 
vasculature by FRD3? What is the oxidation state of iron while inside the vasculature or 
when inside the cell? How is iron distributed inside the plant and inside the cell? What is 
the iron sensor that directs the up-regulation of the iron acquisition process? Which 
transcription factor regulates the expression of FRU1/FIT1? What is the nature of the 
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 shoot–to-root signal? The answer to these questions will increase our knowledge of iron 
homeostasis in plants, which will help us reach the ultimate goal of increasing 
bioavailable iron in crops. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
FUNCTIONAL GENOMIC ANALYSIS OF IRON HOMEOSTASIS IN 
Arabidopsis thaliana 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
Iron acquisition and regulation is a complex and not well-understood process. In 
order to increase our knowledge of plant iron homeostasis, Drs. Elizabeth E. Rogers and 
Mary Lou Guerinot (Dartmouth College) hybridized Affymetrix ATH-1 microarrays with 
RNA extracted from shoots and roots of Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 plants grown under 
iron-sufficient or -deficient conditions. Ten genes were chosen for further study. These 
genes were selected based on their modification of transcriptional activity under iron-
deficient conditions or on their possible involvement in iron homeostasis as inferred from 
their annotation. Individual T-DNA insertion lines for each of the ten genes were 
obtained from the Arabidopsis Biological Resources Center (ABRC). All the 
homozygous T-DNA lines appeared similar to control plants under the conditions tested. 
The initial characterization of two genes encoding bHLH transcription factors is 
described in Chapter 3. The remaining eight genes included a metallothionein, a putative 
sugar transporter, three P-Type ATPases, and three cytochrome P450s. The three 
cytochrome P450s are closely related to each other, making them potentially functionally 
redundant. RNAi lines are in the process of being obtained to reduce or eliminate the 
expression of the three simultaneously. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Iron is plentiful in soils in the insoluble Fe(III) form, which is difficult for plants 
to acquire and utilize. Therefore iron is one of the three nutrients most commonly 
limiting plant growth, after nitrogen and phosphorous (Marschner, 1995). To acquire iron 
from the soil, non-graminaceous plants like Arabidopsis thaliana (also called Strategy I 
plants) activate three iron-deficiency responsive genes. One, an unidentified proton 
pump, is expressed in root epidermal cells and extrudes protons into the rhizosphere. This 
pH reduction increases the solubility of Fe(III). Solubilized Fe(III) is reduced to Fe(II) by 
a root epidermal ferric-chelate reductase encoded by the gene AtFRO2. Reduced iron is 
directly taken into the plant using the main root iron importer, AtIRT1. 
Iron homeostasis is a process that is still not fully understood (for a review see 
Chapter 1). To increase our knowledge of iron sensing, acquisition, and regulation, Dr. 
Elizabeth E. Rogers in collaboration with Dr. Mary Lou Guerinot at Dartmouth College 
started a genomics effort aimed at identifying and characterizing novel genes involved in 
the iron homeostasis system of A. thaliana. This effort started with the hybridization of 
Affymetrix ATH-1 microarrays with RNA from shoots and roots of iron-sufficient and -
deficient Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 plants. 
Thanks to the sequencing of the A. thaliana genome (The Arabidopsis Genome 
Initiative, 2000) and the development of the Affymetrix ATH-1 high-density microarray, 
we were able to measure the global gene expression of this plant in response to iron 
deprivation (Aharoni and Vorst, 2002; Coughlan et al., 2004). The Affymetrix chip is 
sensitive, with a detection limit of 1/100,000 RNA transcripts (Ishii et al., 2000), and its 
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ability to quantify transcript abundance is similar to that of RNA blots (Meyers et al., 
2004). The Affymetrix ATH-1 whole genome microarray contains probes for ~24,000 
(Meyers et al., 2004) of the 26,207 genes annotated at the latest release (Haas et al., 
2005), providing us with the tools to accelerate our transition from raw data to broader 
understanding (Wisman and Ohlrogge, 2000) of iron homeostasis. We proceeded to use 
the concept of co-regulation (cluster analysis), where genes showing similar expression 
patterns may be functionally related and under the same genetic control mechanism 
(Aharoni and Vorst, 2002; Buckhout and Thimm, 2003; Kennedy and Wilson, 2004). 
Different types of arrays have been previously used to investigate plant iron 
homeostasis. The first report was published in 2001 and used a 6,300 cDNA spotted 
array. The spotted array was hybridized with iron-sufficient and iron-deficient WT 
Arabidopsis mRNA at one, three, and seven days after iron withdrawal (Thimm et al., 
2001). Of the total amount of genes spotted on the array, 4.6%, 45.4%, and 18.2% 
showed alt-erations in transcript levels in shoots one, three, and seven days after iron 
withdrawal. In roots, 2.5%, 24.5, and 14.0% of the total amount of genes spotted on the 
array showed statistically significant changes in transcript levels one, three, and seven 
days after iron withdrawal, as compared with the control. In a more detailed study of 
transcripts level of enzymes involved in the glycolysis, tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA), 
and the oxidative pentose (OPP) pathways in roots, it was shown that all were affected by 
iron-deficiency conditions in either roots or shoots in at least one of their three time 
points, although statistical analysis was not performed, therefore we cannot know if the 
differences were significant. (Thimm et al., 2001). In another case, the researchers used 
their own high-density microarray with 1,280 spots representing genes expressed in 
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tomato roots. The tomato plants were grown in a hydroponic solution and RNA extracted 
after iron had been withdrawn from a few hours to up to two days. Both phosphate and 
iron nutrition pathways showed close molecular relationships, including extensive 
crosstalk between members of iron and phosphate signal transduction (Wang et al., 
2002). The first study using a standardized microarray (Affymetrix 8.3 k), concluded that 
although the metal transporters studied had a wide substrate specificity, only a few metals 
regulated their transcription. 
Here we present the initial analysis of datasets from Affymetrix ATH-1 
microarrays hybridized with RNA extracted from shoots and roots of iron-sufficient and -
deficient A. thaliana plants. The analysis revealed many genes with modified expression 
under iron-deficiency conditions. Ten novel iron-regulated genes ere chosen for further 
study based on their annotation. Results of these studies for two bHLH transcription 
factors are presented in Chapter 3, whereas the results for the other eight are presented 
here. 
 
RESULTS 
 
Affymetrix dataset mining 
 
Affymetrix ATH-1 microarrays were hybridized with RNA obtained 
independently from shoots and roots of plants grown under iron-sufficient and -deficient 
conditions. Since only one (out of two) microarray dataset was analyzed, no statistical 
analysis is given. Comparisons were made between iron-deficient and -sufficient shoot 
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and root datasets. Results were screened; genes were ranked according to the increase or 
decrease of their transcript level under iron-deficiency conditions. The 91 genes showing 
at least a two-fold variation are shown in Table 2.1. 
 
Analysis of iron-sufficient and –deficient shoots 
Eight genes in shoots with at least a two-fold expression increase, are shown in 
Table 2.1.a. Of the eight, four had no known function and the other four were a zinc-
finger protein, an oligopeptide transporter (AtOPT3) that has been characterized before as 
being critical for embryo development and is expressed in the plant vasculature (Koh et 
al., 2002, Stacey et al., 2002, Stacey et al., 2006), an expansin precursor, and a Ser/Thr 
kinase. Of the four without annotation, At1g48300 increased its expression the most 
(three-fold). It is a single-copy gene in Arabidopsis, and the N-terminal of its predicted 
protein weakly resembled a ferredoxin. The predicted protein may be targeted to an 
endomembrane. The second gene without annotation was up-regulated 2.5-fold 
(At3g56360). This gene has no other copies in the genome, predicted to be localized to 
the chloroplast, and does not resemble any other proteins present in the databases. Iron-
deficient conditions in shoots induced a 2.4-fold increase in transcript levels of 
At3g22240. The predicted protein may be targeted to the mitochondrion, and has five 
homologs in the Arabidopsis genome. Finally, At2g25660 was up-regulated two-fold, 
encodes a 238 kDa protein predicted to be directed to the chloroplast, is a unique gene in 
Arabidopsis, and has two orthologs in the public databases: one in rice and another in the 
blue-green alga Synechococcus elongatus. 
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Table 2.1.b shows 10 genes that were down-regulated at least two-fold in iron-
deficient shoots. Ferritin is the main iron-storage protein in plants, and plants would be 
expected to deplete iron reserves in the absence of available iron. This was consistent 
with ferritins being the top three down-regulated genes. Since iron can create dangerous 
radicals through the Fenton reaction, its absence may down-regulate stress and oxidation-
related genes (superoxide dismutase, Heat Shock Proteins, Stromal ascorbate peroxidase). 
This was indeed observed in Table 2.1.b. AtYSL1, proposed to be an iron-chelate 
transporter into the Arabidopsis seed (LeJean et al., 2005) shows a -2.5-fold decreased 
change in transcript level in iron-deficient shoots (explained in more detail below). 
Finally, gene At5g50335 shows decreased expression in iron-deficient shoots (-2.6-fold), 
encodes an 8.5 kDa protein, had no homologs in the Arabidopsis genome, and no 
orthologs in public databases. 
 
Analysis of iron-sufficient and –deficient roots 
Table 2.1.c shows the 50 genes that were up-regulated at least two-fold in iron-
deficient roots. Several were genes directly involved in iron-acquisition. Both iron 
importers of the root are represented, with IRT1 being up-regulated 12-fold, and IRT2 up-
regulated five-fold. FRO2, a well-characterized iron-deficiency inducible ferric-chelate 
reductase expressed in the root epidermis, was not present on the microarray. The 
transcription factor bHLH039 was up-regulated in iron-deficient roots 10-fold (Table 
2.1.c and Chapter 3). Another bHLH transcription factor, FIT1, is present in the list and 
was up-regulated 2.5-fold. FIT1 regulates FRO2 at the transcriptional level and IRT1 
post-transcriptionally (Colangelo and Guerinot, 2004). Iron-starvation may have 
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pleiotropic effects on other metal-regulated genes like Zn- (7.6-fold) and Cu- (5.0-fold) 
transporters. The most up-regulated gene was an In2-like gene (17.6-fold), with possible 
glutathione-S-transferase activity, and predicted to be a transmembrane Ser/Thr receptor 
protein kinase. 
Four of the genes that showed up-regulation in iron-deficient roots have not been 
previously characterized. The first one was At5g04730, which was up-regulated 3.7-fold 
under iron-deficiency conditions, and is predicted to have five transmembrane domains. 
It belongs to a small family of six genes in the Arabidopsis genome and has slight (25% 
identity, 44% similarity) resemblance to one protein encoded in the rice genome. The 
second one, At2g36120, is a gene that encodes a protein of 256 amino acids, of which 
152 (60%) are glycines. Transcripts of this gene were increased 3.5-fold. Its protein 
sequence showed no similarity to other proteins in public databases. The third gene, 
At3g06890, encodes a small 129 amino acid protein. This gene is unique in the 
Arabidopsis genome and there is one similar protein in rice. Finally, At3g25950 encodes 
a five trans-membrane domain protein and belongs to a small family of three genes in 
Arabidopsis. It has no orthologs in other species, and protein analysis reveals a protein 
domain with slight resemblance to a DNA-binding motif. 
Table 2.1.d lists the 23 genes with at least two-fold down-regulation of expression 
in roots under iron-deficiency. As expected under iron withdrawal, transcript levels of 
two ferritins and two oxidative-stress defense genes (peroxidase and superoxide 
dismutase) drop dramatically. Of the remaining 19 genes, four belong to the glycosyl 
hydrolase protein family (At4g08160, -2.3-fold; At5g34940, -2.3-fold; At5g55180, -2.0-
fold, and At5g14650, -2.0-fold), two are expansins (At4g38770, -2.3-fold; At1g65680, -
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2.1-fold), one is a leucine-rich repeat protein kinase with one transmembrane domain 
(At5g49770, -2.0-fold), one is induced by cold and ABA and may function as an anti-
freeze protein (At5g15960, -4.4-fold), one is a putative nodulin that belongs to a small 
family of five members in Arabidopsis (At1g21140, -2.5-fold), one is a xyloglucan 
hydrolase (At4g37800, -2.2-fold), one is a enoyl-CoA reductase that may be involved in 
very long chain fatty acid elongation reactions required for cuticular wax synthesis 
(At3g55360, -2.2-fold), one belongs to the non-apical meristem (NAM) family of 
transcription factors required for pattern formation in embryos (At4g28530, -2.1-fold), 
one is a plant defensin and protease inhibitor (At2g02120, -2.1-fold), one is a protein 
phosphatase without homologs in the Arabidopsis genome (At3g16560, -2.1-fold), one is 
a small nucleolar ribonucleoprotein involved in mRNA processing (At1g76860, -2.0-
fold), one is involved in lipid metabolism (At4g18550, -2.0-fold), and three are 
hypothetical, predicted, or unknown genes. One of the three hypothetical proteins 
(At1g49660, -2.3-fold) had low similarity with a lipase and belongs to a family of at least 
ten genes in the Arabidopsis genome. The second hypothetical protein (At4g09550, -2.1-
fold) has 72 amino acids and two homologs in Arabidopsis. The third hypothetical 
protein has a DNA-binding motif (At5g54700, -2.1-fold) and has neither homologs in 
Arabidopsis nor any similarity with proteins from other species. 
 
Affymetrix data confirmation 
 
To confirm that the microarray data closely reflected the actual iron-starved 
condition of A. thaliana plants, we compared transcript levels of three iron-responsive 
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genes present in the microarray dataset with the transcript level of the same genes 
obtained from similar plants (A. thaliana Columbia gl-1) that were grown under similar 
iron-deficient conditions. IRT1 was run and hybridized first to confirm the plants used to 
extract RNA for RNA blots were indeed iron-deficient. IRT1 is the main iron importer 
into the root and is a well-characterized iron-responsive gene (Korshunova et al., 1999; 
Connolly et al., 2002; Henriques et al., 2002, Varotto et al., 2002; Vert et al., 2002). As 
seen in Figure 2.1.a, IRT1 levels increased in iron-deficient roots as expected and to 
levels similar to the microarray. Once we confirmed the RNA reflected iron-deficient 
conditions in Arabidopsis, we chose two of the ten selected genes to compare transcript 
induction in RNA blots with microarray data. The genes chosen were the iron-responsive 
transcription factor bHLH039 (see Chapter 3) and the putative sugar transporter 
At5g13740. Transcriptional activity of these two selected genes was similar between 
RNA blots and microarray datasets in both shoots and roots for either iron-nutritional 
status (Figure 2.1.b and Figure 2.1.c). 
 
Transcript analysis of 43 iron-related genes 
 
Transcript levels of 43 known and suspected iron-regulated and iron-related genes 
were identified in the microarray dataset, and presented in Tables 2.2.a and 2.2.b. An 
additional five members of the ferric-chelate reductase family of genes were absent from 
the microarray and not used in the analysis. 
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Figure 2.1.a. IRT1 transcript levels. 
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Figure 2.1.b. bHLH039 (At3g56980) transcript levels. 
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Figure 2.1.c. Putative sugar transporter (At5g13740) transcript levels. 
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Figure 2.1. Comparison of transcript levels as detected for genes in the microarray or in 
RNA blots. 
RNA blot and microarray results for a. IRT1, b. bHLH039 and c. At5g13740. Light grey 
bar = RNA blot. Dark grey bar = microarray data. 
Shoots and roots of iron-sufficient and iron-deficient plants were harvested separately 
and their RNA used for RNA blots. The experiment was done four times, independently. 
Signal strength is given after standardization with UBQ5. Bars show fold increase of the 
transcript levels under iron-deficiency conditions in RNA blots (blue) or in the 
microarray (red). Transcript levels in iron-sufficient tissue was set to one and lines at the 
top of the blue bars represent the standard deviation. Figure 2.1.a. Results for IRT1. 
Figure 2.1.b. Results for bHLH039. Figure 2.1.c. Results for At5g13740. 
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Ferritins 
As expected, most (four out of five) ferritin genes show down-regulation in iron-
deficient shoots, although some more (AtFer1; -4.6 fold) than others (AtFer3; -1.5 fold). 
In general, all ferritins show a two-fold higher expression in shoots than in roots. When 
placed in iron-deficient conditions, ferritin transcript levels decrease dramatically in both 
shoots (-3.7 fold) and roots (-2.2 fold). AtFer2 is expressed mainly in seeds (Petit et al., 
2001), and its expression level in roots and shoots under either nutritional status is below 
the detection limit of the technique. 
 
Ferric-chelate reductases 
Of the eight ferric-chelate reductases present in the Arabidopsis genome; only 
three were present in the Affymetrix ATH1 microarray. FRO3 had increased expression 
in both shoots (1.4 fold) and roots (2.9 fold) of iron-starved plants, confirming previously 
published information (Wu et al., 2005). Both FRO6 and FRO8 showed high expression 
levels in iron-sufficient shoots and the level of mRNA increased slightly under iron-
deficiency conditions. 
 
Nicotianamine synthase 
Nicotianamine synthase (NAS) expression in iron-deficient shoots was complex. 
They respond to iron-deficiency conditions by down-regulating transcript levels of one 
member of the family (AtNAS3; -1.7 fold) while up-regulating the expression of another 
(AtNAS4; 2.2 fold). Roots show a complex behavior as well, with AtNAS1 up-regulated in 
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iron-deficient roots (1.7 fold), while the expression of both AtNAS2 and AtNAS4 
remained stable under iron-deficient conditions. 
 
YSL (Yellow-Stripe Like) 
It has been suggested that the eight YSL genes in Arabidopsis transport Fe(II)-NA 
into cells (Walker, 2002). Our results show that the eight genes show tissue-specific 
expression in Arabidopsis shoots and roots. AtYSL1 seems to have shoot-specific 
expression, which is down-regulated under iron-deficiency conditions (-2.5 fold). AtYSL2 
may have root-specific expression that is down-regulated under iron-deficient conditions 
(-1.3 fold). AtYSL3 had the strongest-expression gene in the family in both shoots and 
roots, and its regulation may be independent of iron-nutrition conditions. AtYSL4 and 
AtYSL7 expression levels were below detection limits, at least in shoots and roots. 
AtYSL5, AtYSL6, and AtYSL8 did not modify their expression levels under either iron-
nutrition condition in both shoots and roots. 
 
ZIP (Zrt- and Irt-related Protein) family of proteins 
IRT1 and IRT2 are the main iron importers of the root; and the absence of 
expression in shoots was expected for both. In iron-deficient roots, both genes show a 
marked increase in expression (12- and 5-fold, respectively). IRT3, which is a potential 
divalent cation transporter with similarity to ZIP4, is yet to be characterized. It showed 
high transcriptional activity in iron-sufficient shoots (signal of ~1,800 units) and roots 
(signal of ~4,800 units). It was down-regulated -1.6 fold in both iron-deficient shoots and 
roots. Even when IRT3 was down-regulated in iron-deficient roots, its expression level 
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was still 50% higher than the induced expression of IRT2. IRTs belong to the ZIP gene 
family of transporters with at least 15 members in Arabidopsis. ZIP family members 
appear to have a broad metal ion substrate specificity and although some have been 
implicated in copper (Wintz et al., 2003) or zinc homeostasis (Grotz et al., 1998), none of 
them, besides the IRTs, have been implicated in iron transport (Guerinot, 2000; Maser et 
al., 2001). AtZIP2, AtZIP3, AtZIP6, and AtZIP9 seem to be root-specific, with just 
background expression levels in shoots. AtZIP10 has no detectable expression in either 
roots or shoots in the microarray and may be a pseudogene since no ESTs for this gene 
were found in the GeneBank database (accessed online March 1, 2006, data not shown). 
AtZIP4 showed down-regulation in roots of iron-deficient plants (-1.5 fold), and AtZIP5 
showed a -1.4 fold reduction in expression levels in both iron-deficient roots and shoots. 
 
AtNRAMPS (Natural Resistance Associated Macrophage Protein) 
AtNRAMPS are transporters that are proposed to play an important role in iron 
distribution inside the cell. AtNRAMP4 is implicated in the export of iron from the 
vacuole (Lanquar et al., 2004), therefore the 1.4- to 1.5-fold transcript increase in iron-
starved shoots and roots is consistent with supplying iron to the rest of the cell. 
AtNRAMP3 may act in concert with AtNRAMP4 (Lanquar et al., 2005) even though it 
does not seem to be affected by iron-deficiency in our study. Shoot expression levels of 
AtNRAMP1 were twice as high as in roots, but indifferent to iron-deficiency conditions. 
AtNRAMP5 and AtNRAMP6 may be expressed in other tissues since they are below 
detection limits in both roots and shoots. 
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Ferroportin-like genes 
Ferroportins are iron-transporter genes characterized for the first time in zebrafish 
(Donovan et al., 2000). In plants, they may be involved in the transport of iron from the 
epidermal roots cells to the vasculature (Mary Lou Guerinot, personal communication). 
Fpt1 and Fpt3 show minimal levels of transcriptional activity in shoots, whereas Fpt2 
transcript levels in shoots were below the detection limit of the microarray. None of the 
three modify their transcriptional activity in iron-deficient shoots. They all showed strong 
transcriptional activity in iron-sufficient roots. When roots were placed under iron-
deficient conditions, Fpt1 had increased transcript levels by 1.5-fold, Fpt2 increased by 
3.2-fold, and Fpt3 by 1.8-fold. 
 
Calcium exchanger 
CAX genes encode high-affinity calcium antiporters present in the vacuole 
(Hirschi et al., 1996). CAX1 is expressed at significantly higher levels in shoots than in 
roots, and it showed a 1.3-fold transcript increase in iron-deficient shoots. The 
transcriptional activity of CAX2 is not affected by iron-deficiency conditions in either 
shoots or roots. 
 
P-Type ATPases and V-Type H-ATPases 
ATPases are pumps that transport ions across membranes and against electro-
chemical gradients using ATP (Axelsen and Palmgren, 2001). The response of V-Type 
H-ATPases and P-Type ATPases to iron deficiency was studied. The H-Type ATPase 
family has eight members in A. thaliana whereas P-Type ATPases are 45 genes divided 
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into five subfamilies (Axelsen and Palmgren, 2001). All of them were present in the 
microarray, but only three P-Type ATPases belonging to the P1B ATPase sub-family 
seemed to respond to iron-deficiency conditions (see later). Expression levels of the eight 
H-Type APases and the 42 other P-Type ATPases were not modified under iron-
deficiency conditions (data not shown). 
 
Selection of ten iron-deficiency responsive genes 
 
Selection process 
A set of ten genes present in the microarray was chosen for further studies. The 
selection of these genes was based on several of the following factors: showing 
differential expression under iron-deficiency conditions as shown in any of our 
microarray datasets (see later), having a functional annotation that suggested a direct or 
indirect role in iron homeostasis, and have not been reported in the literature. The 
characterization of two of the ten genes is described in more detail in Chapter 3. The 
other eight genes include a metallothionein, a putative sugar transporter, three 
cytochrome P450s, and three P-Type ATPases (Table 2.3). Even though most of them 
showed transcript induction under iron-deficiency conditions, the level of transcript 
increase may or may not be biologically relevant. We analyzed this hypothesis on a case-
by-case basis. 
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Differential expression of selected genes in response to iron deficiency 
Metallothioneins are metal chelators (Cobbett and Goldsbrough, 2002). The 
expression of metallothionein MT1a was up-regulated in both shoots (1.3-fold) and roots 
(1.1-fold) of iron-deficient plants relative to iron-sufficient controls (Tables 2.4.a and 
2.4.b). Similar results were found in the second microarray set (data not shown). This 
increase in expression under iron deficiency is small in percentage (10-30% depending on 
the tissue), but this comparison was done with transcript baselines that were already high 
(~13,800 units in iron-sufficient shoots and ~17,400 in iron-sufficient roots). This means 
that under iron-deficient conditions, MT1a transcript levels increased ~5,000 units in 
shoots and ~2,200 units in roots. We ran a BLAST search using the protein sequence of 
MT1a and five similar genes present in the Arabidopsis genome were found. One of them 
was not represented in the microarray, and transcript levels of the other four were not 
altered by iron-deficiency conditions (data not shown). 
A putative sugar transporter, At5g13740, was up-regulated in shoots (1.8-fold) 
and in roots (1.6-fold) during iron-deficiency conditions (Tables 2.4.a and 2.4.b). Shoot 
transcript induction of 2.4-fold and root induction of 1.9-fold were found in the second 
microarray dataset. Two homologous genes in the Arabidopsis genome show expression 
levels that remain unaltered under iron-deficiency conditions (data not shown).  
Three ATPases showed altered expression in response to iron deficiency: HMA2, 
HMA3, and HMA4 (Tables 2.4.a and 2.4.b). None of them had detectable transcript levels 
in shoots, as is the case in the second microarray dataset (data not shown). HMA2 and 
HMA4 transcripts were present in iron-sufficient roots, and their transcript levels were 
reduced 1.3 and 1.6 fold in iron-deficient roots, respectively. In the second microarray  
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 Figure 2.2. 
Illustrations representing the arrangement of introns, exons, and T-DNA insertions in 
eight selected genes. Thin line represents the promoter, the intergenic region, and introns. 
Exons are represented by filled boxes. 5’- and 3’- UTR regions are represented by empty 
boxes. T-DNA insertions are represented by inverted triangles with the T-DNA code 
number written next to them. AGI code is given in the top of each cartoon. Scale of the 
drawing is given. 
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dataset, HMA2 expression in roots was barely above background levels and HMA4 
expression level was reduced 2.3-fold in iron-deficient roots (data not shown). HMA3 had 
below-background signal levels in iron-sufficient roots, whereas in iron-deficient roots it 
had a signal of 383, which, although above background levels, is still considered low. In 
the second microarray dataset, transcript levels of HMA3 were below background under 
either iron nutritional condition (data not shown). All three belong to the P1B subfamily 
of P-Type ATPases, which has eight members. HMA8 was not present in the microarray 
and the other four members of the sub-family did not modify their expression under iron-
deficiency conditions (data not shown). 
Cytochrome P450s are a large family of genes in Arabidopsis with multiple and 
versatile functions. Cytochrome P450 CYP82C4 (At4g31940) has two homologs in the 
Arabidopsis genome: CYP82C2 (At4g31970) and CYP82C3 (At4g31950). In this 
particular case, we selected them after analyzing microarrays hybridized with RNA 
extracted from iron-sufficient and -deficient shoots and roots of frd3 mutant plants, which 
are plants with constitutive iron-deficiency responses. All three were expressed in iron-
sufficient frd3 roots, with the signal for CYP82C2 being 4,564, which is considered high. 
For CYP82C3, the signal of 282 is considered low and barely above the background 
cutoff of 200. Finally, CYP82C4 showed a signal of 450, which is considered low. When 
frd3 roots were placed under iron-deficient conditions, CYP82C2 showed a 1.4-fold 
transcript increase, CYP82C3 showed a 1.2-fold transcript decrease, and CYP82C4 
showed a 1.5-fold decrease (Table 2.4.c). These expression levels, although high for one 
and low for the other two, stand in stark contrast with the expression levels of the same 
genes in the WT arrays, which were below or barely above the background signal cutoff. 
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All three genes have iron-binding motifs inferred from electronic annotation as presented 
in www.arabidopsis.org. None of them had transcript levels above the background cutoff 
in shoots of either frd3 or WT microarrays (data not shown). In the iron-deficient WT 
root microarray, only CYP82C4 had a signal level barely above background levels (Table 
2.4.c). The second set of WT microarrays showed that none of the three Cytochrome 
P450s had transcript levels above background in either iron-sufficient or –deficient 
shoots or roots (data not shown). 
 
T-DNA insertion lines 
After the eight genes were selected (the metallothonein MT1a; the sugar 
transporter At5g13740; the three P-Type ATPases: HMA2, HMA3, and HMA4; and the 
three Cytochrome P450s: CYP82C2, CYP82C3, and CYP82C4), individual T-DNA 
insertion lines for each one were ordered (Table 2.3). The insertion position of each T-
DNA and the general arrangement of exons and introns for each selected gene are given 
in Figure 2.2. All homozygous T-DNA lines were grown on plates and soil using 
standard conditions, but none of the T-DNA insertion lines showed a visual phenotype 
(Table 2.3). 
 
Elemental analysis 
All homozygous T-DNA lines were sent for elemental analysis to the lab of David 
Salt at Purdue University. Results showed that the lines had elemental profiles similar to 
the controls and within a standard deviation (data not shown), with the exception of 
HMA4. All three T-DNA mutant alleles of HMA4 showed approximately half the zinc 
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content of controls (Table 2.5), which has been reported before (Hussain et al., 2004). 
This confirms other reports that characterize HMA4 as a zinc and cadmium effluxer 
(Mills et al., 2003; Mills et al., 2005). Disruptions in HMA4 did not alter iron 
accumulation in Arabidopsis grown under normal soil conditions (Table 2.5). 
 
Gene silencing approach for the three highly-related P450s 
 
RNAi approach 
All homozygous T-DNA lines for the three P450s showed WT phenotypes when 
grown under standard conditions and their elemental profile was similar to the controls 
(data not shown). An amino acid sequence alignment showed extensive similarity among 
the three of them, suggesting possible functional redundancy (Table 2.3). These genes are 
tightly linked, making it difficult to isolate double and/or triple T-DNA mutant lines. To 
reduce or eliminate their expression simultaneously, an RNAi approach was used. 
 
RNAi targets 
As seen in Figure 2.3, all three selected P450s have many common sequence 
regions. 29 of the homologous sequences were analyzed as RNAi targets, as seen in 
Table 2.6.a (for complete instructions and references, see Materials and Methods). Table 
2.6.b shows the selection process used to define the one sequence used as RNAi target 
out of the seven final candidates. All seven were at least 26 bases long and were cropped 
to reach 23 bases, taking into consideration the restrictions posed by the second screening  
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Figure 2.3. Identity among three P450 genes. 
The three P450 genes are 91% identical to each other at the nucleotide level. Shaded 
boxes represent areas of identical sequence. 29 of the common areas were selected and 
further analyzed to be used as targets of RNAi. After the analysis, seven were identified 
as useful targets for RNAi and the underlined sequence was used to design oligos for 
RNAi. 
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process. The selected sequence was inserted into the pFGC5941 vector using appropriate 
restriction sites. The finished construct will be used to transform WT Arabidopsis plants. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Affymetrix ATH-1 microarrays were hybridized with RNA extracted from iron-
sufficient and -deficient roots and shoots from WT plants. RNA blots and microarray 
results were similar, confirming the quality of the data generated by the microarray 
(Figure 2.1). Initial analysis of the data revealed several genes that showed transcript up- 
or down-regulation in iron-deficient roots and shoots. Many genes present in Table 2.1 
have been characterized before and behaved as expected in the microarray dataset, 
including ferritins (AtFer1, AtFer3, AtFer4), iron transporters (IRT1, IRT2, AtYSL1, 
AtFpt2), and ferric-chelate reductases (AtFRO3, AtFRO6). It is known that de-regulation 
of one metal ion can bring the de-regulation of several other metals in the organism 
(Shaul, 2002). This was shown in the microarray dataset when transcript levels for the 
zinc transporter MTPA2 and the copper transporter COPT2 showed 7.6- and 5.0-fold up-
regulation in iron-deficient roots, respectively. Previous reports have shown pleiotropic 
effects of iron in the regulation of phosphate (Wang et al., 2002) and zinc or copper 
(Wintz et al., 2003). 
Several new genes were found that showed iron-deficiency transcript regulation. 
These included expansins/extensins and members of signal transduction cascades. It is 
known that iron-deficiency conditions bring dramatic changes in root physiology, 
increasing secondary roots and the formation of root hairs and transfer cells in the root 
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epidermis increase in number (Schikora and Schmidt, 2001; Schmidt, 2003). Under iron-
deficiency stress, roots show a marked increase in growth rate. If the iron-deficiency 
stress continues, root growth will slow down and eventually stop. At the same time, plant 
resources would be directed towards reproductive organs (Schikora and Schmidt, 2001; 
Schmidt, 2003). These physiological effects of iron-starvation in root physiology were 
reflected in the complex change in transcriptional activity of root expansins/extensins. 
Two showed increase transcriptional activity under iron-deficient conditions: one in 
shoots and the other in roots; while two others showed reduced expression in iron-
deficient roots. 
Fifteen of the 91 genes (~15%) that showed at least a two-fold up- or down-
regulation under iron-deficient conditions were hypothetical/predicted proteins without 
known or inferred functions, giving us possible leads for future work. Some are present in 
rice, indicating that they may be common for both iron acquisition strategies (see Chapter 
1). Some of them do not have homologs in other plant species (as of April 1, 2006), 
suggesting that these genes are unique to Arabidopsis. 
It is interesting to note that out of the 91 genes that showed at least a two-fold 
differential expression under iron-deficient conditions, eighteen (~20%) were present in 
shoots and 73 (~80%) in roots. There is a complex relationship between roots and shoots 
in iron homeostasis (see Chapter 1). Even though iron is needed and stored in both, it is 
acquired by the roots. Shoots sense iron and under iron-deficiency they send a long-
distance signal to the roots to up-regulate iron-deficiency responses. Roots sense iron in 
the media directly by a local signal system and respond to the long-distance signal from 
shoots (Vert et al., 2003). It is possible that the marked difference in number of genes 
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affected by iron deficiency in either shoots or roots may be just a reflection of our 
standard iron-starvation conditions, where plants are grown for fourteen days and then 
placed under iron-deficient conditions for three days. It is also possible that there is a 
different organ-specific response, at the transcript level, during different stages of iron-
deficiency in plants. It is also possible that the iron-acquisition and signaling occurring in 
roots shows a more complex reaction to iron deficiency than shoots. This may be 
reflected by the greater number of genes with differential transcript levels under iron 
deficiency in roots (Table 2.1). In a previous microarray project to identify iron-
deficiency regulated genes, Arabidopsis thaliana Langsberg erecta was grown in a 
hydroponic solution with several nutrients, but iron-deficiency conditions did not include 
ferrozine. The inclusion of this iron chelator in our experiments ensures that traces of 
contaminating iron are not available to the plant. Under their conditions, the expression 
of ~3,000 genes was affected by iron-deficient conditions in shoots, whereas the 
expression of only ~1,500 genes was affected in roots (Thimm et al., 2001). We cannot 
directly compare results from different microarrays (Buckhout and Thimm, 2003; 
Coughlan et al., 2004; Kennedy and Wilson, 2004), as the conditions of their experiment 
are markedly different from ours. One striking difference between our results concerns 
the expression of FRO2. Their one-month-old hydroponic plants induced 1.2-, 3.1-, and 
6.3-fold at one, three, and seven days after iron withdrawal, respectively, which 
contradicts other published reports about FRO2 (Connolly et al., 2003). This difference 
may be due to the absence of the iron chelator ferrozine. The absence of ferrozine in their 
trial may leave traces of iron in the media, which would be taken up by the iron-starving 
plant, delaying the up-regulation of FRO2 transcripts. 
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In addition to FRO2, Thimm et al., (2001) compared published results of ten other 
iron-regulated genes and predicted their activity in the array. These genes included one 
ferritin, ferredoxin, catalase, aconitase, lipoxygenase, iron superoxide dismutase, an H-
ATPase, formate dehydrogenase, lysyl-tRNA synthetase, and adenine 
phosphoribosyltransferase. Of these, only ferritin and ferredoxin behaved as predicted, 
whereas transcriptional activity of all others did not reflect previously published data. In 
addition, their data variability between experimental repeats was as large as between 
treatments (Thimm et al., 2001). These results stand in contrast with the information 
provided by Wintz et al. (2003). Wintz et al. (2003) grew plants for five weeks in media 
similar to ours (two week-old plants) and then transferred them to iron-deficient media 
for five days, as opposed to three days. In spite of different growth conditions between 
our experiments, we can see several similarities between the later report (Wintz et al., 
2003) and our microarray results, including iron-regulated transcription activity of IRT2, 
FRO3, AtFer1, AtFer4, ZIP5, AtNAS1, and AtNAS2. Although the similarities between 
the datasets were many, we detected some differences between them in the shoot 
expression of ZIP4 (stable in our dataset, down-regulated in theirs), in the shoot 
expression of ZIP9 (below detection limits in our dataset, up-regulated in theirs), and in 
the root expression of AtNAS3 (not detectable in our dataset, up-regulated in theirs). In a 
study of tomato plants, RNA from iron-deficient roots was used to hybridize a custom-
made spotted array (Wang et al., 2002). 17 genes that showed differential expression 
under iron-deficiency conditions, including four signaling genes, one transcription factor, 
one cell elongation gene, and one Pi (inorganic phosphate) transporter were identified 
(Wang et al., 2002). It is interesting to note that the Arabidopsis genome contains iron-
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regulated homologs of some of the 17 genes they described (data not shown), suggesting 
new leads for future work. 
After analysis of the microarrays, ten genes were chosen for further study. The 
characterization of two to of the genes is described in more detail in Chapter 3. Three of 
the remaining eight were P-Type ATPases. P-Type ATPases transport small cations 
across membranes using ATP while forming a phosphorylated intermediate. They are 
involved in maintaining the electrochemical gradient used as the driving force for the 
secondary transporters (H+-ATPases in plants), cellular signaling (Ca2+-ATPases), the 
transport of essential micronutrients (Zn2+, and Cu2+-ATPases) and extrusion of the same 
ions if they accumulate in excess (Axelsen and Palmgren, 2001). The A. thaliana genome 
contains 45 P-Type ATPases that can be divided into five subfamilies based on the ions 
transported (Axelsen and Palmgren, 2001). The P1B heavy metal transporter subfamily 
has eight members and is divided into two groups: monovalent cation transporters of 
Cu+/Ag+, and divalent cation transporters of Zn2+/Co2+/Cd2+/Pb2+ (Williams and Mills, 
2005). The three iron-regulated P-Type ATPases found through the Affymetrix 
microarrays were divalent P1B P-Type ATPase transporters. 
None of the three T-DNA lines for the chosen P-type ATPases showed an 
obvious, visible phenotype; an observation confirmed by others (Hussain et al., 2004). 
During the initial phases of this project, several reports characterizing these three P-Type 
ATPases were published. AtHMA2 was characterized as a Zn2+ and Cd2+ exporter that is 
responsible for the efflux of both ions from cells, and is expressed throughout the plant 
(Eren and Arguello, 2004). AtHMA3 has stronger expression in roots than in other organs 
and is localized to the vacuole, where it imports Cd2+from the cytosol (Gravot et al., 
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2004). AtHM4 has been shown to transport Zn2+, Cd2+ (Mills et al., 2003), and Pb2+ when 
tested in heterologous systems (Verret et al., 2004). The protein localizes to the plasma 
membrane of cells in the root vasculature, where it plays a role in the loading mechanism 
of Zn2+ and Cd2+ into the xylem (Verret et al., 2004). Double hma2hma4 and single hma4 
mutants showed disruptions in zinc (Hussain et al., 2004) but not iron homeostasis (Table 
2.5). One explanation for the up-regulation of these three genes under iron-deficiency 
conditions takes into account the up-regulation of the main iron importer IRT1 under 
those conditions. IRT1 has been shown to import other divalent cations like Cd2+, Co2+, 
Zn2+, and Mn2+, besides Fe2+ (Connolly et al., 2002; Vert et al., 2002); therefore, it is 
possible that presence of the extra Zn2+ and Cd2+ in the plant would require the up-
regulation of both HMA2 and HMA4 to detoxify the high levels of these cations. 
The metallothionein MT1a is another gene chosen from the microarray to further 
investigate its contribution to iron homeostasis. Metallothioneins are a class of cysteine-
rich, low molecular mass (4-8 kDa) proteins that contain two metal-binding domains 
(Harmer et al., 2000; Cobbett and Goldsbrough, 2002). The seven MTs present in the 
Arabidopsis genome (Robinson et al., 1999; Cobbett and Goldsbrough, 2002) are 
expressed throughout the plant including roots, shoots, fruits, embryos, trichomes, leaves, 
germinating seeds, and senescing leaves (Cobbett and Goldsbrough, 2002). In plants, MT 
expression is induced by several environmental factors, including some heavy metals like 
Al, Cd, Fe (Hsieh et al., 1995; Snowden et al., 1995; Lee et al., 2004), Cu (Snowden et 
al., 1995; Guo et al., 2003) and others (Murphy and Taiz, 1995). It has been proposed that 
metallothioneins are part of a general stress response, a defense against toxic ions, or the 
general metal homeostasis in the plant (Garcia-Hernandez et al., 1998; Guo et al., 2003). 
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A T-DNA insertion in MT1a did not show an obvious phenotype. It is possible that 
another metallothionein is functionally redundant to MT1a. It is also possible that the 
contribution of MT1a to iron regulation is small; therefore its absence may pass 
unnoticed. Finally, it is also possible that the up-regulation of MT1a in iron-starved plants 
follows the same explanation given for P-Type ATPases: the increase in Cd2+ uptake by 
an up-regulated IRT1 could trigger the activation of plant Cd2+-toxicity defenses, 
including the up-regulation of Mt1a for its metal-chelating characteristics.
The putative sugar transporter At5g13740 also showed up-regulation in shoots 
and roots of iron-deficient plants. Sugar transport inside the plant is complex and relies 
mainly on active sucrose transporters because photosynthetically active cells must 
produce enough carbohydrates to supply their own needs and to serve as a source for all 
sink cells and plant organs, like roots or seeds (Williams et al., 2000; Truernit, 2001). In 
addition to their essential roles as substrates in carbon and energy metabolism, sugars 
have important hormone-like functions as primary messengers in signal transduction, 
affecting gene expression and plant development (Williams et al., 2000; Rolland et al., 
2002). It is known that iron-deficiency conditions reduce chlorophyll content in plants, 
therefore also reduce the amount of photosynthate (carbohydrate) production in the plant. 
It is interesting that under the mentioned conditions, A5g13740 showed transcriptional 
up-regulation when one would predict the opposite behavior. The gene product might be 
involved in carbohydrate signal transduction associated with iron levels in the plant. A T-
DNA insertion line did not show an obvious phenotype and had elemental levels similar 
to control plants (data not shown). 
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Finally, we discovered one cytochrome P450 that was up-regulated in iron-
deficient WT roots from being below background levels to having a signal of 238, which 
is close to the cutoff value of 200 (Table 2.4.c). This P450 is closely related to two others 
and all three showed high expression levels in microarrays hybridized with RNA from 
iron-sufficient roots of the mutant Arabidopsis line frd3. P450 proteins are ubiquitous in 
living organisms (Paquette et al., 2000); and the P450 superfamily in A. thaliana 
comprises 246 full-length and 26 pseudo genes (Nelson et al., 2004). Plant P450s are 
involved in the synthesis of many plant metabolites (Xu et al., 2001; Narusaka et al., 
2004; Nelson et al., 2004). Interestingly, some P450s are induced by pathogen 
inoculation and by heavy metal treatment (Xu et al., 2001). 
The three cytochrome P450s used in this study have iron-binding motifs 
(www.arabidopsis.org) and one (CYP82C3; At4g31950) is involved in arabinogalactan 
synthesis and stress (Guan and Nothnagel, 2004). None of them, when mutated, showed 
an obvious visual phenotype. The high sequence similarity between the three suggestgs 
that they may be functionally redundant to one another. Obtaining double or triple KOs 
will be difficult as the three genes are tightly linked in the genome (1,002 bases between 
At4g31940 and At4g31950, and 5,286 bases between At4g31950 and At4g31970). 
Instead, to reduce or eliminate the expression of the three genes simultaneously an RNAi 
approach has been initiated (Elbashir et al., 2001b; Elbashir et al., 2001a; Reynolds et al., 
2004). 
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FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
The functional genomics approach used in this project provided us with several 
new leads for future work, including many uncharacterized genes with increased or 
decreased transcripts in response to iron-deficiency conditions. It would be advisable to 
focus future research efforts on those iron-deficiency responsive genes that are single-
copy genes in the Arabidopsis genome. It is less likely for these single-copy genes to 
show redundancy, therefore increasing the likelihood of finding a phenotype. 
The microarray dataset also revealed possible iron-regulation for members of 
gene families that are partially or completely characterized. This information could allow 
us to study previously-characterized families of genes and establish their connection, if 
any, with iron homeostasis. The families of genes that could be studied, just as an 
example, could include transcription factors, the MATE (Multidrug And Toxic 
compound Extrusion) family of transporters, OPTs (OligoPeptide Transporter), members 
of signal transduction cascades, and others. 
Finally, the Affymetrix microarray dataset can help us further understand iron 
homeostasis in Arabidopsis by allowing us compare the promoters of those genes up- or 
down-regulated in either shoots or roots looking for common motifs or sequence 
signatures that may indicate co-regulation. 
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Table 2.1. Affymetrix microarray results showing iron-regulated genes in shoots and 
roots of Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 plants. 
 
Table 2.1.a. Up-regulated genes in shoots. Eight genes increasing their expression in shoots at least 2X under 
-Fe shown. 
  
WT shoots under 
+Fe 
WT shoots under 
-Fe Fold3  
AGI Signal1 Call2 Signal1 Call2
Under -
Fe Basic annotation 
At1g48300 2517 P 7500 P 3.0 Hypothetical protein. 
At3g56360 2372 P 6023 P 2.5 Putative protein. Directed to the chloroplast. 
At5g53450 882 P 2157 P 2.4 Putative protein. ORG1. Ser/thr kinase. Chloroplast. 
At3g22240 8899 P 21527 P 2.4 Unknown protein. Mitochondrion.  
At3g18290 796 P 1797 P 2.3 Zinc finger protein. Chloroplast. Ubiquitin ligase complex. 
At4g16370 629 P 1355 P 2.2 AtOPT3, oligopeptide transporter. 
At1g20190 336 P 717 P 2.1 Alpha expansin S2 precursor. AtEXPA11. 
At2g25660 214 P 422 P 2.0 Unknown protein. Chloroplast. Embryo defective 2410. 
       
Table 2.1.b. Down-regulated genes in shoots. Ten genes decreasing their expression in shoots at least 2X 
under -Fe shown. 
  
WT shoots under 
+Fe 
WT shoots under 
-Fe Fold3  
AGI Signal1 Call2 Signal1 Call2
Under -
Fe Basic annotation 
At5g01600 7533 P 1642 P -4.6 Ferritin 1 precursor. AtFer1. 
At3g56090 1570 P 472 P -3.3 Putative ferritin precursor. AtFer3. 
At2g40300 2403 P 843 P -2.8 Putative ferritin. AtFer4. 
At3g43670 594 P 221 P -2.7 Copper amine oxidase -like protein. 
At3g12580 589 P 224 P -2.6 Heat shock protein 70. Cytosolic. 
At5g50335 733 P 286 P -2.6 Expressed protein. 
At4g24120 1189 P 481 P -2.5 AtYSL1. 
At5g07010 1019 P 467 P -2.2 Steroid sulfotransferase-like protein. 
At4g25100 9581 P 4474 P -2.1 FSD1; Fe-Superoxide dismutase. 
At4g08390 709 P 333 P -2.1 Stromal ascorbate peroxidase. 
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Table 2.1.c. Up-regulated genes in roots. 50 genes increasing their expression in roots at least 2X under -Fe 
shown. 
  
WT roots under 
+Fe 
WT roots under -
Fe Fold3  
AGI Signal1 Call2 Signal1 Call2
Under -
Fe Basic annotation 
At5g02780 229 P 4034 P 17.6 Putative protein In2 - GST-like. Receptor kinase. 
At4g19690 591 P 7126 P 12.1 IRT1 Fe(II) transporter protein. 
At3g07720 1213 P 12394 P 10.2 Unknown protein. Kelch repeat-containing protein. 
At3g58810 432 P 3262 P 7.6 Zinc transporter - like protein. MTPA2. 
At5g36890 308 P 2232 P 7.3 Glycosyl hydrolase - like protein. 
At4g19680 378 P 2008 P 5.3 IRT2 Fe(II) transporter protein. 
At1g34760 244 P 1215 P 5.0 14-3-3 protein GF14omicron (grf11). 
At3g46900 447 P 2226 P 5.0 Copper transport protein. COPT2. 
At2g43150 354 P 1451 P 4.1 Putative extensin. 
At3g50740 1246 P 4941 P 4.0 UTP-glucose glucosyltransferase. 
At5g38820 287 P 1116 P 3.9 Transporter - like protein. Amino acid permease. 
At1g74760 899 P 3424 P 3.8 Hypothetical protein. Zinc finger, protein ubiquitination. 
At5g04730 453 P 1665 P 3.7 Putative protein.  
At3g13610 2819 P 10174 P 3.6 Oxidoreductase, 2OG-Fe(II) oxygenase family protein. 
At4g17600 212 P 765 P 3.6 Chloroplast transcription factor Lil3:1. 
At2g36120 280 P 970 P 3.5 Unknown protein. 
At5g03570 1231 P 3976 P 3.2 Ferroportin 2. 
At5g45070 885 P 2771 P 3.1 Putative disease resistance protein (TIR class). 
At2g34390 221 P 650 P 2.9 Putative aquaporin NIP2. 
At1g23020 747 P 2182 P 2.9 FRO3. 
At3g61410 260 P 755 P 2.9 Putative protein kinase. 
At1g14190 213 P 611 P 2.9 Glucose-methanol-choline (GMC) oxidoreductase family. 
At1g80440 1790 P 5139 P 2.9 Kelch repeat-containing F-box family protein. 
At3g06890 325 P 898 P 2.8 Hypothetical protein. 
At2g01880 1375 P 3772 P 2.7 Putative purple acid phosphatase. 
At3g21070 271 P 724 P 2.7 NADK1. ATP-NAD kinase family protein. 
At5g45080 358 P 955 P 2.7 Disease resistance protein-related. 
At2g28160 1091 P 2747 P 2.5 Putative bHLH transcription factor. FIT1. 
At3g53480 2683 P 6627 P 2.5 PDR5-like ABC transporter. 
At5g11920 631 P 1474 P 2.3 Fructosidase - like protein. 
At3g47040 394 P 890 P 2.3 Beta-D-glucan exohydrolase. 
At1g22930 1439 P 3244 P 2.3 T-complex protein 11. 
At5g61250 825 P 1806 P 2.2 Similar to beta-glucuronidase. 
At5g41280 386 P 843 P 2.2 Receptor-like GPI-anchored protein (Duf26). 
At3g48450 386 P 820 P 2.1 Nitrate-responsive NOI protein, putative. 
At3g60330 719 P 1515 P 2.1 Plasma membrane H+-ATPase. AHA7. 
At1g15670 3209 P 6756 P 2.1 Kelch repeat-containing F-box family protein. 
At5g01800 1761 P 3585 P 2.0 Saposin B domain-containing protein. 
At4g21680 297 P 601 P 2.0 Proton-dependent oligopeptide transport protein (POT). 
At4g38680 567 P 1145 P 2.0 Glycine-rich protein 2 (GRP2). 
At1g80360 1021 P 2051 P 2.0 Putative aspartate aminotransferase. Mitochondrion. 
At2g46740 1148 P 2295 P 2.0 FAD-binding domain protein. Mitochondrion. 
At5g01960 414 P 826 P 2.0 Chloroplast-localized zinc-finger protein. 
At5g53450 533 P 1055 P 2.0 Putative protein. ORG1. Ser/thr kinase. Chloroplast. 
At4g34950 579 P 1146 P 2.0 Nodulin family protein. 
At4g29220 877 P 1728 P 2.0 Phosphofructo-1-kinase-like protein. 
At3g25950 247 P 486 P 2.0 Hypothetical protein. 
At3g26610 210 P 412 P 2.0 Putative polygalacturonase. 
At1g18910 846 P 1659 P 2.0 Zinc finger protein. Ubiquitin ligase complex. 
At1g09560 7156 P 14009 P 2.0 Germin-like protein. GLP5. 
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Table 2.1.d. Down-regulated genes in roots. 23 genes decreasing their expression in roots at least 2X under -
Fe shown. 
  
WT roots under 
+Fe 
WT roots under  
-Fe Fold3  
AGI Signal1 Call2 Signal1 Call2 under -Fe Basic annotation 
At5g15960 3314 P 753 P -4.4 Cold and ABA inducible protein kin1. 
At3g49960 1560 P 413 P -3.8 Peroxidase ATP21a. 
At5g01600 5117 P 1894 P -2.7 Ferritin 1 precursor. AtFer1. 
At4g25100 5141 P 1977 P -2.6 FSD1; Fe-Superoxide dismutase. 
At1g21140 1876 P 749 P -2.5 Putative Nodulin N-21. 
At4g08160 563 P 246 P -2.3 Glycosyl hydrolase. 
At4g38770 805 P 353 P -2.3 Proline-rich gene. PRP4. Extensin - like protein. 
At1g49660 1598 P 705 P -2.3 Unknown protein. 
At5g34940 1024 P 455 P -2.3 Mitochondrion, beta-glucuronidase activity. 
At4g37800 687 P 308 P -2.2 Endo-xyloglucan transferase. 
At3g55360 2255 P 1024 P -2.2 Enoyl-CoA reductase. Targeted to the ER. 
At2g40300 611 P 286 P -2.1 Putative ferritin. AtFer4. 
At4g28530 768 P 362 P -2.1 NAM / CUC2 -like protein. Transcription factor-like. 
At2g02120 477 P 226 P -2.1 Protease inhibitor II. Plant defensin. 
At4g09550 916 P 437 P -2.1 Putative protein. 
At1g65680 875 P 419 P -2.1 AtEXPB2, Beta expansin. 
At5g54700 469 P 227 P -2.1 Unknown protein. Contains ankyrin repeat. 
At3g16560 779 P 378 P -2.1 Protein phosphatase 2C-like. 
At5g14650 2819 P 1382 P -2.0 Polygalacturonase - like protein. 
At5g49770 634 P 311 P -2.0 Receptor protein kinase-like. 
At1g76860 824 P 407 P -2.0 SnRNP-like protein. 
At5g55180 2609 P 1328 P -2.0 Glycosyl hydrolase family 17 protein. 
At4g18550 552 P 282 P -2.0 Lipase-like protein Pn47p. 
 
 
1 Fluorescent signal given by the probes especific for the gene in the Affymetrix microarray.  
2 (P)resent or (A)bsent. Qualitative interpretation of the signal level. Present indicates that the signal is above the background or noise 
levels, Absent indicates that the computer cannot differentiate between the signal coming from the probes for a specific gene and 
the general background or noise in the microarray. 
3 Fold increase is the signal value of a gene in either roots or shoots that were under iron deficiency conditions divided by the signal of 
the same gene in the same tissue but under nutrient complete conditions. 
4 Fold increase is a meaningless number in these cases since the base count is a number that the computer considers (A)bsent or 
background. 
5 In most cases a signal value below 200 is considered to be background even when the computer assigns a call of (P)resent.  
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Table 2.2. Affymetrix dataset from iron-sufficient and –deficient WT shoots or roots. 
Table 2.2.a. Shoot Affymetrix microarray results for 43 genes that are or are related to known iron-
regulated genes. 
  WT shoots +Fe WT shoots -Fe Fold3  
AGI Name Signal1 Call2 Signal1 Call2 increase  
At2g38460 Fpt1 203 M 355 P n/a4  
At5g03570 Fpt2 95 PP5 146 P P5 n/a4  
At5g26820 Fpt3 761 P 787 P 1.0  
At5g01600 AtFer1 7533 P 1642 P -4.6  
At3g11050 AtFer2 22 A 81 A n/a4  
At3g61000 AtFer3 467 P 311 P -1.5  
At2g40300 AtFer4 2403 P 843 P -2.8  
At3g56090 Another ferritin 1570 P 472 P -3.3  
At1g23020 FRO3 1062 P 1486 P 1.4  
At5g49730 FRO6   5294 P 6148 P 1.2  
At5g50160 FRO8  586 P 653 P 1.1  
At5g04950 AtNAS1 216 P 201 PP5 -1.1  
At5g56080 AtNAS2 104 A 79 A n/a4  
At1g09240 AtNAS3 1070 P 623 P -1.7  
At1g56430 AtNAS4 206 M 454 P 2.2  
At4g24120 YSL1 1189 P 481 P -2.5  
At5g24380 YSL2 359 M 359 A n/a4  
At5g53550 YSL3 2648 P 2342 P -1.1  
At5g41000 YSL4 320 A 314 A n/a4  
At3g17650 YSL5 725 P 726 P 1.0  
At3g27020 YSL6 1631 P 1680 P 1.0  
At1g65730 YSL7 56 A 58 A n/a4  
At1g48370 YSL8 435 P 402 P -1.1  
At2g38170 CAX1 4413 P 5884 P 1.3  
At3g13320 CAX2 627 P 636 P 1.0  
At1g80830 AtNRAMP1 1053 P 1087 P 1.0  
At1g47240 AtNRAMP2 512 P 425 P -1.2  
At2g23150 AtNRAMP3 400 P 392 P 1.0  
At5g67330 AtNRAMP4 1139 P 1561 P 1.4  
At4g18790 AtNRAMP5 38 A 59 A n/a4  
At1g15960 AtNRAMP6 177 A 229 A n/a4  
At4g19690 IRT1 32 A 49 A n/a4  
At4g19680 IRT2 22 A 47 A n/a4  
At1g60960 IRT3 1418 P 867 P -1.6  
At3g12750 ZIP1 283 P 289 P 1.0  
At5g59520 ZIP2 75 PP5 155 P P5 n/a4  
At2g32270 ZIP3 132 A 168 A n/a4  
At1g10970 ZIP4 395 P 378 P 1.0  
At1g05300 ZIP5 694 P 485 P -1.4  
At2g30080 ZIP6 206 A 215 A n/a4  
At4g33020 ZIP9 76 A 69 A n/a4  
At1g31260 ZIP10 3 A 3 A n/a4  
At1g55910 ZIP11 1076 P 995 P -1.1  
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Table 2.2.b. Root Affymetrix microarray results for 43 genes that are or are related to known iron-
regulated genes. 
  WT roots +Fe WT roots -Fe Fold3  
AGI Name Signal1 Call2 Signal1 Call2 increase  
At2g38460 Fpt1 236 P 358 P 1.5  
At5g03570 Fpt2 1231 P 3976 P 3.2  
At5g26820 Fpt3 356 P 636 P 1.8  
At5g01600 AtFer1 5117 P 1894 P -2.7  
At3g11050 AtFer2 107 A 76 A n/a4  
At3g61000 AtFer3 595 P 570 P 1.0  
At2g40300 AtFer4 611 P 286 P -2.1  
At3g56090 Another ferritin 1000 P 531 P -1.9  
At1g23020 FRO3 747 P 2182 P 2.9  
At5g49730 FRO6   15 A 10 A n/a4  
At5g50160 FRO8  101 A 123 A n/a4  
At5g04950 AtNAS1 1622 P 2790 P 1.7  
At5g56080 AtNAS2 1426 P 1219 P -1.2  
At1g09240 AtNAS3 91 A 119 A n/a4  
At1g56430 AtNAS4 392 P 466 P 1.2  
At4g24120 YSL1 52 A 69 M n/a4  
At5g24380 YSL2 795 P 608 P -1.3  
At5g53550 YSL3 1327 P 1258 P -1.1  
At5g41000 YSL4 304 M 293 M n/a4  
At3g17650 YSL5 417 M 338 P n/a4  
At3g27020 YSL6 845 P 950 P 1.1  
At1g65730 YSL7 142 A 149 A n/a4  
At1g48370 YSL8 421 P 429 P 1.0  
At2g38170 CAX1 841 P 693 P -1.2  
At3g13320 CAX2 807 P 834 P 1.0  
At1g80830 AtNRAMP1 2005 P 2335 P 1.2  
At1g47240 AtNRAMP2 580 P 586 P 1.0  
At2g23150 AtNRAMP3 353 P 411 P 1.2  
At5g67330 AtNRAMP4 1330 P 2041 P 1.5  
At4g18790 AtNRAMP5 25 A 62 A n/a4  
At1g15960 AtNRAMP6 96 A 59 A n/a4  
At4g19690 IRT1 591 P 7126 P 12.1  
At4g19680 IRT2 378 P 2008 P 5.3  
At1g60960 IRT3 4813 P 3086 P -1.6  
At3g12750 ZIP1 549 P 423 P -1.3  
At5g59520 ZIP2 2537 P 2036 P -1.3  
At2g32270 ZIP3 6608 P 6279 P 1.0  
At1g10970 ZIP4 1388 P 906 P -1.5  
At1g05300 ZIP5 2279 P 1603 P -1.4  
At2g30080 ZIP6 389 P 397 P 1.0  
At4g33020 ZIP9 588 P 680 P 1.2  
At1g31260 ZIP10 3 A 7 A n/a4  
At1g55910 ZIP11 262 P 239 P -1.1  
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1 Fluorescent signal given by the probes especific for the gene in the Affymetrix microarray.  
2 (P)resent, (M)arginal, or (A)bsent. Qualitative interpretation of the signal level. Present indicates that the signal is above the 
background or noise levels, Absent indicates that the computer cannot differentiate between the signal coming from the probes for 
a specific gene and the general background or noise in the microarray. Marginal indicates a borderline value. 
3 p-value indicates how statistically certain the signal number is. A high p-value would indicate that the signal is not relevant, even 
though the signal may be high. 
4 Fold increase is the signal value of a gene in either roots or shoots that were under iron deficiency conditions divided by the signal of 
the same gene in the same tissue but under nutrient complete conditions. 
5 Fold increase is a meaningless number in these cases since the base count is a number that the computer considers (A)bsent or 
background. 
6 Minimal annotation as found in the Affymterix microarray.  
7 In most cases a signal value below 200 is considered to be background even when the computer assigns a call of (P)resent.  
8 More than one probe in the microarray may be directed towards one gene. Results for all probes in one gene presented.  
9 Some genes are not represented in the Affymetrix ATH-1 22k microarray. They are shown in tables anyway because they are closely 
related to the gene of interest being investigated. 
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Table 2.3. Individual T-DNA lines ordered from ABRC for each of the selected genes. 
AGI Annotation T-DNA1 KO2 Visual3 Element4
At1g07600 Metallothionein-like protein. MT1A. SALK_076355 Yes No Yes 
    SALK_069220 Yes No Yes 
At2g19110 Putative cadmium-transporting ATPase. SALK_132258 Yes No Yes 
 HMA4 SALK_050924 Yes No Yes 
  SALK_093482 Yes No Yes 
    SALK_042906 Yes No Yes 
At4g30110 Cadmium-transporting ATPase-like protein. SALK_034393 Yes No Yes 
  HMA2 SALK_109431 Yes No Yes 
At4g30120 Cadmium-transporting ATPase-like protein. SALK_088015 Yes No Yes 
  HMA3 SALK_073511 Yes No Yes 
At5g13740 Sugar transporter-like protein. SALK_112210 Yes No Yes 
  SALK_011451 Yes No Yes 
  SALK_094014 Yes No Yes 
    SALK_058666 Yes No Yes 
At4g31940 Cytochrome P450 CYP82C4. SALK_001585 Yes No   
At4g31950 Cytochrome P450 CYP82C3. SALK_016715 Yes No   
At4g31970 Cytochrome P450 CYP82C2. SALK_024364 Yes No  
  SALK_128974 Yes No  
    SALK_047577 Yes No   
1 SALK T-DNA lines ordered from SiGNAL through ABRC. 
2 Shows wether an homozygous T-DNA insertion was found for each T-DNA line. 
3 Shows wether any homozygous or heterozygous T-DNA insertion line showed any visual phenotype. 
4 Indicates which T-DNA insertion lines were analyzed for their elemental profiles. 
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Table 2.4. Results of the Affymetrix microarray for selected genes. 
Table 2.4.a. Results for eight selected genes in shoots.   
  WT shoots +Fe WT shoots -Fe Fold3
AGI Name Signal1 Call2 Signal1 Call2 increase 
At1g07600 MT1a metallothionein. 13789 P 18512 P 1.3 
At5g13740 Sugar transp. MSH12.21 1028 P 1871 P 1.8 
At4g30110 P-Type ATPase HMA2 116 A 141 A n/a4
At4g30120 P-Type ATPase HMA3 5 A 3 A n/a4
At2g19110 P-Type ATPase HMA4 145 A 261 A n/a4
       
Table 2.4.b. Results for eight selected genes in roots.   
  WT roots +Fe WT roots -Fe Fold3
AGI Name Signal1 Call2 Signal1 Call2 increase 
At1g07600 MT1a metallothionein. 17352 P 19569 P 1.1 
At5g13740 Sugar transp. MSH12.21 1487 P 2378 P 1.6 
At4g30110 P-Type ATPase HMA2 1032 P 644 P -1.6 
At4g30120 P-Type ATPase HMA3 98 PP5 383 P Up 
At2g19110 P-Type ATPase HMA4 1594 P 1191 P -1.3 
 
Table 2.4.c. Results for selected Cytochrome P450 genes in frd3 roots.     
  WT roots +Fe WT roots -Fe Fold3 frd3 roots +Fe frd3 roots -Fe Fold3
AGI Name Signal1 Call2 Signal1 Call2 increase Signal1 Call2 Signal1 Call2 increase 
At4g31940 Cyt. P450 CYP82C4. 4 A 238 P Up 4564 P 3119 P -1.5 
At4g31950 Cyt. P450 CYP82C3. 3 A 4 A n/a4 282 P 231 P -1.2 
At4g31970 Cyt. P450 CYP82C2. 20 A 1 A n/a4 450 P 641 P 1.4 
 
1 Fluorescent signal given by the probes especific for the gene in the Affymetrix microarray.  
2 (P)resent or (A)bsent. Qualitative interpretation of the signal level. Present indicates that the signal is above the background or noise 
levels, Absent indicates that the computer cannot differentiate between the signal coming from the probes for a specific gene and 
the general background or noise in the microarray. 
3 Fold increase is the signal value of a gene in either roots or shoots that were under iron deficiency conditions divided by the signal of 
the same gene in the same tissue but under nutrient complete conditions. 
4 Fold increase is a meaningless number in these cases since the base count is a number that the computer considers (A)bsent or 
background. 
5 In most cases a signal value below 200 is considered to be background even when the computer assigns a call of (P)resent. 
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Table 2.5. Elemental analysis of selected T-DNA insertion lines compared with 
Arabidopsis thalinana Col-0 (shaded column). 
    At2g19110 HMA4 
  A. t. Col-0 SALK_1322583 SALK_0429063 SALK_0934823 SALK_0509243
Element Unit Average1 StDev2 Average1 StDev2 Average1 StDev2 Average1 StDev2 Average1 StDev2
Lithium ppm 4.42 1.43 4.32 1.00 4.33 1.06 3.67 0.88 4.27 1.43 
Sodium ppm 781.09 101.97 794.69 91.02 720.20 51.48 671.68 82.25 767.32 157.02 
Magnesium ppm 18787.44 1144.34 19360.29 1130.24 19308.58 1540.59 18954.26 1066.14 18577.54 1071.20 
Phosphorous ppm 9069.37 833.23 9755.17 640.54 9690.69 628.09 9746.00 503.75 9300.70 828.16 
Potassium ppm 46154.43 5349.81 47200.05 4934.27 48782.48 3886.57 48678.36 3474.15 48178.43 5128.24 
Calcium ppm 35684.96 2907.90 37767.75 3788.25 37833.55 5322.44 38769.80 4668.44 37291.67 2917.07 
Manganese ppm 278.12 26.49 302.13 38.93 305.88 50.46 328.39 76.52 300.42 39.65 
Iron ppm 70.79 8.21 73.59 3.60 76.29 6.53 73.65 7.42 72.67 5.50 
Cobalt ppm 1.56 0.33 1.39 0.38 1.45 0.33 1.35 0.27 1.51 0.39 
Nickel ppm 0.39 0.06 0.38 0.09 0.40 0.09 0.41 0.07 0.36 0.07 
Copper ppm 2.54 0.75 2.59 0.55 2.72 0.66 2.81 0.70 2.77 0.46 
Zinc4 ppm 94.44 13.09 42.98 3.38 43.56 4.53 44.63 4.77 41.88 6.06 
Arsenic ppm 1.66 0.68 1.62 0.65 1.56 0.59 1.47 0.61 1.51 0.71 
Selenium ppm 8.99 1.01 8.13 1.42 8.14 1.00 8.40 1.06 8.40 0.75 
Molibdenum ppm 1.23 0.57 1.32 0.50 1.42 0.53 1.54 0.44 1.46 0.46 
Cadmium ppm 3.12 0.88 2.88 0.88 2.89 0.68 2.49 0.59 2.80 0.86 
1 Average of one leaf from each of 25 plants grown on soil. Shaded results for the WT control. 
2 Standard deviation taking into account each of the 25 individual measurements. 
3 Code of each T-DNA insertion line. 
4 Shaded row shows data at least one standard deviation away from the control. 
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Table 2.6. 29 common sequences to all three selected P450s and four selection criteria to 
be selected for RNAi. 
Table 2.6.a. Initial screening of 29 common sequences. Shaded squares indicate non-compliance with 
the selection rules. 
  100 bp  Stretch of   
Sequence1 Length2 away3 four4
% 
GC5 Chosen6
CGTGTTTCTGAGATC 15 no 0 47  
GAGGATTCAGACATA 15 yes 0 40  
CCCTGGCTTAACCATT 16 yes 0 50  
CTACCTGCCTGGCACT 16 yes 0 63  
AAGATTTGTATTCCTT 16 yes 0 25  
CTTCATTGGCCATGCAA 17 yes 0 47  
GAAGATTGCACGGTCGC 17 yes 0 59  
ACAGGAGAAGCAAAAGA 17 yes 1 41  
ATTCTTGGAGGAAGTGA 17 yes 0 41  
GCAAAGCACATGGGTTAC 18 yes 0 50  
GTGGCAAGGAACAGCTTCT 19 yes 0 53  
GAGATGCGTAAAATCGCAA 19 yes 1 42  
GGAAGAAGATCATGCCCAGGC 21 yes 0 57  
AAGAAATCAAAGAAACCAAAA 21 no 0 24  
TACGGTCCAGCCATGTCGCTAC 22 yes 0 50  
CAATCCTTGTTTTCGTTTTTAT 22 no 2 27  
ATGGATACTTCCCTCTTTTCTTT 23 no 1 35  
GTATGGAAAATCCAAAGAGATCCGA 25 yes 1 40  
CAAGGACATGAGAAGGAGATGAAGCA 26 yes 0 46 YES 
ATGTAAAAGCTCCTGCACCAAGTGGTGC 28 no 1 50  
TACCGAACCTTAGGAAAAATGGCTGACCA 29 yes 1 45  
GACATCCACGTCGGCAGAGACAGGAACGT 29 yes 0 59 YES 
TGCTTCATTTAGGTCTTGCTCGTTTCCTTCA 31 yes 0 42 YES 
ATTATCAAAGAAACATTGAGATTGTATCCAGCTG 34 yes 0 32 YES 
AGAGGACAAAACTTTGAGCTGATGCCATTTGGTTC 35 yes 1 43  
AACCAGTAATGGTTGATCTAAAGAGCTGGTTAGAGGA 37 yes 0 41 YES 
CATCAACCCTTACATGGGCCATTTCTCTTCTTCTAAACAATAA 43 yes 0 37 YES 
GAGCAGTTTTGAGGTGGCTAAAGATTGTTTTACTGTGAACGACAA 45 yes 2 59  
TTAGATGTGATCCTTGAAAGATGGATTGAAAACCATCGACAACAACG 47 yes 1 36 YES 
 
 
1 Stretch of nucleotides with 100% homology within the three P450s. 
2 The homologous sequence must be at least 21 nucleotides long. 
3 The sequence that is the target for RNAi must be at least 100 bp away from both the start and stop codons. 
4 The target sequence should not have a stretch of four or more identical bases. 
5 Choose target seqeunces with 30-60% GC content. 
6 Sequences that meet most of the selection criteria were used for further analysis. 
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 Table 2.6.b. Final screening of seven shared sequences. 
Sequence1 Length 
30-
50%GC2
A/U@15-
193 A@34 A@195 G@136 G/C@197 Total Selected? 
AAG GAC ATG AGA AGG AGA TGA AG 23 1 0 1 0 0 0 2  
AAC CAG TAA TGG TTG ATC TAA AG 23 1 0 1 0 0 0 2  
GAC ATC CAC GTC GGC AGA GAC AG 23 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -2  
CAT TTA GGT CTT GCT CGT TTC CT 23 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0  
AAC CCT TAC ATG GGC CAT TTC TC 23 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0  
TAG ATG TGA TCC TTG AAA GAT GG 23 1 3 0 0 0 -1 3 YES 
AAC ATT GAG ATT GTA TCC AGC TG 23 1 0 0 1 -1 0 1   
 
1 All seven sequences were selected and trimmed to be 23 bp long.  
2 Since sequences were trimmed the GC% was recalculated. One point given if GC% is between 30 and 50%. 
3 Any adenine in positions 15-19 gives one point. 
4 An adenine in position 3 gives one point. 
5 An adenine in position 19 gives one point. 
6 A guanine in position 13 takes one point out. 
7 A guanine or a citosine in position 19 takes one point out. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
GeneChip Microarray Experiment 
 
Experiment design and execution were done in the lab of Dr. Mary Lou Guerinot 
at Dartmouth College (Hanover, NH) by Dr. Elizabeth E. Rogers as a post-doctoral 
fellow. The DNA Array Core Facility of the University of California–Irvine (Irvine, CA) 
hybridized the Affymetrix ATH-1 Microarrays (Affymetrix Inc., Santa Clara, CA). Data 
analysis was performed using Excel (Microsoft, Seattle, WA). 
 
Affymetrix data filtering and analysis 
 
Gene transcript levels between iron-complete and iron-deficient shoots or roots 
were compared using Excel (Microsoft Seattle, WA). For Table 2.1, all genes that 
showed signals with a call of (A) for Absent, (M) for Marginal, or (P) for present but 
with a signal value equal or below 200 were eliminated. All genes that modified their 
transcript levels under iron-deficiency conditions more than two-fold were shown. This 
filtering procedure was only used in Table 2.1. In Table 2.2 the cutoff was set arbitrarily 
at +/- 1.3-fold change in transcript level. 
 
Gene annotation 
 
We improved the basic functional annotation of the eight chosen genes by mining 
data from The Arabidopsis Information Resource – TAIR (http://www.arabidopsis.org), 
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the Arabidopsis thaliana Genome Data Base – AtGBD 
(http://www.plantgdb.org/AtGDB/), the Munich Information Center for Protein 
Sequences – MIPS (http://mips.gsf.de/proj/thal/db/index.html), and The Institute for 
Genomic Research – TIGR (http://www.tigr.org). 
 
Similarity searches 
 
To identify the most closely related genes to each one of the eight selected genes 
in our research, their protein sequences were downloaded from The Arabidopsis 
Information Resource (www.arabidopsis.org) and either the WU-BLAST2 algorithm 
(Washington University, St. Louis, MO) at www.ebi.ac.uk/blast2/ or the Blast algorithm 
(National Library of Medicine Bethesda, MD) at www.ncbi.nih.gov (Altschul et al., 
1997) used to find similar genes present in the Arabidpsis thaliana genome. All databases 
were accessed on March 10, 2006. 
 
Plant growth conditions 
 
Arabidopsis thaliana var. Columbia gl-1 plants were used in all experiments 
unless otherwise noted. For iron-sufficient or iron-deficient conditions, seed was surface 
sterilized, stratified for three days at 4oC in 0.1% agar, planted on B5 plates, and allowed 
to grow at 22oC under constant light in a growth chamber (Percival Scientific, Perry, IA). 
14 day-old plants were transferred for three days to iron-sufficient or iron-deficient media 
(Yi and Guerinot, 1996). Iron-deficient media was supplemented with the iron chelator 
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ferrozine to reduce the availability of contaminant iron to the plants as described (Yi and 
Guerinot, 1996). All plates were covered with yellow Plexiglas at all times to avoid 
photo-degradation of Fe(III)-EDTA (Hangarter and Stasinopoulos, 1991). 
 
Plant material and transformations 
 
The Arabidopsis Biological Resources Center (ABRC) at Ohio State University 
(Columbus, OH) provided the T-DNA insertion lines (Alonso et al., 2003). Genomic 
DNA was extracted from the T-DNA insertion lines (Edwards et al., 1991) and the 
genomic area of the insertion was amplified using primers designed to span the region. 
For transformation, flowering Arabidopsis thaliana gl-1 plants were dipped into a 
solution containing Agrobacterium tumefasciens GV3101 as described (Clough and Bent, 
1998). 
 
RNA blots 
 
Shoots and roots of plants grown under iron-deficient or iron-sufficient conditions 
were harvested separately, and frozen in liquid nitrogen.  Total RNA was extracted from 
each sample using the LiCl method (Verwoerd et al., 1989). IRT1 probe was prepared as 
described (Rogers and Guerinot, 2002). The probe for the sugar transporter-like gene 
At5g13740 was a 1061 bp PCR product from genomic DNA amplified using the 
following primers: Forward: 5’-CATGAATCATCTCCTTCTACCGGG-3’ and reverse 
5’-CAGAACAGGTCCTAGCAGTTTCTC-3’. The probe for the bHLH039 transcription 
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factor (At3g56980) was an 842 bp PCR product from genomic DNA amplified using the 
following primers: Forward: 5’-CATCCTCTGACTTAACTCTTCGC-3’ and reverse: 5’-
GTGTGCATTAGTACCTCCATTGT-3’. RNA blots were performed according to 
standard methods (Sambrook and Russell, 2001) using Osmonics membranes 
(Westborough, MA). Quantification of the signal was done using a Molecular Dynamics 
Storm 860 PhosphorImager (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ). UBQ5 probe was 
amplified as described previously (Rogers and Ausubel, 1997) and used to normalize the 
data to reduce the slight variation resulting from differences in RNA loading. 
 
RNAi design 
 
All three P450 cDNA sequences were aligned using the ClustalW algorithm from 
the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI, Cambridge, UK) at www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw. 
Homologous regions of at least 15 bases were selected and compared for characteristics 
to design RNAi targets as explained in (Elbashir et al., 2001b; Elbashir et al., 2001a; 
Reynolds et al., 2004). Briefly, the target region should be 23 bases long, be at least 100 
bases away from both start and stop codons, GC content should be between 30-50%. 
Ideally, the sequence would have an adenine in positions one or two, in position three, 
and in positions 15 through 18. Additionally, a good RNAi target sequence would have 
an adenine or a guanine in position 19, and a guanine in positions 13. One sequence was 
selected, oligos representing the sense and antisense sequence with inserted restriction 
sites were ordered from IDT DNA (Coralville, IA). The sense and antisense oligos were 
mixed, heated to 95oC, and cooled down slowly (1oC/minute) until the solution reached 
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4oC to anneal them. Newly double stranded oligos were phosphorylated using T4 
Polynucleotide Kinase (New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA) and ligated into the vector 
pFGC5941 (The Plant Chromatin Data Base at www.chromdb.org, The University of 
Arizona, AZ). 
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 CHAPTER 3 
 
INITIAL CHARACTERIZATION OF FOUR bHLH 
TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS UP-REGULATED IN RESPONSE TO 
IRON-DEFICIENCY CONDITIONS IN Arabidopsis thaliana 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
To discover and characterize novel components of the iron homeostasis system in 
Arabidopsis thaliana, we hybridized Affymetrix ATH-1 microarrays with RNA extracted 
from shoots and roots of iron-starved or -sufficient wild-type plants. We found that two 
bHLH transcription factors, belonging to a small sub-family of four genes, were up-
regulated under iron-deficiency conditions. Time-course experiments showed up-
regulation of all four genes in shoots and roots of iron-deficient plants. Therefore, we 
decided to use them in subsequent experiments. Even though elemental content of 
individual T-DNA insertion lines for all four transcription factors indicated a few 
elements were different than controls, all four had normal iron levels. We decided to 
focus our research on bHLH101 for three reasons: a) its transcription is induced by iron-
deficient conditions, b) it is present in the Affymetrix ATH-1 microarray, and c) the 
elemental analysis of the bHLH101 T-DNA insertion line showed a more complex effect 
on metal homeostasis than the other three T-DNA insertion lines. The bHLH101 T-DNA 
insertion line exhibited differences in the transcriptional regulation of IRT1 and FRO2, 
but not AtFer1, when compared with WT controls. bHLH101::GUS transgenic plants 
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 showed bHLH101 activity in root and shoot meristems, in cotyledons, and in the root 
vasculature. It is possible that the four TFs provide redundancy to one another and 
possibly do so by homo- or hetero-dimerizing with one another. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Transcriptional regulation of gene expression is of fundamental importance for 
biological functions (Pabo and Sauer, 1992; Zimmermann et al., 2004). Tightly regulated 
interactions between transcription factors (TFs) and DNA brings a genome to life (Gong 
et al., 2004). TFs can bind to DNA in a sequence-specific manner, regulate promoter 
strength, and can act as activators, repressors, or both (Stracke et al., 2001), to direct the 
temporal and spatial gene expression that leads to normal development and proper 
physiological responses to environmental stimuli (Zhang and Wang, 2005). 
Most TFs are modular proteins containing two independent domains: a protein-
protein interaction domain and a DNA-binding domain. These TFs use their protein-
protein interaction domain to homo- or hetero-dimerize with other transcription factors 
and successfully bind to DNA (Pabo and Sauer, 1992; Wray et al., 2003; Shiu et al., 
2005). The DNA binding domain interacts with specific nucleotide sequences present in 
the promoter of the target gene. The DNA binding domain has been well-conserved 
through evolution making it useful to group TFs into families (Wolberger, 1999; 
Riechmann and Ratcliffe, 2000; Stracke et al., 2001). The 1,826 TFs present in 
Arabidopsis belong to 56 families (Guo et al., 2005). Five of these families (Dof, ARF-
Aux/IAA, WRKY, AP2, and NAC) appear unique to plants. An additional four TF 
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 families (MYB, bHLH, bZIP, and MADS) are greatly expanded in Arabidopsis when 
compared with D. melanogaster, S. cerevisiae, and C. elegans. It is common to find 
functionally redundant TFs within families, indicating that, in some cases, TFs should be 
studied in the context of the entire family (Riechmann and Ratcliffe, 2000). With 162 
members, the basic-helix-loop-helix (bHLH) is one of the largest TF families in 
Arabidopsis. bHLH TFs have a range of different roles in plant cell and tissue 
development as well as plant metabolism (Bailey et al., 2003; Heim et al., 2003). 
The first TF with a role in plant iron nutrition was discovered in the fer mutant 
tomato line and was named LeFER. LeFER encodes a bHLH transcription factor that 
shows increased transcription under iron-deficiency conditions, and high iron conditions 
reduce LeFER transcript and protein levels (Brumbarova and Bauer, 2005). fer mutant 
plants are unable to activate their Strategy I responses under iron-deficient conditions 
(Ling et al., 2002). 
The Arabidopsis ortholog of LeFER is FRU1 (FER-like Regulator of iron 
Uptake), also known as FIT1 (Fe-deficiency Induced Transcription factor 1). FRU/FIT1 
is encoded by At2g28160 (bHLH029) and appears to be a mediator in the induction of 
iron-deficiency responses in Arabidopsis (Colangelo and Guerinot, 2004; Jakoby et al., 
2004). It regulates FRO2 at the transcriptional level and IRT1 protein accumulation 
(Colangelo and Guerinot, 2004; Jakoby et al., 2004). Additionally, 72 of 179 iron-
regulated genes in Arabidopsis appear to be dependent on FRU1/FIT1 (Colangelo and 
Guerinot, 2004). FRU1/FIT1 complements fer tomato plants, suggesting that this bHLH 
transcription factor may be a universal iron-homeostasis regulator of Strategy I plants 
(Yuan et al., 2005). 
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 In spite of all this research, we still know little about iron-regulation mechanisms 
and iron-regulated genes in Arabidopsis thaliana. In an effort to identify new genes 
involved in these processes, we took a transcriptome-wide approach by hybridizing 
Affymetrix ATH-1 microarrays with RNA extracted from roots and shoots of 14-day-old 
A. thaliana plants that were placed under iron-deficient or -sufficient conditions for three 
days (see Chapter 2 for more details). Analysis of the microarray data led us to two 
closely related bHLH transcription factors (bHLH101 and bHLH039) that increase their 
transcript levels in both roots and shoots under iron-deficient conditions. Both TFs 
belong to a small sub-family of four bHLH TFs, but the other two were not present on the 
microarray. 
Here we report initial efforts towards the characterization of these four bHLH 
TFs. T-DNA insertion lines for all four were obtained and used in various experiments 
aimed at identifying unique phenotypes. We characterized bHLH101 further by analyzing 
gene expression levels of certain iron-regulated genes in its T-DNA insertion line, and by 
creating GUS and over-expressing transgenic lines. We are now in the process of 
obtaining double T-DNA insertions to eliminate possible functional redundancy within 
this small family. At the same time, we are building bait and prey constructs to 
investigate possible protein-protein interactions within the genes. 
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 RESULTS 
 
Microarray data mining and protein alignment 
 
As part of her previous work, Dr. Elizabeth Rogers (University of Missouri-
Columbia, Columbia, MO) in collaboration with Dr. Mary Lou Guerinot (Dartmouth 
College, Hanover, NH) examined gene expression using Affymetrix ATH-1 microarrays. 
These microarrays were hybridized with RNA from shoots and roots of WT A. thaliana 
plants grown under iron-complete and -deficient conditions. Growth under iron-deficient 
conditions depletes the plants of iron, causing them to up-regulate their iron-deficiency 
responses (Yi and Guerinot, 1996). Two closely related bHLH transcription factors, 
bHLH039 and bHLH101 (At3g56980 and At5g04150, respectively), were up-regulated in 
both roots and shoots of iron-deficient plants (Table 3.1). The predicted protein 
sequences of 18 closely related genes to bHLH039 and bHLH101 (Bailey et al., 2003; 
Toledo-Ortiz et al., 2003) were obtained from The Arabidopsis Information Resource 
(TAIR) website and aligned using the ClustalW algorithm (Figure 3.1). Of the 18 genes, 
nine were not present on the microarray and nine others did not show differential 
expression under iron-deficiency conditions. According to our ClustalW analysis, the two 
iron-regulated genes, bHLH039 and bHLH101, are grouped in a small sub-family of four 
transcription factors that includes genes bHLH038 and bHLH100 (At3g56970 and 
At2g41240, respectively). All four protein sequences share ~30-40% identity and ~60% 
similarity (Figure 3.2 and Table 3.2) indicating that all four are  
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Figure 3.1. 
ClustalW tree of 20 closely–related bHLH transcription factors. 
The tree shows the relationship between 20 bHLH proteins. The 19 closest proteins to 
bHLH101 were selected from (Bailey et al., 2003). Protein sequences were obtained from 
www.arabidopsis.org. Alignment was done in http://align.genome.jp/. Crossed black 
circles show genes absent on the microarray. The clade of four transcription factors is 
boxed. Grey stars show genes up-regulated under iron-deficiency on the microarray. 
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Figure 3.2. 
ClustalW aligment of four closely related bHLH transcription factors. 
ClustalW aligment using the amino acid sequence of all the members of the small family 
of four genes. represent 100% identity; (:) represent a conserved amino acid; (.) 
represent semi-conserved amino acids. 
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 closely related to each other. In addition, genes bHLH038 and bHLH039 are tightly 
linked, being ~1.5 kb apart in the genome (see later), making them likely to be the result 
of a recent duplication event. Even though bHLH038 and bHLH100 were not present on 
the microarray, due to their close identity to bHLH101 and bHLH039, we decided to 
include all four in our studies to characterize their responses to iron-deficient conditions. 
 
Timeline of transcriptional activity 
 
To observe the transcriptional activity of the four TF’s through time, RNA was 
extracted from shoots and roots of 14-day-old WT plants (time point zero). In addition, 
RNA was collected at one-half, one, two, and six days, after transfer to iron-sufficient or 
-deficient conditions (Figure 3.3). The well-characterized root ferric-chelate reductase 
gene FRO2 was used as a positive control. In Figure 3.3 we can see that the up-regulation 
of FRO2 was similar to previously published reports (Connolly et al., 2002; Vert et al., 
2003; Wu et al., 2005). The transcript levels of all four transcription factors were up-
regulated in both shoots and roots starting one day after iron withdrawal. Both bHLH039 
and bHLH101 show high expression levels in shoots and roots after three days of iron-
withdrawal, as seen in the microarray results. All four bHLH TFs continued increasing 
their transcript levels until day six in both shoots and roots (as seen after quantifying the 
signals and adjusting for loading controls; data not shown). These results, showing all 
four being up-regulated under iron-deficiency conditions, convinced us to investigate 
them further. 
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Figure 3.3. Timeline of expression of selected bHLH transcription factors under iron-
deficiency and control conditions in shoots and roots. 
WT Arabidopsis plants were planted and after 14 days (time point 0) transferred to media 
with (+) or without (-) iron and left in the new media for time point zero, and one-half, 
one, two, three, and six days after iron withdrawal. Ubiquitin5 (UBQ5) was used as a 
loading control. Experiment was done in duplicate with similar results. 
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 Physiological characterization of individual T-DNA insertion lines 
 
Individual T-DNA insertion lines did not show an obvious visual phenotype. 
T-DNA insertion lines for the four transcription factors were obtained from the 
Arabidopsis Biological Resources Center (ABRC) (Figure 3.4). Homozygous insertions 
were confirmed by PCR. We confirmed the absence of bHLH101 transcripts in the 
bHLH101 T-DNA line by RT-PCR (data not shown). All four T-DNA lines, three over-
expressing (OX) lines (see later), and wild-type (WT) controls were subjected to a subset 
of the environmental conditions known as The Gauntlet (http://thale.biol.wwu.edu), with 
the goal of identifying a set of environmental conditions that caused a unique visual 
phenotype. None of the conditions included in the experiment (Table 3.3) revealed a 
visible phenotype associated with any T-DNA line. 
 
Ferric-chelate reductase activity, fresh weight, and chlorophyll content 
We measured the ferric-chelate reductase activity of all four T-DNA insertion 
lines to assess their iron-nutrition status indirectly. All four lines showed ferric-chelate 
reductase levels similar to WT controls (data not shown). We further analyzed the 
bHLH101 T-DNA line for alterations in iron status: no differences were observed in 
shoot fresh weight or chlorophyll content between WT controls and the T-DNA line (data 
not shown). 
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Figure 3.4. Diagrams of the four transcription factors and their T-DNA insertions. 
Filled boxes represent exons. Open boxes represent 3’- or 5’- UTRs. Lines represent 
intergenic regions or introns. The location of the ATG starting codon is given and the 
long filled arrow indicates the direction of transcription. Open triangles represent the 
location of the T-DNA insertion with the direction of the left border of the T-DNA 
indicated with a small arrow inside the open triangle. The T-DNA identifier is given 
under the open triangle. Small arrows indicate the location and direction of the primers 
used to identify homozygous T-DNA insertions. 
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 Elemental analysis of the four T-DNA lines 
Elemental analysis was done for the four homozygous T-DNA lines by Dr. David 
Salt’s lab at Purdue University (Table 3.4). The elemental profile of the bHLH038 T-
DNA insertion line was not significantly different from controls. The bHLH039 T-DNA 
insertion line had a 20% higher copper level than the control, and the bHLH100 T-DNA 
insertion line had 20% more copper and 6% less sodium than the control. On the other 
hand, the bHLH101 T-DNA insertion line had a more complex elemental profile with 
cobalt levels 11% higher, manganese levels 11% higher, molybdenum levels 10% lower, 
and zinc levels 2% lower than the control. All the elements mentioned showed significant 
(p<0.05) differences between individual T-DNA lines and the controls. There was no 
difference in iron levels for any of the four bHLH T-DNA lines. The analysis was 
conducted once. 
 
RNA blots for IRT1, FRO2 and AtFer1 in the bHLH101 T-DNA background 
 
We selected bHLH101 for further characterization based on three reasons: 1) it 
showed high levels of up-regulation in roots of iron-deficient plants, 2) it was present on 
the Affymetrix microarray, and 3) it showed a unique metal profile when mutated. As a 
first step, we analyzed the transcriptional activity of the three well known iron-regulated 
genes IRT1, FRO2, and AtFer1 in bHLH101 T-DNA plants (Table 3.5). We extracted 
RNA from shoots and roots of iron-sufficient and -deficient WT and bHLH101 T-DNA 
plants. RNA blots were done three times independently and as shown in Table 3.5, iron-
deficient bHLH101 T-DNA roots had lower expression levels of IRT1 and FRO2 than 
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 WT controls (Student’s T-Tests are p=0.024 and 0.051, respectively). On the other hand, 
AtFer1 showed similar expression levels in iron-sufficient shoots of WT controls and the 
mutant line (Student’s T-Test is p=0.296). 
 
Microarray of bHLH101 T-DNA insertion line 
 
RNA from the three different and independent extractions mentioned before were 
pooled together and used to hybridize Affymetrix ATH-1 microarrays. Comparisons were 
conducted for the transcriptional activity of four iron-regulated genes (IRT1, FRO3, 
AtFer1, and FRU1/FIT) between WT controls and bHLH101 T-DNA insertion lines. 
Since FRO2 is absent from the Affymetrix ATH-1, FRO3 was used as a suitable 
replacement of FRO2 (Wu et al., 2005; Mukherjee et al., 2006). In general, IRT1, AtFer1, 
and FRU1/FIT1 had similar transcript levels in both mutant and control sets of 
microarrays, in all tissues and conditions. However, FRO3 showed a complex reaction to 
the absence of expression of bHLH101: under iron-deficiency conditions, and when 
bHLH101 was absent, FRO3 had 15% and 60% higher expression level in roots and 
shoots, respectively. Under iron-sufficient conditions, FRO3 showed ~40% lower 
expression levels in both roots and shoots of bHLH101 T-DNA line than WT controls 
(data not shown). 
As a second step, we examined the list of the 25 most up-regulated genes in iron-
deficient bHLH101 T-DNA and WT roots. Both lists, although not identical, were similar 
with 60% of the genes shared by both lists (data not shown). 
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  Using the microarray data we were able to compare bHLH101 T-DNA and 
WT transcriptomes of shoots or roots under both iron-nutritional statuses (Table 3.6). 502 
genes in the bHLH101 T-DNA background showed at least a three-fold modification of 
their expression when compared with the WT control. 200 of the 502 are present in 
shoots and the other 302 are present in roots. 81 of the genes with differential expression 
in shoots (~40%) and 136 of the genes present in roots (~45%) do not have an assigned 
function. 
 Table 3.6.a shows the genes up-regulated in iron-deficient shoots when 
bHLH101 was absent. Three of them are cold-inducible proteins (6.7-, 4.7-, and 3.6-fold 
increase in expression). One of the most up-regulated genes in iron-deficient shoots is 
bHLH039 (5.7-fold) as compared with WT controls grown under the same conditions. 
This same gene showed transcript up-regulation in mutant iron-deficient roots by 70% 
when compared with WT controls. In iron-sufficient shoots and roots, its expression level 
is below the detection limits of the technique (data not shown). Finally, another 
interesting gene was the putative transporter ZIP9 (At4g33020), which is down-regulated 
in iron-deficient roots of mutant plants 3.1-fold. 
 We found 21 common genes in Tables 3.6.a, 3.6.b, 3.6.c, and 3.6.d. These 
genes modified their expression in all iron-sufficient and -deficient shoots and roots of 
mutant plants when compared with WT controls. Out of the 21, only one showed up-
regulation whereas the other 20 were down-regulated in the absence of a functional 
bHLH101, pointing to a possible positive regulation of these genes by bHLH101. It is 
interesting to note that most of them showed transcript level down-regulation to ~20% of 
WT levels, regardless of tissue or nutritional status. Sixteen of the 21 genes were 
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 unknown, three were putative TFs, one was a cytochrome P450, and one was a putative 
ACC synthase. In summary, the absence of a functional bHLH101 produces a complex 
change in the mRNA levels of several genes, but nonetheless a visual phenotype was not 
obtained. 
 
Localization of bHLH101 expression 
 
To further characterize bHLH101, we fused 2,182 bases of the sequence upstream 
of the ATG start codon and the first 20 bases of the coding region to a GUS reporter gene 
(Figure 3.6). WT Arabidopsis plants were transformed with the construct and eight lines 
carrying single, homozygous insertions were grown under standard conditions, harvested 
before and after iron-deficiency induction, and stained with X-GUS. GUS staining was 
observed in the shoot and root meristems, root vascular tissue, young leaf veins, 
cotyledons, root hairs, and parts of immature siliques (Figure 3.5). We did not detect 
staining in mature stems, flowers, ovaries, or pollen sacs. Iron-sufficient bHLH101::GUS 
lines showed minimal root staining in the vasculature and meristem, whereas iron-
deficient roots showed more extensive staining. In contrast with roots, shoots of 
bHLH101::GUS transgenic plants showed a similar localization in staining pattern 
regardless of growth conditions. It is possible that the shoot meristem had increased 
staining intensity, but this was difficult to quantify (see discussion). 
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Figure 3.5. Staining of bHLH101::GUS transgenic Arabidopsis plants. All were stained 
for three days. 
A) and B) Two-day old seedlings grown under iron-sufficient conditions. Root meristem 
and cotyledons show GUS expression. C) Three-day old seedling plant grown under iron-
sufficient conditions. Note that the cotyledons are not expressing GUS anymore while the 
stem has low expression levels. D) 14-day old shoot meristem from plants grown under 
iron-sufficient conditions. E) Old leaf and F) young leaf, both taken from a 14-day old 
plant grown under iron-deficient conditions. G) Shoot meristem in a six-day old plant. H) 
One-week old silique. Note that GUS staining is superficial and present in the top third of 
the silique only. I), L), and O) show 17-day old roots from plants grown under iron-
sufficient conditions. O) Detail of a secondary root. N) Secondary root grown for 14 days 
under iron-sufficient conditions. J) and M) 17-day old roots grown under iron-deficient 
conditions. Note the more extensive GUS staining under these conditions. M) Detail of 
secondary roots. K) Detail of 17-day old roots grown under iron-deficient conditions. 
Note the intense staining in the numerous root hairs present. 
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3.6.b. 
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Figure 3.6. Diagram of the constructs used in our research. 
3.6.a. Construct used to create transgenic bHLH101::GUS plants. 
2.2 kbs of upstream region from bHLH101 was cloned in front of the GUS gene present 
in pCAMBIA1381Xc (see Materials and Methods). 
3.6.b. Construct used to create transgenic CaMV35S::bHLH101 plants. 
1.6 kbs of the genomic region containing the whole bHLH101 gene was cloned after the 
CaMV35S constitutive promoter. 
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 Characterization of lines over-expressing bHLH101 
 
To investigate further the role of bHLH101, a 35SCaMV::bHLH101 over-
expression (OX) construct was made (Figure 3.6). Fourteen single-insertion, homozygous 
lines were selected and bHLH01 expression levels examined using RNA blots. This 
experiment was done twice and all results are shown in Figure 3.7. Lines OX-(6), OX-
(7), and OX-(12) were selected for further experiments based on the induction of 
bHLH101 transcripts. OX lines were grown next to WT controls under standard 
conditions but an obvious phenotype was not detected. Ferric-chelate reductase activity in 
the three OX lines was similar to controls (data not shown), and the subset of Gauntlet 
experiments used for the T-DNA homozygous lines failed to induce an obvious 
phenotype in any of the three OX lines (Table 3.3) except for line OX-(12) whose roots 
grew slightly faster than controls. Since this phenotype was not present in the other two 
OX lines, we cannot rule out a positional effect of the OX insert in neighboring genes, as 
opposed to an effect of the high expression levels of bHLH101 on the physiology of the 
plant. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
In this chapter, we describe the initial characterization of four closely related 
bHLH transcription factors that are transcriptionally up-regulated under iron deficiency. 
The four TFs were identified using a combination of microarray data analysis and protein 
alignments. Due to the four TFs being closely related and the four of them being induced  
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Figure 3.7. bHLH101 transcript levels in the over-expressor transgenic lines. 
Transgenic plants were grown under standard conditions, RNA extracted and probed for 
bHLH101 transcript levels using UBQ5 levels as a loading control. Lines 6, 7 and 12 
were chosen for further experiments. 
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 under iron-deficient conditions, we decided to include all four in future studies. 
A timeline of gene expression during iron-deficiency conditions showed the 
induction of bHLH039 and bHLH101 confirming results shown in the WT microarray 
dataset. The timeline also showed bHLH038 and bHLH100 induction under iron-
deficiency conditions (Figure 3.3). All four genes demonstrated continuing increase in 
transcript levels for at least six days after iron withdrawal. Taking both repeats into 
consideration, bHLH100 and bHLH101 show higher expression level in shoots of iron-
deficient plants than roots, whereas bHLH038 and bHLH039 show transcript induction to 
similar levels in both roots and shoots. This expression pattern reveals differences for 
each pair and may suggest co-regulation and possible interactions and/or redundancy in 
function. 
When plants were grown in iron-sufficient media, bHLH101 and bHLH039 
transcript levels were below the detection limit of both RNA blots and microarrays. 
These results seem to indicate that there is a minimal demand for them when plants are 
under complete conditions, or that they may be iron-deficiency specific. 
bHLH038, bHLH039, and bHLH101 have been previously mentioned in the 
literature. Both bHLH038 and bHLH039 seem to be directly regulated by another 
transcription factor called OBP3 (At3g55370), which is present mainly in roots. Plants 
over-expressing OBP3 show chlorosis, fewer leaves, smaller and denser root hairs, and a 
longer lifespan (Kang and Singh, 2000). OBP3, bHLH038, and bHLH039 transcripts 
were induced when exposed to salicylic acid (SA), and down-regulated upon exposure to 
jasmonic acid (JA). An RNAi construct against OBP3 reduced the expression levels of 
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 OBP3, bHLH038, and bHLH039, suggesting that the expression of both bHLH TFs is 
OBP3-dependent (Kang et al., 2003). 
bHLH039 appeared as part of a study of SHL, which is a TF and a chromatin-
modifying enzyme. SHL (SHort Life of plants) over-expressing lines show early 
flowering, early senescence, and fewer flowers and seed whereas plants down-regulating 
SHL show compact rosettes, late flowering, and delayed senescence. Microarray data 
from SHL over-expressing plants showed 3.5-fold up-regulation of bHLH039 (Muessig 
and Altmann, 2003). bHLH039 appeared in a study of another TF called Zat12 
(At5g59820). Plants without a functional copy of Zat12 are sensitive to H2O2 whereas 
over-expression causes tolerance to H2O2. Microarray analysis of 35S::Zat12 transgenic 
plants revealed that bHLH039 is up-regulated 2.4-fold when compared with controls 
(Rizhsky et al., 2004). bHLH039 was again found in a study of the thylakoid-attached 
copper/zinc superoxide dismutase (KD-SOD; At2g28190), which is the key enzyme in 
the water-water cycle against the photo-oxidative damage of chloroplasts. When KD-
SOD is disrupted, plants show reduced growth and development, smaller chloroplasts, 
less chlorophyll, and reduced photosynthetic activity, while up-regulating their oxidative 
stress defense responses. Microarray analysis of KD-SOD mutant plants revealed 
bHLH039 being down-regulated 6.1-fold (Rizhsky et al., 2003). Finally, bHLH101 and 
bHLH039 show high transcript levels in phloem-cambium enriched tissue that had been 
taken from eight week-old A. thaliana stems (Zhao et al., 2005). It is interesting to note 
that all previous reports on any of the four TFs are related to oxidative stress, including 
the report about OBP3 (Kang and Singh, 2000; Muessig and Altmann, 2003), SHL 
(Muessig and Altmann, 2003), KD-SOD (Rizhsky et al., 2003), and ZAT12 (Rizhsky et 
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 al., 2004). It is known that roots and root hairs need to create ROS to grow (Foreman et 
al., 2003; Rentel et al., 2004). It is possible that the four TFs mentioned in this study are 
involved in iron-deficiency regulation of oxidative stress, which in turn may be related to 
root growth. 
T-DNA insertion lines for each of the TFs did not show an obvious, visual 
phenotype when grown under standard conditions, when starved for iron, or subjected to 
a subset of the Gauntlet environmental conditions. Elemental analysis showed that the 
four T-DNA lines had normal iron levels and only minor differences in other elements 
when compared with controls. This lack of a phenotype in any T-DNA insertion line may 
suggest that none of the four individual TFs is necessary to overcome the environmental 
conditions used in these experiments (Table 3.3). This raises the possibility that the 
contribution of each TF to general plant development or iron homeostasis may be too 
small to be identified using our regular set of experiments. It is also possible that the TFs 
are redundant. We have seen that homozygous T-DNA insertion lines for each of the four 
TFs did not show a visible phenotype; all had normal ferric-chelate reductase activity, 
and showed only minor differences in elemental content when compared to WT controls. 
bHLH039 with bHLH101 and bHLH038 with bHLH100 show similar tissue and 
expression activity under iron-deficiency conditions (Figure 3.3), suggesting co-
localization of expression. This co-localization is supported for bHLH101 and bHLH039 
in the vasculature as previously reported (Zhao et al., 2005). Finally, microarray results 
from the bHLH101 T-DNA line show an up-regulation of bHLH039 in iron-deficient 
roots and shoots, which may imply functional compensation in the absence of bHLH101. 
From the literature, we know that bHLH TFs form dimers to bind to DNA (Pabo and 
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 Sauer, 1992; Wray et al., 2003; Shiu et al., 2005) and it is common for them to be 
redundant (Riechmann and Ratcliffe, 2000). All this leads to the hypothesis that the four 
transcription factors homo- or hetero-dimerize while at the same providing redundancy to 
each other, thus masking the appearance of phenotypes in the single T-DNA insertion 
lines. 
bHLH101 was selected for further studies based on several factors (see Results). 
To establish a relationship between bHLH101 and iron regulation, FRO2, IRT1, and 
AtFer1 transcript levels in iron-starved and iron-complete bHLH101 T-DNA and WT 
plants were studied. These experiments were done in triplicate and although general 
trends were present in all three (Table 3.5 and see later), only IRT1 and FRO2 levels are 
different from WT, whereas AtFer1 levels were not significantly different from WT. If 
we include in our analysis the trends shown for AtFer1, RNA levels for these three iron-
regulated genes reflect conditions commonly found in plants grown under iron-excess, 
where ferritin is up-regulated to store excess iron and when placed under iron-deficient 
conditions, the presence of extra stored iron delays the induction of FRO2 and IRT1. This 
simple explanation contradicts both the elemental analysis, where iron levels are similar 
to the control, and the microarray data, where IRT1 levels in the bHLH101 T-DNA line 
are similar to WT controls (Table 3.6, see later). It is possible that the RNA blot and 
microarray data, for which we pooled the RNA described here, may be skewed and not 
necessarily reflect normal conditions since after the experiments were done, we realized 
that plants for the second set had been grown in 1/10 of the normal micronutrient 
concentration, possibly invalidating that RNA blot and the bHLH101 T-DNA line 
microarray experiments. Also, the ~50% lower FRO2 transcript levels do not correlate 
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 with the WT levels of ferric-chelate reductase activity seen in the bHLH101 T-DNA line, 
although it is known that FRO2 is regulated at both the transcriptional and post-
transcriptional levels (Connolly et al., 2003). These discrepancies will be studied further 
(see Future Research). 
Affymetrix ATH-1 microarrays were used to identify the transcriptome of the 
bHLH101 T-DNA line (Table 3.6). Results showed the complex transcriptome of the 
bHLH101 T-DNA line when compared with WT controls. Of all the genes with at least a 
three-fold differential expression in iron-sufficient and -deficient roots and shoots of 
bHLH101 compared with WT controls, 21 genes were common to all lists (Table 3.6). 
Since 20 of them down-regulated their expression, we may speculate that the presence of 
bHLH101 induces the expression of the majority of genes it regulates. Most of the 21 
genes are unknown, suggesting that bHLH101 regulates new and not-yet characterized 
regulatory pathways. 
A GUS fusion construct was made to localize the expression of bHLH101. 
Transgenic GUS shoots stained the location of expression of bHLH101 under iron-
deficient or -sufficient conditions (Figure 3.6) in roots and shoots. In contrast with GUS 
expression in the root, where GUS transcription increased and the difference was visible; 
shoot GUS expression remained fairly similar under either iron-nutrition condition. This 
stands in contrast with bHLH101 shoot expression levels as detected by microarrays and 
RNA blots. This can be due to an increase of transcriptional activity within the meristem 
and not due to an increase in area of expression, or also due to the difficulty of 
quantifying transcription activity using GUS as a reporter. GUS expression in roots, 
where under normal conditions it is minimal and localized to the vasculature and 
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 meristem, extends to all the layers of the root and root hairs when placed under iron-
deficiency conditions. 
The GUS staining results and the RNA blot timeline suggested that all four TFs 
are highly expressed in roots of iron-deficient plants. It is known that iron-deficient roots 
dramatically increase the number of secondary roots and root hairs (Schikora and 
Schmidt, 2001; Schmidt, 2003). This led us to speculate that bHLH101, and by extension 
the other three TFs, may be involved in iron regulation through the modification of root 
architecture under iron stress. It is possible that the TFs will have this theoretical effect 
on root architecture until iron is re-supplied to the media. As seen in Table 3.3, we 
analyzed the root length, secondary root formation, and root gravitropism for all four T-
DNA and three over-expressing lines without positive results, possibly due to gene 
redundancy. 
WT Arabidopsis plants were transformed with a CaMV35S::bHLH101 construct. 
Three over-expressing (OX) lines were selected due to the high expression of the 
transgene. As noted in Figure 3.7, all 14 lines expressed the transgene in higher levels 
than WT controls. It is curious to note that even though both RNA blots were loaded with 
similar amounts of RNA, hybridized, washed, and exposed together; the signal levels for 
over-expression RNA blot 1 are much lower than for over-expression RNA blot 2. It may 
be possible that transgene expression levels in the shoot remained similar in both blots, 
but the higher expression level in roots of RNA blot 2 masks the signal from shoots. It is 
important to note that in spite of the signal differences, lines with highest transgene 
expression were ranked similarly in both blots, which are the ones used in subsequent 
experiments. bHLH101 transcript levels are much higher in roots than in shoots of the 
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 over-expressing lines. It is tempting to speculate that the over-expression RNA blots 
(Figure 3.7) show effects of a post-transcriptional mechanism that impedes the 
accumulation of bHLH101 transcripts in shoots to the same levels as in roots. 
In this chapter, we presented an initial effort to characterize transcription factors 
that up-regulate their transcriptional activity under iron-deficiency conditions. The 
experiments conducted shed light on the behavior of the four TF members of the small 
subfamily, but we lack enough data to infer a conclusive function for each one. All four 
are up-regulated under iron-deficiency conditions in both shoots and roots. One of them 
(bHLH101) is expressed in the vasculature of roots, young leaves, and meristem. It is 
possible that this TF is regulated at the transcriptional and post-transcriptional levels. 
 
FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
As seen in Figure 3.3, the highest expression levels of the four TFs are tissue-
dependent and are obtained six days after iron withdrawal. On the other hand, whenever 
plants are under iron-sufficient conditions, the expression of all four is below RNA blot 
and microarray detection levels. Most of our experiments with the T-DNA insertion lines 
were done under iron-complete conditions, which is when the transcriptional activity of 
all four TFs is minimal or non-existent. We would like to repeat some experiments (see 
below) after plants have been iron-starved for six days. This may increase the likelihood 
of finding a phenotype since plants will be unable to up-regulate the genes with the T-
DNA insertion. In particular we would like to repeat, under this new condition, the 
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 elemental analysis, root growth experiments, and FRO2, IRT1 and AtFer1 expression and 
protein levels. 
We also would like to test the hypothesis that all four TFs not only interact with 
each other, but also provide functional redundancy. There are four possible 
complementary approaches to test the hypothesis that we would like to pursue: 1) a yeast 
two-hybrid assays for all four TFs to detect possible protein-protein interactions, 2) 
obtain double and triple T-DNA insertions by crossing individual TF T-DNA insertion 
lines, which may eliminate redundancy and help us uncover novel phenotypes, 3) localize 
the expression of each TF under normal and iron-deficient conditions, using a reporter 
gene, indicating areas of transcriptional activity overlap that will serve as an indication of 
possible hetero-dimerizations, and 4) observe, in each individual T-DNA line, the 
transcriptional activity of the other three TFs, possibly indicating which ones show 
modified transcriptional activity as a way to compensate for one absence. 
It would be interesting to obtain OBP3 mutant plants to investigate the possible 
contribution of this TF to iron homeostasis. It has been reported that OBP3 directly 
regulates both bHLH038 and bHLH039, and an RNAi construct directed to OBP3 down-
regulates bHLH038 and bHLH039 as well. Since both are close to each other in the 
genome (~1.5 kb) it would be difficult to find recombinants starting with individual T-
DNA lines, making the OBP3 RNAi line useful, although it is possible that the 
phenotypes observed in the OBP3 RNAi line are due to the activity of this TF on other 
targets and not necessarily an effect of the reduction in transcription of bHLH038 and 
bHLH039. Another goal would be to establish the transcriptional activity of bHLH100 
and bHLH101 in the OBP3 RNAi background since it would be interesting to see if they 
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 are OBP3-regulated as well. Another interesting approach would be to assay for ferric-
chelate reductase and for elemental content in the OBP3 mutant background. 
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 Table 3.1. Transcript levels for genes At5g04150 and At3g56980. Microarrays were 
hybridized with RNA extracted from WT plants placed on either iron-complete or iron-
deficient media. Shoots and roots were harvested independently. 
Table 3.1.a. Shoots      
  WT shoots +Fe WT shoots -Fe Fold 
AGI1 Name2 Signal3 Call4 Signal3 Call4 increase 
At5g04150 bHLH101 26 A 271 P Up6
At3g56980 bHLH039 45 A 213 P Up6
       
       
Table 3.1.b. Roots      
  WT roots +Fe WT roots -Fe Fold 
AGI1 Name2 Signal3 Call4 Signal3 Call4 increase 
At5g04150 bHLH101 34 A 468 P Up6
At3g56980 bHLH039 160 P P5 1690 P Up6
1 AGI code as found in TAIR (www.arabidopsis.org).  
2 Name of the gene.  
3 Fluorescent signal given by the probes specific for the gene in the Affymetrix microarray.  
4 (P)resent or (A)bsent. Qualitative interpretation of the signal level. Present indicates that the signal is above the background or noise 
levels, Absent indicates that the computer could not differentiate between the signal coming from the probes for a specific gene 
and the general background on the microarray. 
5 In most cases a signal value below 200 was considered to be background even when the computer assigned a call of (P)resent.  
6 An actual number cannot be given since the base number is in the background level. 
 
 
 
Table 3.2. Identity in amino acid sequences between the four TFs. 
 
L
(a bH
ength 
a) LH101 bHLH100 bHLH038 bHLH039
bHLH101 198 100      .0   
bHLH100 174 39.4 100   .0  
bHLH038 221 43.9 47.7 100.0   
bHLH039 237 48.0 46.0 49 100.8 .0
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 Table 3.3. Gauntlet conditions used in the T-DNA and over-expressor lines. Grey boxes 
indicate reproducible differences between the line and the control. Controls used were 
Arabidopsis thaliana gl-1 and Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0. 
Gauntlet Assay 
bHLH101 
T-DNA 
line 
bHLH100 
T-DNA 
line 
bHLH038 
T-DNA 
line 
bHLH039 
T-DNA 
line 
OX-
(6) 
OX-
(7) 
OX-
(12) 
Germination No No No No No No No 
Salt tolerance No No No No No No No 
UV tolerance No No No No No No No 
pH tolerance No No No No No No Slight 
Aluminum toxicity No No No No No No No 
Freezing tolerance No No No No No No No 
Root gravitropism No No No No No No No 
Lateral Roots No No No No No No No 
Heat  No No No No No No No 
Chill No No No No No No No 
Etiolated growth No No No No No No No 
Root length No No No No No No Yes 
Buffer conditions No No No No No No No 
Phototropism No No No No No No No 
Fresh weight No n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
Chlorophyll 
content No n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 
No = No statistical difference with the control. 
Slight = Control and line are different but within one standard deviation. 
Yes = The difference between the control and the line is bigger than one standard deviation.  
n/a = Experiment not conducted. 
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 Table 3.4. Elemental analysis of the TFs T-DNA lines. Experiment with bHLH101 T-
DNA line was done independently than the experiment with the other three lines. 
 
Table 3.4.a. Elemental analysis of bHLH101 T-DNA line compared with Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 
control plants. 
 WT bHLH101 T-DNA line 
Element Average1 Average1 % diff.2 p-value3
Lithium 18.30 17.83 -2.63 0.28 
Sodium 784.74 731.33 -7.30 0.10 
Magnesium 11799.26 11655.65 -1.23 0.11 
Phosphorous 7925.02 7623.63 -3.95 0.24 
Potassium 40019.71 37725.24 -6.08 0.34 
Calcium 39090.37 39820.86 1.83 0.19 
Manganese 34.83 38.57 9.68 <0.01 
Iron 78.02 76.93 -1.40 0.06 
Cobalt 1.96 2.19 10.55 <0.01 
Nickel 1.60 1.64 2.37 0.33 
Copper 3.87 2.50 -54.79 0.25 
Zinc 53.45 52.19 -2.41 0.03 
Arsenic 0.65 0.55 -18.83 <0.01 
Selenium 23.81 21.84 -9.02 0.02 
Molibdenum 9.16 8.21 -11.50 <0.01 
Cadmium 1.65 1.76 6.01 0.11 
 
Table 3.4.b. Elemental analysis of bHLH038, bHLH039, and bHLH100 T-DNA lines compared with 
Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 plants. 
 WT bHLH038 T-DNA line bHLH039 T-DNA line bHLH100 T-DNA line 
Element Average1 Average1
% 
diff.2
p-
value3 Average1
% 
diff.2
p-
value3 Average1
% 
diff.2
p-
value3
Lithium 7.78 7.80 0.15 0.97 8.04 3.24 0.55 8.08 3.63 0.48 
Sodium 1217.18 1169.06 -4.12 0.24 1170.35 -4.00 0.23 1150.26 -5.82 0.08 
Magnesium 21827.88 21506.65 -1.49 0.48 21402.70 -1.99 0.32 21467.76 -1.68 0.31 
Phosphorous 9890.29 10107.23 2.15 0.47 10021.70 1.31 0.68 10130.58 2.37 0.36 
Potassium 45188.50 45965.26 1.69 0.73 46662.81 3.16 0.44 45646.19 1.00 0.85 
Calcium 43369.85 43472.16 0.24 0.93 43058.19 -0.72 0.78 42454.69 -2.16 0.36 
Manganese 122.07 132.90 8.15 0.33 137.44 11.18 0.11 135.34 9.81 0.18 
Iron 75.38 77.25 2.42 0.59 74.60 -1.04 0.81 72.55 -3.90 0.22 
Cobalt 2.03 2.01 -1.12 0.93 1.77 -14.53 0.11 1.82 -11.43 0.34 
Nickel 1.10 0.87 -26.56 0.41 0.79 -39.57 0.27 0.95 -15.90 0.63 
Copper 4.50 5.79 22.26 0.06 5.56 19.05 0.04 5.58 19.36 0.04 
Zinc 129.04 127.14 -1.49 0.75 132.57 2.67 0.46 128.60 -0.34 0.95 
Arsenic 1.64 1.55 -6.31 0.52 1.54 -6.97 0.56 1.45 -13.07 0.27 
Selenium 26.98 27.36 1.41 0.65 27.77 2.85 0.31 28.03 3.76 0.14 
Molibdenum 1.84 2.07 10.89 0.49 2.08 11.55 0.33 2.14 14.01 0.19 
Cadmium 4.37 4.32 -1.27 0.88 4.09 -6.83 0.27 4.47 2.23 0.72 
1 Average elemental content of one leaf from 25 individual plants. 
2 % difference with WT control plants. 
3 p-value of the two-tailed T-Test. Highlighting shows those values of p<0.05 
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 Table 3.5. Expression of three iron-regulated genes in roots of iron-deficient WT and 
bHLH101 T-DNA plants shown. WT levels set at 1. 
Experiment  Known iron-regulated genes 
repetition IRT1 FRO2 AtFer1 
1st set 0.38 0.38 5.00 
2nd set 0.13 0.16 1.25 
3rd set 0.71 0.83 1.25 
Average 0.41 0.46 2.50 
Standard dev. 0.29 0.34 2.17 
Student's T-
Test p=0.024 p=0.051 p=0.296 
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 Table 3.6. Affymetrix microarray results analysis. Shown all genes with at least a three-
fold variation in transcript levels in the bHLH101 T-DNA microarray compared with WT 
microarrays hybridized with tissue from plants grown under the same conditions. 
 
Table 3.6.a. Genes up-regulated in iron-sufficient shoots of the bHLH101 T-DNA line as compared to WT 
iron-sufficient shoots. 
  WT 
bHLH101 T-
DNA Fold4  
  shoots +Fe shoots +Fe increase in  
AGI1 Signal2 Call3 Signal2 Call3
bHLH101 
T-DNA Annotation summary5
 At4g30650 345 P 2315 P 6.7 Low temperature and salt responsive protein. 
At1g15270 637 P 3360 P 5.3 Unknown protein. 
 At2g43550 272 P 1337 P 4.9 Putative trypsin inhibitor. 
At5g15960 1894 P 8944 P 4.7 Cold and ABA inducible protein. 
 At2g21210 500 P 2318 P 4.6 Putative auxin-regulated protein. 
 At5g01870 458 P 1677 P 3.7 Lipid-transfer protein. 
 At2g42530 375 P 1338 P 3.6 Cold-regulated protein. 
 At2g43590 480 P 1700 P 3.5 Putative endochitinase. 
At5g39210 412 P 1439 P 3.5 Hypothetical protein. 
 At4g13770 653 P 2159 P 3.3 Cytochrome P450. 
 At3g63160 1501 P 4935 P 3.3 Putative outer envelope chloroplast membrane. 
 At2g30150 204 P 657 P 3.2 Putative glucosyltransferase. 
 At1g31180 621 P 1988 P 3.2 DNA glycosylase. 
 At4g24340 484 P 1516 P 3.1 Putative storage protein. 
 At2g28740 259 P 808 P 3.1 Histone H4. 
At3g05730 3602 P 11146 P 3.1 Unknown protein. 
 At5g18660 304 P 931 P 3.1 Putative protein 2 -hydroxyisoflavone reductase. 
 At3g10840 233 P 709 P 3.0 Putative alpha/beta hydrolase. 
 
Table 3.6.b. Genes down-regulated in iron-sufficient shoots of the bHLH101 T-DNA line as compared to 
WT iron-sufficient shoots. 
  WT 
bHLH101 T-
DNA Fold4  
  shoots +Fe shoots +Fe decrease in  
AGI1 Signal2 Call3 Signal2 Call3
bHLH101 
T-DNA Annotation summary5
At4g27652 3600 P 210 P -17.1 Expressed protein. 
At4g29780 5146 P 314 P -16.4 Hypothetical protein. 
At5g59820 3373 P 232 P -14.5 Zinc finger protein Zat12. 
 At5g22250 3095 P 224 P -13.8 CCR4-associated factor-like protein. 
At1g73540 4329 P 331 P -13.1 Unknown protein. 
 At3g44260 3894 P 350 P -11.1 CCR4-associated factor 1-like protein. 
 At4g24570 6845 P 621 P -11.0 Putative mitochondrial uncoupling protein. 
 At1g28370 2579 P 265 P -9.7 Ethylene-responsive element binding factor. 
 At5g45340 2500 P 271 P -9.2 Cytochrome P450. 
At3g10930 2631 P 315 P -8.4 Hypothetical protein. 
At1g74450 4100 P 515 P -8.0 Unknown protein. 
At1g15010 1758 P 236 P -7.4 Hypothetical protein. 
At3g48650 1595 P 217 P -7.4 Hypothetical protein. 
At2g27080 2531 P 363 P -7.0 Unknown protein. 
At3g04640 5015 P 726 P -6.9 Hypothetical protein. 
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 At1g76650 1957 P 310 P -6.3 Putative calmodulin. 
 At4g11280 2522 P 411 P -6.1 ACC synthase (AtACS-6). 
 At5g51190 1623 P 286 P -5.7 Similar to ethylene responsive binding factor. 
 At1g80840 4262 P 756 P -5.6 Transcription factor similar to WRKY. 
At3g28340 1515 P 281 P -5.4 Unknown protein. 
 At1g27730 8638 P 1635 P -5.3 Salt-tolerance zinc finger protein. 
 At2g46400 2454 P 473 P -5.2 Putative WRKY-type DNA binding protein. 
At1g18740 4017 P 783 P -5.1 Unknown protein. 
 At3g50930 1657 P 335 P -5.0 BCS1 protein-like protein. 
At2g25250 2166 P 442 P -4.9 Unknown protein. 
 At3g46620 4867 P 993 P -4.9 Putative protein. 
At5g59550 3824 P 784 P -4.9 Putative protein COP1. 
At2g41640 1275 P 265 P -4.8 Unknown protein. 
At1g61890 1368 P 291 P -4.7 Hypothetical protein. 
 At3g19580 1398 P 300 P -4.7 Zinc finger protein. 
 At1g44830 1564 P 351 P -4.5 Transcription factor. 
At5g66070 910 P 205 P -4.4 Putative protein. 
At5g04340 2724 P 622 P -4.4 Putative c2h2 zinc finger transcription factor 
At1g66090 1286 P 298 P -4.3 Disease resistance protein similar to RPP1-WsA. 
At3g12830 1645 P 393 P -4.2 Unknown protein similar to auxin-induced protein. 
At5g47230 946 P 230 P -4.1 Ethylene responsive element binding factor 5. 
At4g17490 849 P 206 P -4.1 Ethylene responsive element binding factor. 
At4g13340 2941 P 714 P -4.1 Extensin-like protein. 
At5g64310 4228 P 1072 P -3.9 Arabinogalactan-protein. 
At2g41010 1456 P 369 P -3.9 Unknown protein. 
At1g77640 1329 P 340 P -3.9 Hypothetical protein. 
At4g33920 1081 P 278 P -3.9 Putative protein phosphatase Wip1. 
At1g23710 1151 P 300 P -3.8 Unknown protein. 
At1g01560 1064 P 277 P -3.8 Putative MAP kinase. 
At2g22500 4371 P 1172 P -3.7 Putative mitochondrial dicarboxylate carrier protein. 
At1g30970 775 P 208 P -3.7 Putative zinc finger protein. 
At1g66400 862 P 234 P -3.7 Calmodulin-related protein. 
At5g41080 993 P 270 P -3.7 Putative protein. 
At3g52400 3745 P 1021 P -3.7 Syntaxin-like protein synt4. 
At1g34310 5331 P 1457 P -3.7 Auxin response factor 1. 
At1g25400 1902 P 523 P -3.6 Unknown protein. 
At4g32020 5188 P 1450 P -3.6 Putative protein. 
At5g62470 744 P 209 P -3.6 MYB96 transcription factor-like protein. 
At5g06320 8302 P 2338 P -3.6 Harpin-induced protein-like. 
At1g22190 2625 P 744 P -3.5 AP2 domain containing protein RAP2. 
At1g05575 1227 P 349 P -3.5 Expressed protein. 
At4g24380 1070 P 308 P -3.5 Putative protein dihydrofolate reductase. 
At1g76600 3804 P 1135 P -3.4 Unknown protein. 
At5g64660 711 P 217 P -3.3 Putative protein. 
At1g10340 2477 P 756 P -3.3 Hypothetical protein. 
At4g19420 4243 P 1302 P -3.3 Putative pectinacetylesterase precursor. 
At3g54810 2021 P 621 P -3.3 Putative protein GATA transcription factor 3. 
At1g08900 923 P 284 P -3.3 Putative sugar transport protein. 
At3g01830 1212 P 373 P -3.3 Similar to calmodulin. 
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 At4g22470 814 P 252 P -3.2 Extensin - like protein. 
At5g24590 980 P 307 P -3.2 NAC2-like protein. 
At1g57990 5399 P 1696 P -3.2 Unknown protein. 
At4g01250 1141 P 358 P -3.2 Putative DNA-binding protein. 
At2g40140 2781 P 874 P -3.2 Putative CCCH-type zinc finger protein. 
At5g05410 669 P 216 P -3.1 DREB2A. 
At3g50060 1923 P 629 P -3.1 R2R3-MYB transcription factor. 
At3g55980 4053 P 1326 P -3.1 Putative zinc finger transcription factor (PEI1). 
At3g01130 793 P 264 P -3.0 Unknown protein. 
At2g46620 1013 P 337 P -3.0 Hypothetical protein. 
At1g19250 640 P 214 P -3.0 Similar to dimethylaniline monooxygenase. 
At1g35710 2394 P 802 P -3.0 Protein kinase. 
 
Table 3.6.c. Genes up-regulated in iron-deficient shoots of the bHLH101 T-DNA line as compared to WT 
iron-deficient shoots. 
  WT 
bHLH101 T-
DNA Fold4  
  shoots -Fe shoots -Fe increase in  
AGI1 Signal2 Call3 Signal2 Call3
bHLH101 
T-DNA Annotation summary5
 At1g15270 455 P 3125 P 6.9 Unknown protein. 
 At3g56980 213 P 1210 P 5.7 bHLH039. 
At5g50335 286 P 1332 P 4.7 Expressed protein. 
 At3g45930 289 P 1121 P 3.9 Histone H4 - like protein. 
At3g25760 1024 P 3962 P 3.9 Hypothetical protein. 
 At2g43550 341 P 1275 P 3.7 Putative trypsin inhibitor. 
At4g16146 312 P 1163 P 3.7 Expressed protein. 
At2g46100 680 P 2481 P 3.7 Unknown protein. 
At5g15960 1822 P 6621 P 3.6 Cold and ABA inducible protein kin1. 
 At3g06680 747 P 2664 P 3.6 Ribosomal protein L29. 
 At5g10400 254 P 894 P 3.5 Histone H3 - like protein. 
At3g02790 419 P 1442 P 3.4 Unknown protein. 
 At3g50900 201 P 685 P 3.4 Hypothetical protein. 
 At1g29500 393 P 1329 P 3.4 Auxin-induced protein. 
 At3g06700 1153 P 3838 P 3.3 Ribosomal protein L29. 
 At5g01870 475 P 1526 P 3.2 Lipid-transfer protein. 
 At3g10840 208 P 657 P 3.2 Putative alpha/beta hydrolase. 
 At2g21210 673 P 2121 P 3.2 Putative auxin-regulated protein. 
At5g39210 397 P 1222 P 3.1 Hypothetical protein. 
 At4g30650 421 P 1290 P 3.1 Low temperature and salt responsive protein. 
 At3g63160 1551 P 4743 P 3.1 Outer envelope chloroplast membrane protein. 
At4g26530 1490 P 4554 P 3.1 Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase. 
At3g05730 4220 P 12849 P 3.0 Unknown protein. 
At4g14320 2247 P 6774 P 3.0 Ribosomal protein. 
At2g34860 1775 P 5289 P 3.0 Unknown protein. 
At4g30330 223 P 664 P 3.0 Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein homolog. 
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 Table 3.6.d. Genes down-regulated in iron-deficient shoots of the bHLH101 T-DNA line as compared to 
WT iron-deficient shoots. 
  WT 
bHLH101 T-
DNA Fold4  
  shoots -Fe shoots -Fe decrease in  
AGI1 Signal2 Call3 Signal2 Call3
bHLH101 
T-DNA Annotation summary5
At4g29780 5308 P 254 P -20.9 Hypothetical protein. 
At1g21310 3975 P 271 P -14.7 Hypothetical protein. 
 At4g24570 7263 P 538 P -13.5 Putative mitochondrial uncoupling protein. 
At1g73540 4227 P 326 P -13.0 Unknown protein. 
 At3g44260 3904 P 326 P -12.0 CCR4-associated factor 1-like protein. 
At5g59820 2889 P 249 P -11.6 Zinc finger protein Zat12. 
 At5g22250 2537 P 247 P -10.3 CCR4-associated factor-like protein. 
 At3g61190 1564 P 211 P -7.4 Putative protein. 
At2g27080 2340 P 322 P -7.3 Unknown protein. 
 At4g11280 2507 P 348 P -7.2 ACC synthase (AtACS-6). 
At3g04640 5100 P 728 P -7.0 Hypothetical protein. 
 At5g45340 2344 P 339 P -6.9 Cytochrome P450. 
At3g48650 1490 P 220 P -6.8 Hypothetical protein. 
 At1g27730 8758 P 1300 P -6.7 Salt-tolerance zinc finger protein. 
 At1g34310 6500 P 972 P -6.7 Auxin response factor 1. 
 At5g51190 1307 P 203 P -6.4 Similar to ethylene responsive binding factor. 
 At1g28370 2039 P 322 P -6.3 Similar to ethylene responsive binding factor. 
 At1g74450 3702 P 627 P -5.9 Unknown protein. 
 At2g46400 2767 P 485 P -5.7 Putative WRKY-type DNA binding protein. 
At1g61890 1781 P 328 P -5.4 Hypothetical protein. 
At1g18740 3727 P 692 P -5.4 Unknown protein. 
At2g25250 2425 P 456 P -5.3 Unknown protein. 
At1g15010 1938 P 370 P -5.2 Hypothetical protein. 
At1g35210 1021 P 201 P -5.1 Hypothetical protein. 
At3g28340 1528 P 302 P -5.1 Unknown protein. 
 At2g22500 4323 P 873 P -5.0 Putative mitochondrial dicarboxylate carrier protein. 
At3g10930 1780 P 367 P -4.9 Hypothetical protein. 
At5g59550 3876 P 802 P -4.8 Putative protein similar to COPT1. 
 At4g32020 5445 P 1128 P -4.8 Putative protein. 
 At1g66090 1156 P 241 P -4.8 Disease resistance protein. 
 At1g80840 4633 P 968 P -4.8 Putative transcription factor similar to WRKY. 
At5g66070 1079 P 227 P -4.7 Putative protein. 
At1g57990 5514 P 1179 P -4.7 Unknown protein. 
At1g30970 924 P 205 P -4.5 Putative zinc finger protein. 
At5g04340 2279 P 515 P -4.4 Putative c2h2 zinc finger transcription factor. 
At1g77640 1330 P 308 P -4.3 Hypothetical protein. 
At3g12830 1610 P 381 P -4.2 Unknown protein. 
At3g46620 4195 P 999 P -4.2 Putative protein. 
At4g33920 1187 P 287 P -4.1 Putative protein phosphatase Wip1. 
At5g64310 4412 P 1091 P -4.0 Arabinogalactan-protein. 
At3g55980 4062 P 1023 P -4.0 Putative zinc finger transcription factor (PEI1). 
At1g63890 1035 P 261 P -4.0 Unknown protein. 
At3g19580 1225 P 310 P -4.0 Zinc finger protein. 
At2g41640 1063 P 270 P -3.9 Unknown protein. 
At1g57760 794 P 202 P -3.9 Hypothetical protein. 
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 At5g06320 9890 P 2560 P -3.9 Harpin-induced protein-like. 
At2g33580 865 P 226 P -3.8 Putative protein kinase. 
At5g24590 1136 P 298 P -3.8 NAC2-like protein 
At4g39670 804 P 213 P -3.8 Putative protein. 
At3g50930 1363 P 361 P -3.8 Mitochondrial ubiquinol-cytochrome c complex. 
At3g54810 2322 P 619 P -3.8 Putative protein GATA transcription factor 3. 
At4g01950 1222 P 327 P -3.7 Predicted protein. 
At2g41010 1535 P 412 P -3.7 Unknown protein. 
At3g10760 883 P 240 P -3.7 Unknown protein. 
At3g52400 3642 P 1002 P -3.6 Syntaxin-like protein synt4. 
At1g05575 1066 P 294 P -3.6 Expressed protein. 
At4g13340 3232 P 909 P -3.6 Extensin-like protein. 
At4g34150 6341 P 1790 P -3.5 Putative hydroxyproline-rich glycoprotein. 
At2g45220 905 P 259 P -3.5 Putative pectinesterase. 
At2g24850 1516 P 435 P -3.5 Putative tyrosine aminotransferase. 
At1g73805 710 P 204 P -3.5 Putative calmodulin-binding protein. 
At1g19180 2511 P 726 P -3.5 Unknown protein. 
At5g62470 782 P 228 P -3.4 MYB96 transcription factor-like protein. 
At4g18020 891 P 265 P -3.4 Putative protein. 
At4g19420 4564 P 1357 P -3.4 Putative pectinacetylesterase precursor. 
At5g01460 1138 P 341 P -3.3 Putative protein. 
At2g38470 3239 P 975 P -3.3 Putative WRKY-type DNA binding protein. 
At2g40140 2891 P 872 P -3.3 Putative CCCH-type zinc finger protein. 
At5g49280 1176 P 355 P -3.3 Unknown protein. 
At3g63460 810 P 247 P -3.3 Putative protein. 
At4g24380 913 P 290 P -3.1 Putative protein dihydrofolate reductase. 
At3g10300 1048 P 335 P -3.1 Unknown protein. 
At5g64660 691 P 223 P -3.1 Putative protein. 
At5g26920 1522 P 495 P -3.1 Calmodulin-binding - like. 
At5g62000 1435 P 467 P -3.1 Auxin response factor - like. 
At4g40050 615 P 201 P -3.1 Hypothetical protein. 
At1g69450 671 P 220 P -3.1 Unknown protein. 
At1g24190 758 P 255 P -3.0 Hypothetical protein. 
At5g61600 3598 P 1212 P -3.0 DNA binding protein - like EREBP-4. 
At5g26030 2153 P 728 P -3.0 Ferrochelatase-I. 
 
Table 3.6.e. Genes up-regulated in iron-sufficient roots of the bHLH101 T-DNA line as compared to WT 
iron-sufficient roots. 
  WT 
bHLH101 T-
DNA Fold4  
  roots +Fe roots +Fe increase in  
AGI1 Signal2 Call3 Signal2 Call3
bHLH101 
T-DNA Annotation summary5
 At3g22840 211 P 1056 P 5.0 Early light-induced protein. 
 At5g10130 475 P 2332 P 4.9 Pollen allergen. 
 At5g10400 244 P 1194 P 4.9 Histone H3 - like protein. 
 At2g33790 277 P 1278 P 4.6 Putative proline-rich protein. 
 At4g10270 444 P 1935 P 4.4 Probable wound-induced protein. 
 At3g50900 211 P 880 P 4.2 Hypothetical protein. 
 At3g06680 1121 P 4577 P 4.1 Ribosomal protein L29. 
 At3g06700 2177 P 8830 P 4.1 Ribosomal protein L29. 
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  At2g05510 1432 P 5710 P 4.0 Putative glycine-rich protein. 
 At3g07050 302 P 1202 P 4.0 Putative GTPase. 
 At3g11120 1684 P 6619 P 3.9 Ribosomal protein L41. 
 At3g49100 238 P 936 P 3.9 Signal recognition particle subunit 9. 
At5g62340 778 P 3042 P 3.9 Putative protein. 
 At2g39390 1049 P 3841 P 3.7 60S ribosomal protein. 
 At1g15270 1077 P 3929 P 3.6 Unknown protein. 
 At3g62810 315 P 1129 P 3.6 Hypothetical protein. 
 At2g35190 208 P 728 P 3.5 Unknown protein. 
 At4g23700 571 P 1998 P 3.5 Putative Na+/H+-exchanging protein. 
 At3g55120 365 P 1274 P 3.5 Chalcone isomerase. 
At5g59910 1276 P 4404 P 3.5 Histone H2B - like protein. 
At5g62440 261 P 898 P 3.4 Putative protein. 
At3g25940 229 P 786 P 3.4 Hypothetical protein. 
At4g30330 287 P 986 P 3.4 
Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 
homolog. 
At1g57590 201 P 689 P 3.4 Pectinacetylesterase precursor. 
At5g49210 313 P 1068 P 3.4 Unknown protein. 
At4g14320 3103 P 10488 P 3.4 Ribosomal protein. 
At1g17180 448 P 1505 P 3.4 Putative glutathione transferase. 
At5g67510 1481 P 4929 P 3.3 60S ribosomal protein L26. 
At2g29530 870 P 2886 P 3.3 Unknown protein. 
At3g10610 1156 P 3793 P 3.3 Putative 40S ribosomal protein S17. 
At3g45930 672 P 2173 P 3.2 Histone H4 - like protein. 
At2g18140 435 P 1402 P 3.2 Putative peroxidase. 
At1g74500 498 P 1600 P 3.2 Putative DNA-binding protein. 
At5g48240 321 P 1029 P 3.2 Unknown protein. 
At4g29520 289 P 920 P 3.2 Putative protein. 
At4g10750 277 P 874 P 3.2 Putative aldolase. 
At5g55915 245 P 771 P 3.1 Nucleolar protein-like. 
At2g20515 494 P 1541 P 3.1 Expressed protein. 
At1g09690 4262 P 13229 P 3.1 Putative 60S ribosomal protein L21. 
At3g05000 319 P 989 P 3.1 Unknown protein. 
At2g25210 2010 P 6162 P 3.1 60S ribosomal protein L39 
At1g29250 1650 P 5051 P 3.1 Unknown protein. 
At2g28740 303 P 923 P 3.1 Histone H4. 
At1g08780 344 P 1044 P 3.0 Unknown protein. 
At2g45860 203 P 615 P 3.0 Hypothetical protein. 
At3g17160 450 P 1364 P 3.0 Unknown protein. 
At5g52370 323 P 972 P 3.0 Unknown protein. 
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 Table 3.6.f. Genes down-regulated in iron-sufficient roots of the bHLH101 T-DNA line as compared to 
WT iron-sufficient roots. 
  WT 
bHLH101 T-
DNA Fold4  
  roots +Fe roots +Fe decrease in  
AGI1 Signal2 Call3 Signal2 Call3
bHLH101 
T-DNA Annotation summary5
 At4g24570 4526 P 233 P -19.5 Mitochondrial uncoupling protein. 
 At1g27730 7045 P 519 P -13.6 Salt-tolerance zinc finger protein. 
 At4g27652 4334 P 336 P -12.9 Expressed protein. 
At1g73540 2843 P 226 P -12.6 Unknown protein. 
 At5g51190 2542 P 219 P -11.6 Putative protein. 
 At4g11280 3223 P 318 P -10.1 ACC synthase (AtACS-6). 
 At1g74450 2274 P 255 P -8.9 Unknown protein. 
At2g26530 2531 P 307 P -8.2 AR781, similar to yeast pheromone receptor. 
 At5g57560 3565 P 440 P -8.1 TCH4 protein. 
 At2g30020 2277 P 317 P -7.2 Putative protein phosphatase 2C. 
At5g59820 3804 P 538 P -7.1 Zinc finger protein Zat12. 
 At3g55980 3439 P 525 P -6.6 Putative zinc finger transcription factor (PEI1). 
 At4g27280 6067 P 928 P -6.5 Putative protein centrin. 
 At4g22710 2346 P 363 P -6.5 Cytochrome P450. 
 At3g04640 2527 P 409 P -6.2 Hypothetical protein. 
 At1g18740 3135 P 511 P -6.1 Unknown protein. 
 At2g27080 3368 P 561 P -6.0 Unknown protein. 
 At2g41010 2283 P 388 P -5.9 Unknown protein. 
 At3g28340 1181 P 208 P -5.7 Unknown protein. 
At4g17490 1433 P 260 P -5.5 Ethylene responsive binding factor (AtERF6). 
At4g08410 2783 P 507 P -5.5 Extensin-like hydroxyproline-rich glycoprotein. 
At5g06320 4715 P 890 P -5.3 Harpin-induced protein-like. 
At1g21310 8654 P 1637 P -5.3 Hypothetical protein. 
At1g19180 4535 P 859 P -5.3 Unknown protein. 
At5g66070 1339 P 265 P -5.1 Putative protein. 
At5g06640 5816 P 1158 P -5.0 Putative protein. 
At3g25780 1469 P 299 P -4.9 Unknown protein. 
At3g54580 3857 P 785 P -4.9 Extensin precursor . 
At3g22800 1464 P 303 P -4.8 Hypothetical protein. 
At5g11070 1657 P 349 P -4.7 Putative protein. 
At5g61600 4891 P 1052 P -4.6 DNA binding protein. 
At1g25400 1291 P 282 P -4.6 Unknown protein. 
At1g57990 1807 P 396 P -4.6 Unknown protein. 
At4g34150 2543 P 557 P -4.6 Putative hydroxyproline-rich glycoprotein. 
At1g05575 1948 P 440 P -4.4 Expressed protein. 
At5g59550 2871 P 657 P -4.4 Putative protein COP1. 
At1g10970 1388 P 326 P -4.3 Putative zinc transporter ZIP4. 
At2g41640 1464 P 354 P -4.1 Unknown protein. 
At5g35735 2512 P 613 P -4.1 Expressed protein. 
At2g36220 1209 P 295 P -4.1 Unknown protein. 
At5g43360 909 P 223 P -4.1 Inorganic phosphate transporter. 
At3g62260 981 P 241 P -4.1 Putative phosphoprotein phosphatase. 
At2g38470 2261 P 563 P -4.0 Putative WRKY-type DNA binding protein. 
At1g19380 1919 P 486 P -3.9 Hypothetical protein. 
At3g48520 1645 P 419 P -3.9 Cytochrome P450-like protein. 
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 At1g26250 6573 P 1673 P -3.9 Unknown protein. 
At3g52400 3234 P 826 P -3.9 Syntaxin-like protein synt4. 
At1g20380 1351 P 351 P -3.8 Prolyl endopeptidase. 
At3g16720 1024 P 272 P -3.8 Putative RING zinc finger protein. 
At1g21910 1076 P 287 P -3.7 TINY-like protein. 
At4g17500 1774 P 476 P -3.7 Ethylene responsive element binding factor 1. 
At1g66400 1167 P 315 P -3.7 Calmodulin-related protein. 
At3g60550 871 P 237 P -3.7 Regulatory protein. 
At2g42760 1911 P 520 P -3.7 Unknown protein. 
At1g30370 1751 P 479 P -3.7 Putative lipase. 
At5g45340 3016 P 841 P -3.6 Cytochrome P450. 
At5g50400 3315 P 925 P -3.6 Putative protein. 
At5g06630 5661 P 1586 P -3.6 Putative protein. 
At3g23400 1124 P 318 P -3.5 Unknown protein. 
At1g66180 3141 P 898 P -3.5 Unknown protein. 
At5g19890 3324 P 962 P -3.5 Peroxidase ATP N. 
At2g18210 1016 P 295 P -3.4 Unknown protein. 
At3g56400 825 P 245 P -3.4 DNA-binding protein WRKY4. 
At4g26750 788 P 235 P -3.4 Putative protein extensin precursor. 
At3g61850 1108 P 331 P -3.3 Transcription factor BBFa. 
At5g37770 1480 P 442 P -3.3 Calmodulin-related protein 2. 
At3g62720 1594 P 482 P -3.3 Alpha galactosyltransferase-like protein. 
At2g40000 2917 P 885 P -3.3 Putative nematode-resistance protein. 
At4g25390 887 P 270 P -3.3 Receptor kinase-like protein RLK3. 
At1g19770 5271 P 1607 P -3.3 Unknown protein. 
At2g16660 2368 P 725 P -3.3 Nodulin-like protein. 
At4g25810 1024 P 317 P -3.2 Xyloglucan endo-1,4-beta-D-glucanase (XTR-6). 
At3g59100 689 P 215 P -3.2 Putative callose synthase catalytic subunit (CFL1). 
At4g33920 1122 P 351 P -3.2 Putative protein phosphatase Wip1. 
At1g23850 1293 P 406 P -3.2 Unknown protein. 
At5g59490 717 P 225 P -3.2 Putative ripening-related protein. 
At3g52450 1619 P 510 P -3.2 Putative protein arm repeat. 
At2g35930 2156 P 681 P -3.2 Unknown protein. 
At1g49570 2873 P 909 P -3.2 Putative peroxidase. 
At1g23710 821 P 262 P -3.1 Unknown protein. 
At2g25250 1826 P 583 P -3.1 Unknown protein. 
At4g25100 5141 P 1648 P -3.1 Superoxide dismutase. 
At5g14540 1544 P 495 P -3.1 Putative proline-rich protein M14 precursor. 
At1g20510 1139 P 369 P -3.1 Hypothetical protein. 
At5g47230 1410 P 458 P -3.1 Ethylene responsive element factor 5 (ATERF5). 
At5g23840 986 P 321 P -3.1 Putative protein. 
At3g22120 785 P 257 P -3.1 Unknown protein. 
At5g64660 696 P 229 P -3.0 Putative protein. 
At5g35100 945 P 312 P -3.0 Putative protein. 
At3g25250 614 P 203 P -3.0 Protein kinase. 
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 Table 3.6.g. Genes up-regulated in iron-deficient roots of the bHLH101 T-DNA line as compared to WT 
iron-deficient roots. 
  WT 
bHLH101 T-
DNA Fold4  
  roots -Fe roots -Fe increase in  
AGI1 Signal2 Call3 Signal2 Call3
bHLH101 
T-DNA Annotation summary5
 At4g31940 238 P 2247 P 9.5 Cytochrome P450-like protein. 
 At2g33790 251 P 1515 P 6.0 Putative proline-rich protein. 
 At3g22840 245 P 1345 P 5.5 Early light-induced protein. 
 At3g11120 1251 P 6371 P 5.1 Ribosomal protein L41. 
At1g73120 327 P 1616 P 4.9 Hypothetical protein. 
 At3g45930 422 P 2006 P 4.7 Histone H4 - like protein. 
 At3g06700 1829 P 8621 P 4.7 Ribosomal protein L29. 
 At3g06680 1103 P 5069 P 4.6 Ribosomal protein L29. 
At2g39390 871 P 3728 P 4.3 60S ribosomal protein L35. 
 At5g10130 310 P 1308 P 4.2 Pollen allergen -like protein. 
At4g29520 242 P 993 P 4.1 Putative protein. 
 At1g15270 927 P 3706 P 4.0 Unknown protein. 
 At4g30330 249 P 959 P 3.9 Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein homolog. 
At2g21580 1003 P 3867 P 3.9 40S ribosomal protein S25. 
At1g64750 363 P 1360 P 3.8 Unknown protein. 
At2g25210 1601 P 5897 P 3.7 60S ribosomal protein L39 
At5g59910 1202 P 4413 P 3.7 Histone H2B - like protein. 
At1g12080 1279 P 4678 P 3.7 Unknown protein. 
At3g15357 241 P 882 P 3.7 Expressed protein. 
 At3g10610 1075 P 3874 P 3.6 Putative 40S ribosomal protein S17. 
 At1g29250 1521 P 5331 P 3.5 Unknown protein. 
 At4g26230 1674 P 5790 P 3.5 Putative ribosomal protein. 
At5g15960 753 P 2561 P 3.4 Cold and ABA inducible protein kin1. 
At2g44860 768 P 2602 P 3.4 60S ribosomal protein L30. 
At5g60670 2235 P 7539 P 3.4 60S ribosomal protein L12. 
At5g25460 586 P 1944 P 3.3 Putative protein. 
At2g07350 420 P 1393 P 3.3 Hypothetical protein. 
At2g29530 850 P 2817 P 3.3 Unknown protein. 
At2g20515 402 P 1328 P 3.3 Expressed protein. 
At2g41650 370 P 1220 P 3.3 Unknown protein. 
 At3g24500 256 P 842 P 3.3 Ethylene-responsive transcriptional coactivator. 
At3g62810 395 P 1284 P 3.3 Hypothetical protein. 
 At3g46560 798 P 2586 P 3.2 Small zinc finger-like protein TIM9. 
At2g31410 465 P 1502 P 3.2 Unknown protein. 
At4g29160 254 P 816 P 3.2 Putative protein. 
At3g05000 351 P 1123 P 3.2 Unknown protein. 
At2g40590 1665 P 5272 P 3.2 40S ribosomal protein S26. 
At4g07950 657 P 2073 P 3.2 Putative DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit. 
At5g05270 610 P 1920 P 3.1 Similar to chalcone-flavonone isomerase. 
At2g39960 488 P 1533 P 3.1 Unknown protein. 
At5g61310 341 P 1070 P 3.1 Cytochrome c oxidase subunit. 
At2g38810 267 P 835 P 3.1 Histone H2A. 
At5g43970 627 P 1959 P 3.1 Putative protein. 
At5g62340 923 P 2874 P 3.1 Putative protein. 
At3g27360 259 P 802 P 3.1 Histone H3. 
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 At5g49210 348 P 1072 P 3.1 Unknown protein. 
At4g10750 262 P 807 P 3.1 Putative aldolase. 
At2g18400 589 P 1812 P 3.1 Putative protein. 
At3g10090 1211 P 3716 P 3.1 Putative ribosomal protein S28. 
At4g13050 232 P 711 P 3.1 Hydrolase-like protein. 
At5g44710 541 P 1635 P 3.0 Putative protein. 
At3g62840 989 P 2986 P 3.0 Small nuclear ribonucleoprotein chain D2. 
At1g64880 512 P 1539 P 3.0 Similar 30S ribosomal protein S5. 
At1g07070 564 P 1685 P 3.0 Ribosomal protein. 
At4g15000 2924 P 8716 P 3.0 Ribosomal protein. 
At5g02050 490 P 1452 P 3.0 Putative protein gene product of suAprgA1. 
At1g23410 441 P 1306 P 3.0 Ubiquitin extension protein. 
At1g23720 4110 P 12142 P 3.0 Putative 60S ribosomal protein L21. 
 
 
Table 3.6.h. Genes down-regulated in iron-deficient roots of the bHLH101 T-DNA line as compared to WT 
iron-deficient roots. 
  WT 
bHLH101 T-
DNA Fold4  
  roots -Fe roots -Fe decrease in  
AGI1 Signal2 Call3 Signal2 Call3
bHLH101 
T-DNA Annotation summary5
At4g27652 4413 P 231 P -19.1 Expressed protein. 
At4g29780 4329 P 270 P -16.0 Hypothetical protein. 
 At1g27730 7422 P 574 P -12.9 Salt-tolerance zinc finger protein. 
At1g73540 3225 P 277 P -11.7 Unknown protein. 
 At4g11280 2866 P 259 P -11.1 ACC synthase (AtACS-6). 
 At4g08410 3407 P 328 P -10.4 Extensin-like protein. 
 At4g13340 2189 P 216 P -10.1 Extensin-like protein. 
 At3g48520 2080 P 243 P -8.6 Cytochrome P450-like protein. 
 At5g57560 3165 P 398 P -8.0 TCH4 protein. 
 At1g74450 2213 P 280 P -7.9 Unknown protein. 
 At1g76650 1590 P 201 P -7.9 Putative calmodulin. 
At2g26530 2647 P 342 P -7.7 Similar to yeast pheromone receptor. 
At1g18740 3492 P 455 P -7.7 Unknown protein. 
At5g59820 3823 P 540 P -7.1 Zinc finger protein Zat12. 
 At1g28480 1418 P 214 P -6.6 Glutaredoxin. 
At1g21310 10104 P 1553 P -6.5 Hypothetical protein. 
 At3g54580 4559 P 716 P -6.4 Extensin precursor -like protein. 
 At2g30020 1749 P 280 P -6.3 Putative protein phosphatase 2C. 
At3g04640 2504 P 413 P -6.1 Hypothetical protein. 
 At3g55980 3194 P 530 P -6.0 Putative zinc finger transcription factor (PEI1). 
 At4g27280 5964 P 992 P -6.0 Putative protein centrin. 
 At1g49570 4116 P 685 P -6.0 Peroxidase. 
At5g06630 7410 P 1283 P -5.8 Putative protein. 
At1g26250 7557 P 1313 P -5.8 Unknown protein. 
At5g06640 6445 P 1143 P -5.6 Putative protein. 
At1g57990 2317 P 426 P -5.4 Unknown protein. 
At5g66070 1428 P 263 P -5.4 Putative protein. 
 At1g21910 1098 P 203 P -5.4 TINY-like protein. 
At3g28340 1104 P 204 P -5.4 Unknown protein. 
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  At3g62260 1251 P 232 P -5.4 Putative protein phosphoprotein phosphatase. 
At2g43150 1451 P 270 P -5.4 Putative extensin. 
At2g27080 3380 P 636 P -5.3 Unknown protein. 
At5g65300 1205 P 229 P -5.3 Unknown protein. 
At5g11070 1861 P 358 P -5.2 Putative protein. 
At2g38470 2607 P 532 P -4.9 Putative WRKY-type DNA binding protein. 
At2g41640 1466 P 299 P -4.9 Unknown protein. 
At5g62340 1723 P 361 P -4.8 Putative protein. 
At2g41010 1498 P 320 P -4.7 Unknown protein. 
At5g59550 3307 P 726 P -4.6 Putative protein COP1. 
At3g23400 1260 P 277 P -4.5 Unknown protein. 
At5g35735 2575 P 567 P -4.5 Expressed protein. 
At2g25250 1989 P 443 P -4.5 Unknown protein. 
At4g22710 2009 P 449 P -4.5 Cytochrome P450. 
At5g19890 4564 P 1049 P -4.4 Peroxidase ATP N. 
At3g62720 1640 P 378 P -4.3 Alpha galactosyltransferase-like protein. 
At4g34150 2706 P 627 P -4.3 Putative hydroxyproline-rich glycoprotein. 
At2g36220 1413 P 329 P -4.3 Unknown protein. 
At1g25400 1011 P 241 P -4.2 Unknown protein. 
At5g42650 1094 P 267 P -4.1 Allene oxide synthase. 
At4g17490 1537 P 378 P -4.1 Ethylene responsive element (AtERF6). 
At1g28380 1387 P 347 P -4.0 Unknown protein. 
At5g61600 4531 P 1139 P -4.0 DNA binding protein. 
At1g12040 869 P 220 P -4.0 Putative extensin. 
At2g18210 1383 P 351 P -3.9 Unknown protein. 
At5g04730 1665 P 428 P -3.9 Putative protein. 
At1g10340 850 P 221 P -3.9 Hypothetical protein. 
At1g19180 5420 P 1408 P -3.9 Unknown protein. 
At1g19770 5434 P 1423 P -3.8 Unknown protein. 
At3g25780 1408 P 372 P -3.8 Unknown protein. 
At2g22500 2512 P 664 P -3.8 Putative mitochondrial dicarboxylate carrier. 
At1g10970 906 P 240 P -3.8 Putative zinc transporter ZIP4. 
At5g04340 2828 P 779 P -3.6 Putative c2h2 zinc finger transcription factor. 
At1g61890 2690 P 742 P -3.6 Hypothetical protein. 
At5g37770 1503 P 416 P -3.6 Calmodulin-related protein. 
At1g20510 1413 P 392 P -3.6 Hypothetical protein. 
At1g66400 986 P 274 P -3.6 Calmodulin-related protein. 
At5g43360 829 P 231 P -3.6 Inorganic phosphate transporter. 
At2g42760 2083 P 581 P -3.6 Unknown protein. 
At5g13200 1050 P 295 P -3.6 ABA-responsive protein. 
At4g17500 1668 P 472 P -3.5 Ethylene responsive element binding factor 1. 
At4g33920 1270 P 360 P -3.5 Putative protein phosphatase Wip1. 
At5g06320 5269 P 1495 P -3.5 Harpin-induced protein. 
At3g16720 899 P 255 P -3.5 Putative RING zinc finger protein. 
At1g23720 6762 P 1921 P -3.5 Unknown protein. 
At1g05575 1758 P 506 P -3.5 Expressed protein. 
At4g24380 1643 P 475 P -3.5 Putative protein dihydrofolate reductase. 
At2g33770 1349 P 395 P -3.4 Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2. 
At3g52710 789 P 235 P -3.4 Hypothetical protein. 
At1g27100 2095 P 628 P -3.3 Unknown protein. 
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 At2g24980 7683 P 2330 P -3.3 Unknown protein. 
At3g54200 2329 P 709 P -3.3 Putative hin1 protein. 
At5g35100 943 P 288 P -3.3 Putative protein. 
At1g76600 1748 P 547 P -3.2 Unknown protein. 
At5g50400 3050 P 970 P -3.1 Putative protein. 
At5g24590 1219 P 388 P -3.1 NAC2-like protein 
At3g54590 9211 P 2948 P -3.1 Extensin precursor. 
At1g23710 1046 P 336 P -3.1 Unknown protein. 
At4g34950 1146 P 369 P -3.1 Putative protein. 
At1g21830 734 P 239 P -3.1 Unknown protein. 
At3g60550 737 P 241 P -3.1 Regulatory protein. 
At4g33020 680 P 223 P -3.1 ZIP9. 
At2g40000 3549 P 1168 P -3.0 Putative nematode-resistance protein. 
At2g38120 3013 P 995 P -3.0 Unknown protein. 
At5g35940 796 P 263 P -3.0 Similar to jasmonate inducible protein. 
At1g72450 1190 P 394 P -3.0 Unknown protein. 
At5g45340 2470 P 821 P -3.0 Cytochrome P450. 
At1g30370 1591 P 529 P -3.0 Lipase. 
At5g44350 608 P 202 P -3.0 Ethylene-regulated nuclear protein ERT2. 
At1g20823 1113 P 372 P -3.0 Putative protein. 
At2g25735 751 P 252 P -3.0 Expressed protein. 
At3g52450 1483 P 498 P -3.0 Putative protein ARC1. 
At5g12880 2256 P 760 P -3.0 Putative hydroxyproline-rich glycoprotein. 
At1g76410 923 P 311 P -3.0 Putative RING zinc finger protein. 
At1g57760 669 P 226 P -3.0 Hypothetical protein. 
At2g35930 3120 P 1054 P -3.0 Unknown protein. 
At3g19580 2360 P 798 P -3.0 Zinc finger protein. 
At3g10300 1831 P 621 P -3.0 Unknown protein. 
1 AGI code as found in TAIR (www.arabidopsis.org). 
2 Fluorescent signal given by the probes especific for the gene in the Affymetrix microarray. 
3 (P)resent or (A)bsent. Qualitative interpretation of the signal level. Present indicates that the signal is above the background or noise 
levels, Absent indicates that the computer cannot differentiate between the signal coming from the probes for a specific gene and 
the general background or noise in the microarray. 
4 Fold difference in the expression level of a gene as detected by the microarray. WT expression level set to one in up-regulation or 
bHLH101 set to one in down-regulation. 
5 Annotation summary as found in NetAffx (www.affymetrix.com). 
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 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Gene Names and T-DNA Insertion Lines 
 
Gene At2g41240 is transcription factor bHLH100, and its T-DNA insertion line is 
SALK_074568. Gene At3g56970 is transcription factor bHLH038, and its T-DNA 
insertion line is SALK_020183. Gene At3g56980 is transcription factor bHLH039, and 
its T-DNA insertion line is SALK_025676. Gene At5g04150 is transcription factor 
bHLH101 and its T-DNA insertion line is SALK_011245. 
 
GeneChip Microarray Experiment 
 
These experiments were explained in detail in Chapter 2. Briefly, RNA extraction 
was done by Dr. Elizabeth E. Rogers as a post-doctoral fellow in the lab of Dr. Mary Lou 
Guerinot at Dartmouth College (Hanover, NH). cRNA preparation, hybridization, and 
data preparation of the Affymetrix ATH-1 Microarray (Affymetrix Inc., Santa Clara, CA) 
was done at the DNA Array Core Facility of the University of California–Irvine (Irvine, 
CA). All data analysis was performed using Excel (Microsoft, Seattle, WA). 
 
Bioinformatics Analysis Tools 
 
Amino acid sequence for the 20 transcription factors was obtained from The 
Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR) website at www.arabidopsis.org. The protein 
tree alignment was done using the amino acid sequences of 20 TFs and aligned them at 
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 the http://align.genome.jp website from Kyoto University Bioinformatics Center (Kyoto, 
Japan). The protein alignment analysis to detect similarity of the four transcription factors 
was done using the ClustalW algorithm from the European Bioinformatics Institute 
(Cambridge, UK) at www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw. 
 
Plant growth conditions 
 
Unless otherwise noted all plants were treated as previously described (Yi and 
Guerinot, 1996). Briefly, plants were surface sterilized, stratified for three days at 4oC in 
0.1% agar, planted on Gamborg’s B5 media (Phytotechnology Laboratories, Shawnee 
Mission, KS), and grown in a growth chamber (Percival Scientific, Perry, IA) for 14 days 
at 22oC under constant light. 14-day old plants were used for experiments or transferred 
to iron-sufficient or iron-deficient media for three days under constant light at 22oC (Yi 
and Guerinot, 1996). Iron-deficient plates were supplemented with ferrozine to chelate 
any possible iron contamination, making it unavailable to the plant. Plates were under 
yellow plexiglass at all times to inhibit Fe(III)-EDTA photodegradation (Hangarter and 
Stasinopoulos, 1991). 
 
Plant materials and transformation 
 
Unless otherwise noted, controls (WT) were Arabidopsis thaliana Columbia gl-1 
plants. T-DNA insertion lines (Alonso et al., 2003) were obtained from the Arabidopsis 
Biological Resources Center (ABRC) at Ohio State University (Columbus, OH). To 
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 identify homozygous T-DNA insertions individual plants were sampled and genomic 
DNA extracted (Edwards et al., 1991) and used as template for PCR reactions with 
primers spanning the point of insertion. For plant transformations, we dipped flowering 
WT plants into a solution containing Agrobacterium tumefasciens GV3101 as described 
(Clough and Bent, 1998). 
 
RNA blots 
 
RNA was extracted from plants using the LiCl method (Verwoerd et al., 1989). 
For the expression timeline plants were grown as described previously and tissue sampled 
at 0, 12 hours, 24 hours, 1 day, 2 days, 3 days, and 6 days after transfer to iron-sufficient 
and iron-deficient medium. Due to the high similarity between the four transcription 
factors, the primers for the probe were designed to span areas of low similarity. This 
experiment was done twice, independently. Each time total RNA was aliquoted into four 
samples. RNA blots were run with each sample, and membranes probed with only one 
probe but for bHLH101, which had UBQ5 loading control probe as well. This loading 
control was used for the other blots run with the same aliquots. All blots were used only 
once. For the other RNA blots, plants were harvested 3 days after being transferred to 
iron-deficient or iron-sufficient medium. In each case, roots and shoots were harvested 
separately. Probes for IRT1 and FRO2 were prepared as described (Rogers and Guerinot, 
2002), AtFer1 was prepared as described (Petit et al., 2001), and UBQ5 probe was 
prepared as described (Rogers and Ausubel, 1997). In all cases, RNA blots were 
conducted following standard protocols (Sambrook and Russell, 2001), RNA was 
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 transferred onto Osmonics membranes (Westborough, MA), radioactive signals were 
quantified using a Molecular Dynamics Storm 860 Phosphoroimager (Amersham 
Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ), and UBQ5 signals were used as loading controls.  
 
Plant assays 
 
Ferric-chelate reductase activity assays have been described previously (Yi and 
Guerinot, 1996). Gauntlet assays were done as described at http://thale.biol.wwu.edu. For 
shoot fresh weight assay plants were grown on B5 plates for a week before transfer to soil 
and grown at 22oC at 16/8 hours of light/dark for three weeks with six plants for each 
replication and three experiments for each treatment. When plants were ready, they were 
decapitated, immediately weighted, and submerged in 20 ml of methanol overnight in 
sealed containers. The resulting solution was used to quantify chlorophyll as described 
(Porra et al., 1989). 
 
Elemental analysis 
 
ICP-MS analysis of shoots of the four homozygous T-DNA lines was done by Dr. 
David Salt as described in (Lahner et al., 2003). 
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 bHLH101 T-DNA microarray 
 
RNA from 14-day old plants was placed for three additional days on iron-
sufficient or iron-deficient plates. Roots and shoots from plants grown under either 
condition were harvested and RNA extracted separately. This procedure was done three 
times independently. RNA from tissue grown under similar conditions was pooled. 
cRNA was generated, labeled, and hybridized to four Affymetrix ATH-1 Microarrays at 
the DNA Core Facility at the University of Missouri-Columbia (Columbia, MO). 
Datasets were analyzed using Excel (Microsoft, Seattle, WA). 
 
GUS staining 
 
A fragment of DNA containing 2182 bases upstream of the ATG start codon for 
bHLH101 and its first 20 bases were amplified by PCR using Pfu polymerase 
(Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) and primers containing in-frame BglII and EcoRI restriction 
sites. Vector pCAMBIA1381Xc (CAMBIA, Black Mountain, Australia) and the PCR 
product were digested using both restriction enzymes. Both linear DNA fragments were 
ligated in-frame with the GUS open reading frame, creating vector pC-1381-101-GUS. 
The new vector was inserted into Agrobacterium tumefasciens GV3101 which was used 
to transform Arabidopsis thaliana Columbia gl-1 plants. 13 T3 single-insertion 
homozygous lines were selected for staining. Five of the 13 were discarded for having 
unusual staining patterns, ranging from complete staining of the plant to not being able to 
stain any tissue. The resulting eight T3 bHLH101::GUS lines were grown on B5 plates 
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 for 14 days, harvested, and stained; or grown for 14 days and transferred to iron-deficient 
or iron-sufficient plates for three days and then harvested and stained. Once harvested, 
plants were immediately submerged in 90% acetone for 1 hour at -20oC. The acetone was 
replaced with the staining solution [50mM NaPO4, pH7.0; 0.1% Triton X-100; 1mM 
EDTA; 1mM K4Fe(CN)6 3H2O; 1mM K3Fe(CN)6; 0.01% (w/v) chloramphenicol; 0.1% 
(w/v) X-Gluc] and stored away from the light at 37oC for three days. At the end of the 
three days, the staining solution was replaced with 70% ethanol twice in a 48 hour period. 
Pictures were taken using a Leica MZFLIII Stereoscope (Leica Microsystems GmbH, 
Wetzlar, Gemany) and an Optronics Magnafire digital camera (Optronics, Goleta, CA) at 
the Molecular Cytology Core Facility of the University of Missouri-Columbia 
(Columbia, MO). 
 
Over-Expression 
 
pCAMBIA1302 (CAMBIA, Black Mountain, Australia) was used to design the 
over-expressing construct for bHLH101. This vector contains the CaMV35S promoter 
driving mGFP5. We replaced mGFP5 with a 1679-base genomic DNA fragment 
containing the complete sequence of bHLH101 including the three exons, 366 bases 
upstream of the ATG and 371 bases downstream of the stop codon to assure that possible 
5’- and 3’- untranslated regions were present. The genomic DNA fragment was amplified 
using Pfu polymerase (Strategene, La Jolla, CA) and primers containing BamHI sites. 
The linearized vector and digested PCR product were ligated to create the new vector pC-
OX-101. pC-OX-101 was used to transform Agrobacterium tumefasciens GV3101. 14 T3 
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 independent lines containing a single, homozygous insertion event were screened twice, 
independently, using RNA blots. Three lines were selected for further experiments. 
Controls were Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 and gl-1. 
 
Gauntlet experiments 
 
The Gauntlet is a set of 44 experiments. We chose 16 that were directly related to 
environmental conditions since the Affymetrix microarray data showed that most of the 
genes that changed expression levels under iron-deficiency conditions could be related to 
environmental stress. The complete list of Gauntlet experiments and their protocols can 
be found at http://thale.biol.wwu.edu. The sub-set of Gantlet conditions used in this 
report can be found in Table 3. 
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 CHAPTER 4 
 
DEFECTS IN CHLOROPLAST PURINE BIOSYNTHESIS ALTER 
METAL HOMEOSTASIS IN Arabidopsis thaliana 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
The chloroplast is a major site for metal use in plants and alterations in 
chloroplast metal levels are hypothesized to affect metal homeostasis throughout the 
plant. In screens for altered metal homeostasis in Arabidopsis thaliana we identified a 
role for AtATase2 (EC 2.4.2.14) which encodes a chloroplast-localized enzyme 
(phosphoribosyl amidotransferase) that catalyzes the first committed step in purine 
biosynthesis. This disruption in the chloroplast purine biosynthesis pathway appears to 
compromise normal functions of the chloroplast, including metal use and storage in the 
organelle. Both point and T-DNA disruption mutations in AtATase2 confer variegated 
chlorosis and stunted growth. Additionally, the mutants exhibit delayed induction of iron 
deficiency-inducible ferric chelate reductase activity. Mutant plants have significant 
decreases in potassium, zinc and copper levels, while over-accumulating manganese, 
cobalt and cadmium; however, iron levels in the mutants are unchanged. The mutant 
phenotype is partially overcome by supplementation with the purine inosine. While the 
link between purine metabolism and metal homeostasis is difficult to define, we have, to 
our knowledge, provided the first direct evidence linking disruption of chloroplast 
function with defects in general metal homeostasis in Arabidopsis. 
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 INTRODUCTION 
 
Mineral ions are required for the proper function and nutrition of all living 
organisms (Lahner et al., 2003). They are an integral part of the electrophysiology, 
signaling, hormone perception, enzyme activity, membrane transport, and osmoregulation 
and used as cofactors and catalysts through the organism (Salt, 2004). Plants acquire 
mineral ions from the s`oil through a complex and highly integrated network of genes 
that remains largely unknown (Lahner et al., 2003; Salt, 2004). Mineral ion homeostasis 
is also carefully regulated because these ions are toxic when present in excess or in free 
form. 
In plants, the chloroplast is the general stress sensor (Biswal et al., 2003), and the 
main storage site of divalent metal cations in the plant, including iron and copper 
(Shikanai et al., 2003; Terry, 1983; Terry and Low, 1982). The regulation of different 
mineral ions in each organelle is subject to crosstalk between them (Li and Kaplan, 2004; 
Shaul, 2002), where deregulation of one ion affects ion levels in other organelles. For 
example it is known that a minor de-regulation of Mg2+ homeostasis in the vacuole 
strongly affects key enzymes in the chloroplast (Shaul, 2002). Additionally, in yeast the 
deletion of mitochondrial proteins altered vacuolar metal homeostasis (Li and Kaplan, 
2004).  
Most of the required purines in the plant are provided by the salvage pathway, but 
the extra demands imposed by actively growing plant parts are supplied with de novo 
purine synthesis in chloroplasts and mitochondria (Smith and Atkins, 2002). ATP and 
GTP are final products of the purine synthesis pathway and are essential for chloroplast 
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 activity and survival (Allakhverdiev et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2005; Olsen et al., 1989; 
Theg et al., 1989; Young et al., 1999). The first link between purine availability and 
chloroplast function was reported in maize, where a gene knock-out (KO) mutation of a 
chloroplastic purine importer resulted in a mutant line that shows disrupted chloroplast 
ultrastructure, localized leaf chlorosis and photosensitivity (Schultes et al., 1996). Amido 
phosphoribosyl transferase or PPRT has been proposed to be the first committed step in, 
and general regulator of, purine biosynthesis in Arabidopsis (Boldt and Zrenner, 2003). 
There is a family of three PPRTs in Arabidopsis (Boldt and Zrenner, 2003; Ito et al., 
1994) which are localized to the chloroplast (Hung et al., 2004) and have been named 
AtATase1-3. 
AtATase2 has higher and wider expression levels than the two other members of 
the family (Boldt and Zrenner, 2003; Hung et al., 2004; Ito et al., 1994; van der Graaf et 
al., 2004). The expression of AtATase1 is lower and more restricted than AtATase2 (Boldt 
and Zrenner, 2003; Hung et al., 2004; Ito et al., 1994; van der Graaf et al., 2004). An 
AtATase1 KO line did not show any visual phenotype, but overexpression of AtATase1 
complements an AtATase2 KO line. AtATase3 has the lowest expression level of the three 
but the gene is active enough to permit plant survival of an AtATase1 AtATase2 double 
KO line. An RNAi construct for all three members was lethal; indicating that at least one 
member of the family has to be active to permit plant survival (Hung et al., 2004). There 
are two recently published reports linking mutations in AtATase2 to defects in the 
chloroplast (Hung et al., 2004; van der Graaf et al., 2004). In the first, the disruption of 
AtATase2 was accomplished using a T-DNA insertion. Chloroplast maturation was 
impaired in the knock-out line and plants showed photosensitivity and variegated leaves 
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 (van der Graaf et al., 2004). The second report used forward genetics to screen for 
mutants defective in the chloroplast protein import system – the translocon. They found 
two new alleles of AtATase2 which were named cia1-1 and cia1-2. Both had CÆT point 
mutations that converted Q114* in cia1-1 and H187Y in cia1-2. The cia1-2 allele was 
studied in more detail. It showed up to a 50% reduction in its capacity to import proteins 
into the chloroplast, was chlorotic under normal growing conditions, and was highly 
dependent on the environment (Hung et al., 2004). 
In the process of screening mutagenized Arabidopsis seedlings for phenotypes 
linked to altered metal ion homeostasis, we identified two new alleles of AtATase2. Both 
mutants, named SP46 and CS557, show variegated chlorosis and stunted growth. SP46 
shoots showed differences in the accumulation of several minerals when compared to 
wild type, suggesting alterations in metal and other ion homeostasis. We suggest that this 
major disruption in chloroplast integrity causes this altered mineral ion accumulation, and 
AtATase2 does not play a direct role in mineral ion homeostasis. Here we are 
demonstrating for the first time a link between chloroplast function and general metal ion 
homeostasis in Arabidopsis. 
 
RESULTS 
 
Mutant identification 
 
We used leaf chlorosis as our initial marker to screen for individual plants with 
altered iron homeostasis in a T-DNA-mutagenized population of Arabidopsis thaliana 
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 Columbia gl-1 plants (Campisi et al., 1999). Of the approximately 5,000 individual plants 
screened, one putative mutant with a novel chlorotic pattern was identified: SP46 (Soil 
Putant #46). In this mutant, cotyledons are dark green and leaves are dark green upon 
first emergence. However, as the leaves expand a characteristic variegated pattern 
emerges (compare Figures 4.1.a and 4.1.b). 
Individual chlorotic Arabidopsis lines were also ordered from the Arabidopsis 
Biological Resource Center (ABRC). One of these lines was Arabidopsis thaliana var 
Enkheim (En-2) CS557, which had a similar chlorotic phenotype to SP46. F1 progeny 
from reciprocal crosses between CS557 and SP46 displayed the same chlorotic 
phenotype as the parental lines, indicating that the mutations were allelic. 
Out of 814 F2 progeny analyzed from an SP46 and Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 cross, 210 
individuals showed variegated chlorosis and the remaining 604 had a wild-type 
phenotype. The χ2 analysis indicated that this ratio is consistent with the 3:1 segregation 
pattern expected for a single, recessive mutation in a nuclear-encoded gene (χ2=0.14; 
0.7<P<0.75 for 3:1 segregation).  
 
Analysis of plant responses to iron deficiency 
 
Ferric-chelate reductase activity was used as a secondary screening procedure to 
increase the probability of identifying plants with defects in iron nutrition and screening 
out those with defects in the regulation of other elements like Mg or S (Marschner, 1995) 
or with direct mutations in the photosynthetic apparatus. Reductase activity was 
measured in SP46 and CS557 mutant plants on transfer to iron-limiting conditions and at  
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Figure 4.1. Phenotype of rosette leaves and 4-week-old plants. 
a.) wild type leaf. b) SP46 leaf. c) leaf of SP46 transformed with a wild-type copy of 
AtATase2.  
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Figure 4.2. Time course of ferric chelate reductase activity. 
Ferric chelate reductase activity was measured during an 8-day period after transfer to 
iron-deficient conditions for wild type (filled squares), SP46 (filled rhomboids), and 
CS557 (filled inverted triangles). The experiment was repeated three times and a 
representative data set is shown. Standard deviation is represented by error bars. 
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 2-day intervals thereafter. Both SP46 and CS557 showed delayed induction of ferric-
chelate reductase activity when compared to Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 plants (Figure 
4.2). SP46 plants reached wild-type ferric-chelate reductase activity levels at day 4. 
CS557 was able to induce reduction in a limited way and equaled wild-type activity at 
day 6 when wild-type levels were dropping due to the prolonged absence of iron in the 
media (Connolly et al., 2003; Vert et al., 2003). 
To test whether the expression of iron-regulated genes was altered in SP46, 14-
day-old wild type and SP46 plants were grown under iron-deficient conditions for three 
days to induce their iron-uptake responses, and total RNA from both roots and shoots was 
isolated. We examined mRNA levels of the main root iron uptake transporter IRT1, the 
root ferric chelate reductase FRO2, and the iron-responsive iron storage protein ferritin1 
(AtFer1). No significant differences were observed in either root or shoot mRNA levels 
under either iron-sufficient or iron-deficient growth conditions for any of the three genes 
examined (data not shown). 
To test further the effect of the mutation on iron homeostasis, elemental analysis 
was performed on shoots of mutant and wild-type plants grown on soil. SP46 plants 
showed significant over-accumulation of arsenic (+48.7%), cadmium (+20.7%), cobalt 
(+23.2%), lithium (+16.9%), and manganese (+30.1%). However, they showed 
significant under-accumulation of copper (-41.7%), potassium (-20.7%), selenium (-
8.6%), and zinc (-10.3%). To our surprise, iron levels were not significantly different 
from wild type. The data suggests that SP46 plants show a general defect in their mineral 
ion homeostasis (Table 4.1). 
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 Identification of the mutant gene in SP46 
 
Phenotypic and PCR analysis of the F2 progeny from a SP46 and Arabidopsis 
thaliana Col-0 cross demonstrated that no T-DNA was linked to the chlorotic phenotype 
(data not shown). Therefore SP46 (in the Col-0 background) was crossed to Landsberg 
erecta to create an F2 mapping population. As a first step, bulked genomic DNA 
(Lukowitz et al., 2000) from 82 F2-mutant plants was analyzed using both Cleaved 
Amplified Polymorphic Sequences (CAPS) and Simple Sequence Length Polymorphisms 
(SSLP) markers (Jander et al., 2002). The mutation was located on the bottom of 
Chromosome IV (Figure 4.3.a). Using a total of 967 F2 mutant plants the mutant locus 
was mapped to a 75 kb or 0.3 cM region that contained 24 predicted Open Reading 
Frames (ORFs) (Figure 4.3.b) (The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000). T-DNA 
insertion lines (Alonso et al., 2003) for 19 of these ORFs were obtained from the ABRC. 
One of the 19 homozygous T-DNA lines, SALK_028034, showed a variegated chlorosis 
similar to SP46. This T-DNA insertion is estimated to be 29 bp upstream of the start 
codon of At4g34740 (Figure 4.3.c). We confirmed that At4g34740 is not expressed in T-
DNA line SALK_028034 by RT-PCR (data not shown). 
F1 individuals from a cross between SP46 and SALK_028034 maintained the 
variegated chlorotic phenotype. This lack of complementation demonstrated that the 
mutation in SP46 and the T-DNA insertion in line SALK_029034 affected the same gene. 
We confirmed At4g34740 as the locus of the mutation by complementing mutant SP46 
Arabidopsis plants with a wild-type genomic fragment containing the complete coding 
sequence of At4g34740 as predicted by publicly available EST information, and 
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 approximately 1,000 bp of sequence upstream of the starting ATG to serve as the native 
promoter (Figure 4.1.c). Locus At4g34740 encodes the enzyme phosphoribosyl 
amidotransferase or PPRT (Boldt and Zrenner, 2003; Ito et al., 1994; van der Graaf et al., 
2004). 
 
Comparison of AtATase2 sequences 
 
We sequenced both mutant alleles of AtATase2 and discovered that SP46 had a 
point mutation in position 723 where adenine replaced a guanine, which changes the 
amino acid in position 242 from a glycine to a serine. This glycine is highly conserved in 
both plant and bacterial PPRTs, which may explain why this serine substitution confers 
such a severe phenotype on the SP46 mutant. 
The wild-type sequence of AtATase2 from the ecotype Enkheim is not publicly 
available; therefore En-2 seeds were obtained from the ABRC and AtATase2 was 
sequenced (GenBank Accession Number AY842241). As compared to Arabidopsis 
thaliana Col-0, the En-2 AtATase2 has three polymorphisms. A CT nucleotide pair at 
positions 14 and 15 in the Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 sequence is a GC in En-2; this 
changes the 5th amino acid from a serine to a cysteine. The first approximately 53 amino 
acids of AtATase2 are predicted to encode a chloroplast localization sequence; the 
substitution of a cysteine for a serine at position 5 does not change this prediction 
(Emanuelsson et al., 2000). Also, nucleotide 213 is a G in the Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 
sequence and is replaced by a T in En-2; this polymorphism is silent and does not change 
the predicted polypeptide sequence. 
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 The sequencing of AtATase2 in CS557 revealed two nucleotide changes relative 
to both the Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 and En-2 sequences, therefore they were 
considered mutations. The first one was a three bp in-frame deletion (Δ129-131) that 
resulted in the elimination of a serine in position 44. The second one was a point 
mutation in position 1090 that replaces a G with an A which in turn changes the amino 
acid in position 364 from a valine to a methionine (Figure 4.4). However, CS557 had the 
Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 sequence at all three base pairs polymorphic between 
Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 and En-2; thus calling into question the ecotype background 
of CS557. The serine deletion in CS557 is in the predicted chloroplast localization 
sequence, but does not change the predicted chloroplast localization of the mutant 
polypeptide (Emanuelsson et al., 2000). The V364M change occurs in an amino acid 
residue that is highly conserved in plant, animal and bacterial PPRTs; therefore it is likely 
this second mutation caused the phenotype observed in CS557. AtATase2 mRNA levels 
in both mutant alleles remained comparable to wild type (data not shown).  
As mentioned previously, mutant alleles of AtATase2 have been described before. 
To provide a unified nomenclature system, we will use the atd2 nomenclature of the first 
reported AtATase2 mutants (van der Graaf et al., 2004) and name our new alleles as 
follows: SP46 as atd2-2, CS557 as atd2-3, and SALK_029034 as atd2-4.  
 
Phenotypic complementation with inosine 
 
Inosine is one of the downstream products of the purine biosynthetic pathway and 
it has been previously reported that inosine-5’-phosphate is able to complement the 
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 chlorotic phenotype of atd2 (van der Graaf et al., 2004). We grew atd2-2 (SP46) mutant 
and wild-type plants in solid and liquid media with or without 10 mM inosine for 14 days 
and rated them for chlorosis. Inosine was able to complement the chlorotic phenotype of 
mutant plants grown in liquid media only, but not when grown on solid media (data not 
shown). Elemental analysis was performed to verify whether inosine complemented the 
alterations in metal accumulation. Under liquid growth conditions, only manganese and 
potassium levels in atd2-2 were significantly different from wild type (Table 4.2). 
Neither of these metal accumulation differences were complemented by growth in 10 
mM inosine. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
This work outlines the isolation, characterization and cloning of an Arabidopsis 
mutant gene that causes defects in both chloroplast function and in maintenance of 
mineral ion homeostasis. We were able to identify both allelic mutants, called SP46 
(atd2-2) and CS557 (atd2-3) using foliar chlorosis and abnormal ferric chelate reductase 
activity as phenotypic markers for mutations in iron homeostasis. In spite of both screens 
being directed to identify iron-related mutants, both iron levels and mRNA levels of 
several iron-deficiency regulated genes (IRT1, FRO2, and AtFer1) were similar to WT. 
Using map-based cloning, we identified the gene responsible for the mutant 
phenotype at locus At4g34740, which was confirmed by genetic analysis, sequencing, 
and complementation. This locus encodes AtATase2, a phosphoribosyl amidotransferase 
or PPRT. PPRT is a Fe-S-dependent enzyme that has been proposed to be the first  
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 Table 4.1. Average leaf elemental contenta of wild-type (WT) and SP46 
 Arabidopsis plants. 
Element Unitsb WT SP46 % difference p-valuec Significanced
Metals        
 Cadmium ppm 1.82 2.19 20.7  0.0003 » 
 Calcium % 4.24 4.15 -2.1  0.6100  
 Cobalt ppm 1.52 1.87 23.2  <0.0001 » 
 Copper ppm 1.19 0.69 -41.7  0.0027 » 
 Iron ppm 87.69 87.86 0.2  0.9800  
 Lithium ppm 14.81 17.31 16.9  0.0170 » 
 Sodium ppm 595.15 715.11 20.2  0.0510  
 Potassium % 3.17 2.51 -20.7  0.0022 » 
 Magnesium % 1.21 1.18 -2.7  0.3800  
 Manganese ppm 39.98 52.00 30.1  <0.0001 » 
 Molybdenum ppm 5.90 6.34 7.5  0.2000  
 Nickel ppm 0.93 0.73 -21.2  0.4500  
 Zinc ppm 48.57 43.58 -10.3  0.0032 » 
Non-metals        
 Arsenic ppm 1.42 2.11 48.7  <0.0001 » 
 Phosphorous % 0.82 0.91 10.8  0.5500  
  Selenium ppm 9.90 9.05 -8.6   0.0500 » 
 a Average from one leaf from each of 25 individual plants for WT and for SP46. 
 b Units=ppm/gram or % dry weight.    
 c p-value from the ANOVA test.    
 d Significance level at p≤0.05.    
 
 
 
Table 4.2. Elemental analysis in ppm/gram dry weight of Arabidopsis plants grown in 
liquid media with or without 10mM inosine. 
  Average content in   Average content in   
 WT SP46  WT SP46  
Element  - inosine  - inosine % diff. 
p-value of 
2-tailed t-
test of 
difference  + inosine  + inosine % diff. 
p-value of 2-
tailed t-test 
of difference
Potassium 73066 83245 13.9% 0.0039 75205 85390 13.5% 0.0140 
Manganese 134 153 14.2% 0.0043 136 154 13.2% 0.0927 
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 committed step in and a general regulator of the chloroplastic purine biosynthesis 
pathway. PPRT belongs to a small family of three genes in Arabidopsis (Boldt and 
Zrenner, 2003). 
Even though atd2-2 (SP46) was part of a T-DNA mutagenized population this 
mutation was not caused by a T-DNA insertion. The sequence changes in the atd2-3 
mutant are unique. atd2-3 (CS557) has the Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 sequence at the 
three nucleotides polymorphic between Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 and En-2. 
Additionally, it has two sequence changes found in neither Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 
nor En-2, a G/C to A/T transition and a three base pair in-frame deletion. Both the 
occurrence of two separate mutations and a three base deletion are uncommon in EMS-
derived mutants (Greene et al., 2003). It is possible that atd2-3 is in another, different 
genetic background that contains the Arabidopsis thaliana Col-0 sequence and the in-
frame three base deletion in its wild-type sequence. Therefore, the mutation responsible 
for the phenotypes would be the G/C to A/T transition, a change highly consistent with 
the mode of action of EMS (Greene et al., 2003). However, more experiments will be 
necessary to determine both the ecotype background of CS557 and the exact cause of the 
mutant phenotype. The variegated chlorotic phenotype typical of atd mutant plants (Hung 
et al., 2004; van der Graaf et al., 2004; this work) is, on closer examination, an interveinal 
chlorosis surrounded by green vasculature and certain green parts close to the hydathodes 
of the leaves (Figure 4.1). Since AtATase2 and AtATase1 are expressed in leaves (Boldt 
and Zrenner, 2003; Hung et al., 2004; Ito et al., 1994), it is possible that AtATase1 is 
expressed in the green areas, along the veins and in the borders of the leaves, whereas 
AtATase2 might be expressed mostly in the interveinal areas, where chlorosis can be seen  
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Figure 4.3. Map-based cloning of the SP46 locus. 
a) PCR-based molecular markers used are shown by thin vertical lines. Number of 
recombination events for each marker/total number of mutant chromosomes tested are 
noted under the molecular markers. Arrows point towards the location of the mutant 
locus. b) The minimal map location contains 24 predicted ORFs and arrows show the 
predicted direction of translation for each ORF. c) Representation of AtATase2, locus of 
SP46. The thin line represents the promoter and the filled box represents the coding 
sequence of AtATase2. Empty boxes represent predicted 5’- and 3’- UTRs. The triangle 
marks the T-DNA insertion in line SALK_028034. The arrow represents the translation 
initiation site. BamHI and EcoRI restriction sites used for cloning and complementation 
are noted. 
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Figure 4.4. Amino acid sequence analysis of the AtATase family. 
Protein alignment of the AtATase family in Arabidopsis thaliana was conducted using 
ClustalW. Residues shown in black letters on grey background represent conserved 
residues in at least two members of the family. Numbers indicate amino acid position. 
White arrow shows the location of the missense mutation in atd2-2 that results in G242S. 
Black arrows show the location of both mutations in atd2-3: a 3 bp deletion that causes 
S44Δ and a missense mutation that causes V364M. 
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 in the mutants.  
When grown on soil and compared to WT, atd2-2 plants showed alterations in 
arsenic, cadmium, cobalt, copper, lithium, manganese, potassium, selenium, and zinc 
levels. When grown on liquid media the same mutant line showed alterations only in 
manganese and potassium content. It has been shown that mutant Arabidopsis plants 
often over- or under-accumulate a different set of metals under different growth 
conditions (Lahner et al., 2003). Therefore, it is not surprising that atd2-2 exhibited a 
different pattern of metal accumulation on soil versus liquid culture (compare Tables 4.1 
and 4.2). 
It is not clear why inosine supplementation was unable to complement the metal 
accumulation defects of atd2-2. Most likely, external supplementation with inosine 
restores partial chloroplast function, which would be sufficient to reverse the chlorotic 
phenotype, but not sufficient to complement the aberrant metal accumulation. In our 
experiments, plants in liquid media were grown under approximately 55 μEinsteins 
constant light or about half the 100 μEinsteins used for seedlings grown on plates. Given 
the previously reported photosensitivity of atd mutants, it is possible that inosine 
supplementation was able to partially rescue the atd2-2 chlorotic phenotype. The level of 
rescue was sufficient to restore a uniform green appearance to seedlings grown in liquid 
culture at low light levels but was not sufficient to fully complement the atd2-2 
phenotype, including its alteration in metal ion homeostasis. Since chloroplast function in 
the mutant supplemented with inosine has not been examined in detail, this remains a 
matter for further investigation.  
The delay in the expression of iron-deficiency inducible ferric-chelate reductase 
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 activity in atd2-2 and atd2-3 mutant plants were not related to deficiencies in iron 
homeostasis since iron levels in atd2-2 were similar to WT (Table 4.1). It has been shown 
before that FRO2 activity is regulated transcriptionally and post-transcriptionally, and 
may be regulated post-translationally as well. Iron, zinc, and cadmium affect transcription 
of FRO2, but the post-transcriptional or post-translational regulators remain unknown 
(Connolly et al., 2003). The fact that FRO2 transcript levels are similar to WT in the 
presence of statistically different levels of zinc and cadmium in mutant plants (Table 4.1) 
indicates that at the transcript level, zinc and cadmium are minor regulators of FRO2 
transcription when compared to iron. 
The WT levels of FRO2 mRNA in atd2-2 indicate that the FRO2 gene is being 
appropriately regulated at the transcriptional level. The lower levels of ferric-chelate 
reductase activity in atd2-2 point to defects in post-transcriptional regulation. It is 
possible that the over-accumulation of toxic cadmium ions or under-accumulation of zinc 
ions under iron-deficiency conditions in the mutant causes the down-regulation of the 
ferric-chelate reductase protein or activity. This might possibly be a way for the plant to 
adjust to or correct the alterations in zinc or cadmium accumulation. However, since 
neither zinc nor cadmium must be reduced prior to uptake, it is more likely an indirect 
effect. Neither the high cadmium nor the low zinc levels in the atd2-2 mutant are ideal 
for plant growth. Therefore, the atd2-2 mutants may simply not be able to perform the 
energy-intensive reduction of ferric iron to the same extent as wild-type plants. The delay 
in induction of ferric chelate reductase activity could be linked with the low copper 
levels. It has been shown that under iron-deficiency conditions, the reduction of Cu(II) to 
Cu(I) was induced in Arabidopsis plants (Yi and Guerinot, 1996). The frd1 mutant plant 
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 line lacks root epidermal ferric chelate reductase activity, and these plants, although 
incapable of reducing Cu(II) to Cu(I), increased their total copper content (Yi and 
Guerinot, 1996). This points to the absence of a direct link between copper reduction and 
copper acquisition in Arabidopsis plants. 
We propose that the chloroplastic defects due to the atd2-2 mutation have an 
indirect effect on mineral ion homeostasis in the leaves of the mutant plants. The 
chloroplast is a major site of metal use and storage in the plant (Shikanai et al., 2003; 
Terry, 1983; Terry and Low, 1982), and since many chloroplasts in AtATase2 mutants are 
nonfunctional, the mutants have altered requirements for a variety of metal ions including 
copper, manganese and zinc (Table 4.1). While PPRT is a Fe-S cluster-containing 
enzyme, it is unlikely that simply the lack of this one Fe-S cluster protein would have a 
direct effect on mineral ion levels, especially since overall iron levels are not changed in 
the mutants. It has been shown previously that mutant Arabidopsis plants rarely have 
alterations in the levels of only one metal ion (Lahner et al., 2003). Therefore, it is not 
unexpected that the chloroplast defects in AtATase2 mutants alter the levels of several 
elements. 
From the literature a consensus starts to emerge that the chloroplast defects 
caused by mutations in AtATase2 have a general pleiotropic effect on the plant. Mutations 
in AtATase2 alter chloroplast development, eliminate the mesophyll layer of cells in the 
leaves, reduce chloroplast number, confer photosensitivity (van der Graaf et al., 2004), 
reduce protein import into the chloroplast by up to 50%, reduce leaf cell number and size 
(Hung et al., 2004), delay the activation of ferric-chelate reductase activity under iron 
deficiency conditions, and alter general ion homeostasis in Arabidopsis plants. The 
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 combination of phenotypes observed in the atd2 mutants points to the chloroplast as a 
key player in the complex processes that maintain metal ion homeostasis in plants. 
 
FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 
This report raises new questions about different leads in iron- and metal-
homeostasis systems in Arabidopsis. 
 
Localized chlorosis 
 
atd2-2 mutant plants show localized chlorosis in their leaves. It is possible that 
purine biosynthesis alone is responsible for this variegated phenotype, with different 
members of the AtATase family being expressed in different areas of the leaf and plant. It 
is also possible that chlorotic regions are not supplemented with exogenous purines as 
well as green areas. To differentiate between these two hypotheses we would like to 
localize the expression of all three members of the AtATase family of genes using 
reporter genes like GUS. This would confirm if areas of expression of AtATase2 co-
localizes with the chlorotic areas in the leaves and if the green areas show expression of 
the other members of the family. 
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 Delay in ferric chelate reductase activity 
 
Another phenotype shown by atd2-2 mutant plants is a delay in the activation of 
ferric chelate reductase activity. It is known that FRO2 is the main root ferric chelate 
reductase in Arabidopsis (Yi and Guerinot, 1996), is regulated at the transcriptional level 
by metals like iron, cadmium, and zinc, and at the post-transcriptional level by as-yet 
unknown factors (Connolly et al., 2003). Since atd2-2 plants over-accumulate cadmium 
and under-accumulate zinc, we would like to reproduce the delay in ferric chelate 
reductase activity in WT plants under iron-deficient conditions and different levels of 
zinc and cadmium. Hopefully these experiments will help explain this one phenotype and 
at the same time give us more information about the interactions between different FRO2 
transcriptional regulators. 
 
De-regulation of metal homeostasis 
 
As we can see in Table 1, nine of the sixteen elements present in the analysis 
show levels that are statistically different between atd2-2 plants and the control. This 
phenotype could be due to a chloroplast-specific defect or to a defect in the purine 
biosynthesis pathway. To confirm or eliminate the hypothesis of the chloroplast-specific 
defect we would like to analyze the elemental contents of different chloroplast-specific 
mutants. It is possible that the phenotype is related to only a specific step in the purine 
biosynthesis pathway, by way of a missing protein or the overaccumulation of 
intermediate synthates. To help us understand how the purine biosynthetic pathway and 
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 the phenotype are related, we would like to analyze the elemental content of the 
individual T-DNA lines for all members of the purine biosynthesis pathway. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Plant Growth Conditions 
 
Unless specified otherwise, plants were grown under sterile conditions as 
described previously (Yi and Guerinot, 1996). Briefly, seeds were surface sterilized, 
planted on Gamborg’s B5 medium (Caisson Labs, Rexburg, ID) and stratified in the dark 
for 4 days at 4oC. B5 medium for transgenic plants was supplemented with 50 μg mL-1 
kanamycin or 25 μg mL–1 hygromycin. Plants were transferred to a growth chamber 
(Percival Scientific, Perry, IA), grown for 14 days at 21oC under approximately 100 
μEinsteins constant light, and then transferred to plates with or without 50 mM Fe(III) 
EDTA for iron-sufficient or iron-deficient conditions, respectively (Yi and Guerinot, 
1996). 
 
Identification of Arabidopsis mutants with altered iron homeostasis 
 
A pool ~5,000 T-DNA mutagenized Arabidopsis seed (Campisi et al., 1999) and 
line CS557 were obtained from the ABRC (The Arabidopsis Biological Resources 
Center, Columbus, OH), planted on MetroMix 200 (Hummert, St. Louis, MO), and 
grown under 16 hr days at 20oC.  Approximately 3-week-old seedlings were visually 
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 screened for chlorotic phenotypes.  Seed was collected from chlorotic individuals and 
tested in the next generation for chlorosis and alterations in ferric chelate reductase 
activity as described before (Yi and Guerinot, 1996). 
 
RNA Blots 
 
Total RNA was isolated from plant tissue using the LiCl method (Verwoerd et al., 
1989). IRT1 and FRO2 probes were prepared as described (Rogers and Guerinot, 2002). 
The UBQ5 probe was amplified as described previously (Rogers and Ausubel, 1997). 
The probe for ferritin1 (AtFer1) gene was the 3’-UTR as described (Petit et al., 2001). 
RNA blots were performed according to standard methods (Sambrook and Russell, 2001) 
using Osmonics membranes (Westborough, MA). Quantification of the signal was done 
using a Molecular Dynamics Storm 860 PhosphorImager (Amersham Biosciences, 
Piscataway, NJ) and normalized to UBQ5 mRNA levels. 
 
Mapping and cloning of SP46 
 
Genomic DNA was extracted as described previously (Edwards et al., 1991), and 
used for mapping. New molecular markers were designed using information from the 
complete Arabidopsis thaliana var. Columbia genomic sequence (The Arabidopsis 
Genome Initiative, 2000) and the draft genomic sequence of Arabidopsis thaliana var. 
Landsberg erecta (Jander et al., 2002). T-DNA insertion lines (Alonso et al., 2003) were 
obtained from the ABRC. DNA sequencing of PCR products was performed at the 
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 University of Missouri DNA Sequencing Core Facility using an Applied Biosystems 377 
automated DNA sequencer using Applied Biosystems Prism BigDye Terminator cycle 
sequencing chemistry (Foster City, CA). Protein alignments were performed with 
ClustalW (Thompson et al., 1994). 
 
Complementation analysis 
 
BAC clone F11I11, which contained a complete copy of the gene At4g34740, was 
ordered from the ABRC, isolated, and cut with EcoRI and BamHI restriction enzymes 
(Promega, Madison, WI) using standard molecular techniques (Sambrook and Russell, 
2001). A single 2,926 bp fragment that contained the complete gene, 1,026 bp of 
upstream sequence, and 214 bases of downstream sequence, was cloned into the vector 
pCAMBIA 2200 (CAMBIA, Black Mountain, Australia). The fragment was inserted into 
mutant SP46 Arabidopsis plants via Agrobacterium tumefascines GV3101 using the 
dipping method (Clough and Bent, 1998). T1 and T2 seed were planted on selectable 
media. Only transformed lines segregating for the selectable marker in a 3:1 ratio in the 
T2 generation were used for further experiments. 
 
Elemental analysis 
 
Shoots were analyzed by Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectroscopy (ICP-
MS) as described previously (Lahner et al., 2003). 
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 Inosine complementation 
 
Mutant and wild-type plants were grown on liquid B5 media or liquid B5 media 
supplemented with 10mM Inosine (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO). All plants were 
harvested after 14 days, visually analyzed for chlorosis, washed with ultra-pure water, 
and dried for 4 days at 65oC on a conventional oven before being subjected to elemental 
analysis as described above.  
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